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CCompared to winter activities like skiing, 
hockey and most others, ice fishing is still 

one of the safest forms of recreation with far 
fewer injuries or worse than its cold weather 
counterparts. Needless to say however, any 
time you’re walking on water during the hard 
water season, there’s an inherent risk that 
can be minimized with a little knowledge 
and common sense. Preventing mishaps 
of course is key, and today we’ll provide 
several safety tips so that we’ll all have a fun 
and safe time ice fishing in 2021.
 

Scoping Out Safe Ice:
For all those venturing out onto the open 
ice...  keep in mind that local ice hut operators 
and bait shops are still the experts to call to 
find out about local conditions. Various on-
line fishing forums and social media pages 
have become the default as a primary source 
for ice conditions. This can be both good 
and bad. Responsible sources like the Lake 
Simcoe Message Board for instance allow 
their highly respected spokesperson John 
Whyte to host up-to-date video clips that 
often utilize drones to show hazards and  
on-ice thickness/quality tests. These are 
often augmented and verified on the ice by 
John showing a ruler down a recently drilled 
hole for the viewer to see the thickness and 
quality of the ice. This is far more responsible 
than someone using a pseudonym claiming  
Lake X is safe to fish. 

The bottom line however is that you are 
responsible for your own safety! When in 
doubt- stay off!

Walking On Hard Water:
Ice never freezes uniformly so testing it with 
a spud bar or auger frequently when unsure is 
standard practice on your way out. I like HT’s 
heavy duty two piece Polar Escape Pro spud 
bar that will chomp through ice lickety split. As 
a rule, at the start of the season, ice will be of 
highest quality and thickest near shore but the 
further you walk out the thinner it will become; 
so test often. When you’re fishing new lakes 
or even new sections of lakes you may not 
know conditions that well so test as you go!  

Try to identify if there are any safety hazards 
like pressure cracks, air bubblers, river mouths, 
springs or currents– like those often seen in 
neck-down areas.  

As a general guideline, four inches of clear 
blue ice is required for a person on foot. 
Anglers should still spread out however and 
be extra cautious because they might find that 
four inches in one location... but only two, 
somewhere else. Find at least six inches of good 
clear blue/black ice for a snowmobile or ATV 
and a foot or more for a light vehicle. Double 
the thickness if the ice is white or opaque and 
not consistently clear blue throughout. Later 
in the season, ice can become soft or even 
honeycombed and should be avoided. 

Additionally, that ice near shore, especially on 
northern shorelines where intense late winter 
sun can take its toll, can be troublesome... so 
be aware. Heavily used on ice access spots are 
also problematic. Every late winter we can be 
fishing on over two or three feet of real good 
ice far from shore but those shoreline spots can 
be nothing short of treacherous so always have 
an alternate site to get off somewhere other than 
your primary access site at the start of the day.

Most importantly, before you go out, regardless 
of when or where you are ice fishing, always 
let someone know the destination of your 
fishing area, the spot you are accessing the 
lake and when you plan on returning home.  

By: Wil Wegman



https://alumacraft.com
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A Line From “Big” JimA Line From “Big” Jim
 

(Ice Safety 101 continued from page 2.)

“Big” Jim

As well as your trusty GPS, It also helps to carry a compass, and know 
how to use it should your batteries fail and a snowstorm leave you 
guessing which way shore is. Been there, done that – so don’t leave 
shore without a trusty compass. 

Falling Through... What To Do, What Not To Do!
First of all – you want to prevent this from ever happening by being 
well prepared and knowledgeable of conditions. Wearing a floater suit 
(especially late and early in the 
season) can help keep you afloat 
should you go through, but 
understand that it will not keep 
you dry. Last winter, I began 
testing a remarkable line of 
winter clothing called Fortress 
that I first saw on Shark Tank. 
Its claim to fame is that their 
insulation technology called 
Aeris® helps keep your core 
warm, even when you’re wet. 
Although I haven’t jumped 
in, I’ve discovered that my 
Fortress undergarments have 
locked in my body heat and helped remove the moisture when I perspire 
from such rigorous activities like Cross Sledding as described below.  

Most importantly always carry a set of ice picks with you and have them 
readily accessible via a draw string around your neck or in an upper arm 
pocket of your coat. I have tried several brands over the years, and the ones 
by HT with retractable picks that don’t jab or poke you in transit, are my 
favourite. I look at carrying ice picks as inexpensive insurance that you never 
want to cash in on, but great to have at the ready if ya gotta! Carrying ice 

picks is like wearing 
your seat belt... you 
don’t ever want to 
have to rely on either 
to save your life... but 
just in case– each of 
them can! 

At the start and end 
of the season or 
whenever you are 
unsure of conditions, 
carrying a throw 
rope isn’t a bad idea. 
I like HT’s “Rescue 

Throw Bag” as it’s an all-in-one unit made specifically for on-ice rescue. 
I’ve taken several  on-ice safety training courses over the years for my 
day job that included jumping into a cut out hole in the ice (once when it 
was 25 below) and then getting out by ourselves. Combine this with the 
occasional unsupervised ‘through-the ice-adventure’ and here’s what I’ve 
learned to help make getting out as easy as one, two, three. 

The vast majority of through-the-ice encounters occur when riding a 
snowmobile, ATV or even full sized vehicle. On many lakes, especially 
with shorter ice seasons across the Snowbelt, travelling with full sized cars 
and trucks is seldom recommended unless ice roads are established. When 
little snow is covering the ice, I am usually seen whipping by on my light 
weight Scandinavian Kick Sled – or Cross Sled, which distributes my 
body weight and that of my equipment over a 6’X 2” radius.  Relatively 
few walkers end up going in but if you’re not careful– it can still happen. 
Regardless of how you may end up going in – you’ll more than likely 
want to get out in a hurry so read on and store this in your memory bank... 

(Continued on page 6.)

If I look into my crystal ball all I see is ice-fishing, 
ice-fishing and more ice-fishing for the next month 
or maybe even two or three more… but we need ice 
almost everywhere, so please be safe as this is an 
unusually warm year in many areas!!! 

So if ice fishing is on the menu for you, then you’ve 
come to the right place, and we’ve got you covered 

with some of the most influential and successful anglers in North America.

The sport of ice fishing has grown in leaps and bounds over the past 20 
years and the one nice thing is that the manufacturers have responded 
with products to make us more comfortable and certainly more efficient 
than ever on ice. The days of sitting on a bucket freezing are over. The 
average in the know ice angler is now far ahead of where the best were 
20 years ago and that distance is growing yearly.

This issue features Wil Wegman, who has basically spent most of his life 
on Simcoe and he goes over Ice Safety in depth to keep you safe, while 
you search out the Leviathans of the Deep where Dave Chong  gives us 
the Simcoe rundown for giants.

Everyone’s buddy Jeff Gustafson goes over a pile of awesome stuff to 
get you bit this winter… regardless what you fish for, while our buddy 
“BRO” gives us the rundown on walleyes. Jeff Matity schools us on using 
underwater cameras and we have a huge number of products that are 
“Hot On Ice”.Plus our regular features and a whole bunch more…

Please be safe on and off the ice this winter…we’re all in this together!!!



fish.shimano.com

ICE

Reinvented for the modern 
age of ice fishing, the 
Sienna Ice Combo is offered 
in an arsenal of actions 
designed for all creatures 
that lurk below the ice.

https://fish.shimano.com/content/fish/northamerica/us/en/homepage/FISHING_COMBOS/ICE_COMBOS.html
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The first piece of advice is to accept right away what just happened and 
to acknowledge how freakin cold that water is... the latter part shouldn’t 
be hard, the first may be for some of you stubborn fools lol. Staying 
calm while you control your rapid breathing is a challenge but doable 
and necessary. Accept that your chances of drowning by gulping too 
much water exceed your chances of dying from hypothermia. 

Whatever you do, don’t make stupid panicky moves like trying to take 
your boots or coat off thinking they are pulling you down. They are extra 
weight for sure but do offer some insulation value. Have your partner 
keep on-lookers back so that they don’t go through themselves and make 
matters worse. Plan to go back out of the hole by turning around and 
facing shore and heading out in that direction. You don’t know what ice 
conditions are like further out and besides... Dude, your day is done and 
as soon as you’re out, you need to head to shore and get warm right away. 

Reach for your ice picks and jab one into the ice in-front of you. If 
there is snow there, clear down to ice level as best you can – then jab 
hard into the ice. Now begin to flutter and whip kick like your life 

depends on it... only because it does in order to get your body from 
that vertical position to a horizontal one.  

Like I say in all of my ice fishing seminars...  Almost think of it like you 
would want to swim your way out of the ice hole like a graceful seal 
would, without being concerned about the graceful part. Now, pull your 
body with your one pick a short distance onto the ice as you kick and 
then jab the other pick out in-front to pull yourself all the way up and out 
with your other hand. Try and get a knee or leg up on the ice as soon as 
possible to make this manoeuvre even easier. 

If you don’t have ice picks – you can still get out onto slippery ice but 
use your elbows more if you can’t get a good grip with your hands on 
the ice ahead of you. A little trick I’ve used during training exercises, 
is to rest my wet elbow on the ice in front of me for a bit to allow my 
coat to freeze to the slick ice which gives me some traction to haul my 
sorry ass outta the hole.

Third.. once you’re out – don’t try and stand up right away... pull 
yourself all the way out and then in order to distribute your weight, 
crawl well away from the potentially week ice and then get up. During 
the early years of my on ice training, we were taught to roll away from 
the hole... to better distribute weight... but it seems too many self-
rescued victims actually became so dizzy that way, that they became 
victims again and rolled right back into the hole.

From there, empty your boots of water and then obviously get to a warm 
vehicle or inside as quickly as possible. Thanks to an old trapper’s tip*, 
I always carry a couple of plastic bags and dry socks in my HT rod bag 
‘just in case’. The plastic bags go overtop the dry socks – as your liners 
will remain wet; yet the bags will keep your feet dry. 

(Ice Safety 101 continued from page 4.)

to flourish. There are bays on the lake that 
were full of beautiful weeds, where we had 
really, really good largemouth fishing ten 
years ago and those areas are now cleared 
of any weeds and it’s almost impossible to 
even catch a largemouth anymore. It’s pretty 
disappointing. Most species are eating these 
crayfish and doing well, including walleyes 
and smallmouths but they have literally 
decimated the weeds in many areas. 
 
The Aqua-Vu comes in handy to verify what 
your electronics are telling you. Sometimes 
it’s species identification if you are marking 
fish but can’t get them bite, other times it’s 
nice to drop the camera down and see what 
the fish are relating to – it could be a boulder, 
a log, a patch of sand. It is a great tool to help 
interpret what your electronics are telling you. 
I use mine a lot and have some fun with it. 

Toss an Umbrella Rig

Over the past few years I have mentioned 
using umbrella rigs in the fall for smallmouths. 
They are a proven bait for catching big bass 
but the fun part of throwing them on main 
lake humps and points is that trophy walleye, 
big pike and even musky will take a run at 
them as well. 

Umbrella rigs do a great job emulating a 
school of baitfish. I like to use a rig with blades 
on the arms and I use swimbaits between 3.5 
– 5.5 inches. Over the past couple of years I 
have started using the Z-Man Diesel Minnow 
swimbaits. Their durability is nice when you 

are catching a bunch of fish 
and the baits are all nice and 
straight out of the package 
so they swim perfectly. 

In Ontario, we are allowed 
to use four hooks on one 
line. Most umbrella rigs 
come with five arms so on 
the fifth arm of the rig, I’ll 
actually cut the hook off 
the bait so one of them is 
considered a dummy bait. 

If I am fishing 15-20 feet of 
water I’ll use five 1/4 ounce 

jigs on my rig and for water between 20 and 
30 feet, I’ll put a couple of 3/8 ounce jigs on 
the bottom arms and use 1/4 ounce jigs for 
the top three. G. Loomis makes an umbrella 
rig rod in their IMX-PRO and NRX line 
ups. These are heavy duty rods capable of 
handling these over-sized rigs and they make 
fishing them all day very comfortable. I like a 
Shimano Curado 200 reel, which has a bigger 
spool for handling the 20-lb. fluorocarbon I 
like to throw them on. 

My first experience with an umbrella rig in 
a tournament came with my pal Mike Reid. 
We had one tied on a rod not long after they 

(End Your Season with a Bang  continued from page 6.)
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Umbrella rigs do a great job mimicking a 
school of bait fish.

Umbrella 
rigs work for 
walleyes as 

well.

(Continued on page 10.)

Paddletales will be closing 
for at least a portion of 

January. Please check on 
the Paddletales Facebook 
page for reopening dates.

(Continued on page 8.)

http://www.paddletales.com
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(Ice Safety 101 continued from page 6.)

Editor’s Note: Long time Just 
Fishing Contributor Wil Wegman 
is an award winning Outdoor 
Writer whose ice fishing articles 
have been published in Outdoor 
Canada, Ontario Out of Doors, In 
Fisherman & several others. He is 
the Hooked on Fishing columnist 
for Lake Simcoe Living magazine 
and is the only two-time recipient of the Bill Bond Memorial Award for 
dedication to “promoting and conserving the fishery of Lake Simcoe”. 
Wil is an avid ice fishing tournament competitor, going back to the 1991 
World Ice Fishing Championships in 1991 when he was part of Team 
Canada. He is a previous winner of the Perchin for MS Event & the 
Perch Trap Attack. He’s offered seminars on ice fishing since the mid 
1980’s and has been on the HT and Rapala pros staffs for just as long. 
In 2017 Wil was inducted into the Canadian Fishing Hall of Fame.

however, I use much longer sweeps of the rod. A Medussa is simply a heavy 
jig, but the three tails moving around is a musky’s face are pretty difficult 
for them to resist.  In fall, I like to run my soft plastics deeper, so I use 
a lower speed Shimano Tranx 400 spooled with 80 pound test PowerPro 
SSV2. This slightly lower gear ratio (5.8:1) allows me to slow down and 
run the lure deeper.  A Medussa is a great tool for fishing around weed 
edges and deeper breaklines. If the fish are not using the shallow cover, I 
always move to the outer edge and the breakline and someone in my boat 
is always fishing a big soft plastic.

Early fall is a challenging time of year, as the fish may be migrating, 
and the weather can become unstable with fall cold fronts. However, the 
muskies are using more traditional shallow water spots. Take advantage of 
the situation and don’t throw the same lures everyone else is casting. Try 
placing a topwater in shallow spots others can’t reach, using a bucktail 
with different blade types, and a big soft plastic along the deep edges. 
Remain versatile and you’ll be able to show off some trophy musky 
photos this fall! 

Editor’s Note: Jim Saric is an American professional angler, best 
known as the publisher, editor and owner of Musky Hunter Magazine,  
(https://www.muskyhunter.com ) the largest musky fishing publication 
in North America. He is the Host and Executive Producer of The Musky 
Hunter television series, the first television show ever dedicated solely 
to the hard-to-catch musky.

(Fall Musky Solutions continued from page 50)

Shallow weed flats with 
thicker weed patches can be 

key in early fall.
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How you set the hook depends on its size, diameter and thickness and 
when it is small, thin and razor sharp, a smart sweep of the rod tip is 
all that is required to nab every fish.

#6 FISH FOR WHATEVER IS BITING    

I received a message from a reader last fall about catching big 
smallmouth, largemouth and northern pike. He had been unsuccessful 
in his efforts and asked if I’d help him zero in on the key depth. I flipped 
him back a note asking what species, in particular, he was targeting. He 
replied .... “All of them.”
 
Now, there is no question that when you are fishing for walleye, as a 
case in point, that you may catch a bonus smallmouth, largemouth or 
northern pike. Maybe even several. But is it a huge mistake to assume 
it will happen and thus, go fishing without a specific species in mind. 

I use to accompany the Conservation Officers and fisheries technicians 
who worked for me and we would pull alongside anglers and do a creel 
survey. I was always amazed when the folks in the boats were asked 
what they were fishing for and they replied .... whatever bites. 

To be successful, you have to focus in on a specific species, learn as 
much as possible about its lifestyle, habits, behaviour and seasonal 
preferences. Then you need to use the information to select prime 
locations, the best lures and optimal presentations. To do otherwise 
is to take a shot in the dark, which almost always misses the mark. 
Leave the hail Mary passes to the last minute desperation plays for 
football teams. 

#7  BELIEVE THE DOCKTALK 

I will never forget interviewing Kevin Van Dam, the winningest angler 
in bass fishing history, immediately prior to one of his four Bassmaster 
Classic victories. He had sequestered himself, miles away from the 
tournament venue, at his brother-in-law’s house. When I asked him 
why, he said .... “To avoid the dock talk.”

With social media so 
prevalent these days, it 
is easy to get caught up 
in the hysteria associated 
with a hot lake or new bait. 
Some folks will even post 
the waypoints of popular 
fishing spots. But if you 
know about it, so do tens of 
thousands of other anglers.

Sharing reliable, guarded, 
insider information with 
one or two trusted friends 
is a good thing, but relying 
on second, third and fourth 
hand accounts of dock talk 
is to be avoided at all costs. 
As Van Dam says, “It 
messes with your head.”  

#8                DON’T BE FIRST IN AND FIRST OUT 

            If you were amongst the very first anglers to fish Slow Death for 
walleye, Ned Rigs for bass, Bondy Baits for lake trout and big double 
bladed Cowgirls for muskies you know the heart stopping feeling of 
riding the roller coaster to fishing success. 

I count myself among the blessed to have been at the forefront of 
each of these trends. Unfortunately, nothing good ever lasts. Despite 
unbelievable efforts by a select few anglers to keep each one of the 
techniques under wraps, the secret got out and loose lips sunk ships.

It is why, when you read about a technique for the very first time in a 
reliable source – like the pages of Just Fishing! – or hear about it from a 
trusted friend, you need to assess it immediately, perfect it quickly, add 
it to your arsenal and then milk it for all that it is worth, because every 
innovation will become commonplace, the fish will become conditioned 
to it and something better will replace it.
    

(10 Mistakes You Need to Fix continued from page 17.)

Summer 2020
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* The person who taught me that trick was Gerry Draper – a Lake 
Simcoe legend and lifelong trapper known amongst thousands of his 
Lake Simcoe Message Board friends simply as “Trapper”. I’ve known 
Gerry for 25 years and the stories of his experiences on the hard 
waters of the 722 km lake in his backyard were always entertaining. 
On November 9, 2020 Gerry passed away at the age of 83. He is the 
loving Husband and best friend of Wendy Draper and is the cherished 
Father of 10, Grandpa of 18 and Great-Grandpa of 8. 

Lasting Thoughts:
When good ice conditions are present, traveling and ice fishing on frozen 
water can be extremely safe and enjoyable. In a lot of respects, ice safety 
is just a matter of common sense. Rest assured that going through is 
almost always preventable and that is always your goal, so ultimately 
learning as much as you can about this topic and experiencing different 
conditions on different lakes, at different periods during the winter will 
help you become confident in your abilities to develop a healthy respect 
and understanding of the ice that is keeping you from becoming intimate 
with all that wonderful ice cold water beneath you. 

Hope to see you on top of the ice this winter; and here’s to a safe, happy 
and successful one for all of you!
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ICE

By: Jeff Gustafson

WW hen the Covid-19 shut down started 
last March it was quite scary for 

everybody. Simply “not knowing” what the 
virus was all about, concern about friends and 
family members, and then the worry about 
what we would do if we weren’t able to work 
were the most troubling aspects for me. I had 
a few tournaments cancelled, as well as some 
seminar and boat show appearances so it was 
stressful. I can tell you that I made the most of 
my downtime while I was at home and spent 
a few weeks on the ice in Sunset Country.  
My wife Shelby was my partner for most of 
these trips and we enjoyed some great fishing.

During this big run on the ice while we were 
stuck around home, we fished for nearly every 
species we could. We took a bunch of photos 
and even made a few videos. The walleye 
fishing was amazing so we did a lot of that 
then mixed in some crappies, lake trout, pike, 
whitefish, perch and even burbot as well. 

If there is anything to look forward 
to in the coming months while we 
continue to navigate the pandemic, 
it’s that many of us are going to 
continue to have a bunch of time 
to go fishing. Soon enough we’ll 
have safe ice and we can get after it. 
Fishing remains a safe activity that 
you can do with others, while still 
social distancing and staying safe.

NEW BAITS
With each new season we are given 
the option to try new baits as tackle 
companies continue to innovate and 
kick out new products to help us catch 
more fish. Happens with open water, 
happens with ice baits. Northland 
Fishing Tackle has been one of my 
longest fishing supporters and every 
year a little crew from Northland 
makes a trip up to Sunset Country to 
test out some of their new bait designs 
set for release the following year. 

 
The crew came up in February last year, 
ahead of the border shut down, so we were 
able to have a few fun days on the ice. They 
brought up the new Rattlin’ Puppet Minnow 
and the Glo-Shot Fire-Belly Spoon and we 
put them in front of a bunch of walleyes, trout 
and pike. 

The original Puppet Minnow has been 
around for over ten years now and has been 
a good walleye bait both on the ice, which 
is was designed for and in open water as 
well. The new Rattlin’ version has a slightly 
different profile with some added features 
to help make it a better bait. It has rattles 
obviously, which will help fish find it in 
deep, dark water and it has a little bit stouter 
hooks on it. It also comes without a hook 
on the nose, which sometimes catches on the 

ice and allow fish to get away. It 
was unnecessary in my opinion. I 
like the new hook set-up and had 
some good luck with it late in the 
season last year. Even put a couple 
of nice lake trout on the ice with it. 

The new spoon is a spin-off 
of the great Buck-Shot Rattle 
Spoon, which has been around 
for a couple of decades. I have 
caught more walleyes ice fishing 
on that spoon than all other baits 

combined, it’s almost all I ever use anymore. 
It simply catches fish. The new Glo-Shot 
Spoon has a similar profile and action to the 
Buck-Shot but with a glowing colour capsule 
in the middle of it. These spoons come with 
multiple capsules and one will last you a day 

(Continued on page 12.)
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The ability to endure sub-zero temps, grind 
through sixteen inches of ice, then wait patiently 

for a strike, requires a highly motivated angler. 
Thankfully, advancements in technology like 

imaging electronics, GPS, and thermal ice 
shelters allow anglers to comfortably focus 
on being effective. Similarly, advancements 
in materials technology provided our design 

team the opportunity to push rod performance 
to the next level. These actions represent the 

pinnacle of performance. Lightweight and scary-
sensitive, even the lightest bite feels like freight 

train. It may be cold, but that is all forgotten 
when you have this stick in your hot hands. 

FEEL CONNECTED.

pinnacle IN 
performance

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uSDhEc4I1u0
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on the ice. It’s a different look and again, is 
going to help fish find your bait in deeper, 
darker water. For finicky fish, the quieter 
spoon could be better than the rattling version 
some days. 
 
I like to tip both of these baits and all of my 
walleye baits with a minnow head to give it 
a little bit of scent and flavour. When fish are 
really biting you can use plastic or nothing at 
all but often when you’re ice fishing, a little 
bit of meat is going to help you get a lot more 
bites no matter what bait you are using. 

Both of these baits require some jigging to 
trigger fish to strike. Using them in conjunction 
with a flasher to see how fish react to your 
jigging action is the best way to learn how to 
use these baits most effectively. My main rule 
is to always keep the bait above the fish. 

If I’m dropping my bait down the hole and 
there is a fish on my screen, I’m going to stop 
the bait above the fish. It seems like if you can 
get them to move up for it, it’s more likely that 
they’ll crush it. Occasionally crashing the bait 
into the bottom and creating a little “smoke 
cloud” with the bottom sediment will call in 
fish for a closer look. 

NEW RODS
Much like open water fishing rods continue 
to evolve and get better, the same can be said 
about ice rods. The trend in ice rods right now 
is towards longer, softer actions much like 
we’ve seen with open water rods over the past 

decade, mostly to accommodate the use of 
braided line. Braid has no stretch and much 
better sensitivity than traditional monofilament 
or fluorocarbon. This allows us to feel what 
our baits are doing a lot better, feel bites and 
get a much stronger hookset, especially in 
deeper water. The longer rods help with shock 
absorption to avoid tearing hooks out of the 
fishes mouth and allow for the use of lighter 
lines as well. 

If you only fish a few times a winter you 
can probably get by with two or three rods, 
maybe one for panfish, one for walleyes and 
one for big fish. If you are serious about 
your fishing, you can think of fishing rods 
like golf clubs, with different rods designed 
to do different jobs. 
 
If I’m fishing for lake trout with a big jig that 
has a heavy hook that a twenty pound plus fish 
won’t be able to open up, I’m going to want 

(Let’s Hit the ICE continued from page 10.)

(Continued on page 13.)

www.maximaline.ca

THE ORIGINAL GREEN 
MONOFILAMENT

CHOOSE FROM THE SELECTION OF 
MAXIMA LINES

Maxima’s legendary knot & tensile
strength and abrasion resistance!

High-Vis
High visibility

https://htent.com
http://maximaline.ca
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a heavier action rod that is going to be able to 
penetrate the hook past the barb. If I’m using 
a tiny jig for panfish with light line, I need 
a softer action rod to avoid straightening out 
the hook or breaking the line. Then there is 
the length to consider. If you are often fishing 
in a shelter, you may want to choose slightly 
shorter rods in the low 30” range, but if 
you’re like me and mostly fish outside, you 
can get away with slightly longer rods in the 
40” range. It’s all about picking them up and 
feeling for what you like. 

One of my really good sponsors – G. Loomis 
Fishing Rods – who have a good reputation 
for creating some of the finest fishing rods 

you can buy, have entered into the ice fishing 
rod market for this coming season. They have 
designed twelve models in the IMX-PRO ICE 
line-up between 29” and 41” in length to cover 
nearly any situation you could be faced with. 
They have some well thought out models in 
this line-up that are the most beautiful ice 
fishing rods I have ever used.
  
I was able to test a few of them last winter and 
I literally did not want to pick up any other ice 
rod that I own after using them. They are light, 
sensitive and load up perfectly when you fight 
a fish. They are high-end so they’re not for 
everybody but if you want the best equipment 
you can get you need to check out these new 
sticks, you’ll love them. My favourites are 
the 41” MH version for lake trout and pike, 
the 35” M for jigging up walleyes and the 33” 
ML for catching perch and crappies. 

In addition to the new tackle and rods, ice fishing 
equipment in general continues to improve. 
Clothing is better, shelters keep getting 
bigger and warmer and electronics options 
are incredible. Live sonar makes finding fish 
easier as will the new Humminbird 360 ICE 
unit that will show you exactly where schools 
of fish are located as well as reveal structure 
like rocks and brush on the floor of the lake.  

It’s a great time to be an ice angler. Of course 
you can still 
go out there 
and catch fish 
without any 
of this fancy 
new gear but 
it’s fun to use 
these tools to 
help us catch 
more fish.

Editor’s Note: Jeff Gustafson grew up on the shores of Lake of 
the Woods in Kenora, Ontario.  He has made his living in the 
fishing community since he was a teenager as a tournament 
angler, guide, outdoor writer and fishing promotor.  In 2019 
he is competing on the Bassmaster Elite Series in addition 
to competing in several events in Ontario. You can find him 
on social media at @gussyoutdoors and on his website at: 
 www.gussyoutdoors.com. 

(Let’s Hit the ICE continued from page 12.)

https://clamoutdoors.com/pages/ice-armor-by-clam/icearmorbyclam
http://www.gussyoutdoors.com.
https://www.gloomis.com/content/gloomis/northamerica/usconv/en/homepage/IMXPROICE.html
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By: David Chong

 Lake Simcoe’s Leviathans of 

–  
(Part 1 Lake Whitefish)

(Continued on page 16.)

LLake Simcoe is one of the most popular ice 
fishing destinations in Canada and possibly 

North America. Aside from the Great Lakes, 
Lake Simcoe is the largest inland body of 
water in Southern Ontario spanning 722 square 
kilometers. Where it is located is within a 4-hour 
drive of over 13 million people and within a 
2-hour drive of the Greater Toronto Area, which 
boasts a population of probably over 7 million 
at the time of this article. Needless to say, Lake 
Simcoe can be a busy place during ice fishing 
season and most likely more so during this 
Covivd-19 period. 

Great numbers of our American neighbours in 
Michigan, Ohio & New York state also make 
the trek to Lake Simcoe to ice fish each year 
but probably not this year! As a testament to 
the popularity of ice fishing on Lake Simcoe, 
MNR creel surveys over the years reveal that 
there is disproportionate number of man days 
spent out on the hardwater as opposed to the 
open water season! In other words, many more 
people ice fish Lake Simcoe than fish it during 
the spring, summer & fall periods! 

With an average depth of 15m (49 feet) and a 
maximum depth of 41m (135 feet), Lake Simcoe 
is an oligotrophic lake. That means that it is able 
to support populations of fish species that require 
well-oxygenated cold waters such as lake trout, 
whitefish, herring & burbots! Through the ice, 
yellow perch is the most sought-after species 
on the lake but there are plenty of ice fishing 
opportunities available with these other species. 

Both the lake whitefish and lake trout populations 
are maintained with stocking programs by 
Ontario’s Ministry of Natural Resources & 
Forestry. Although in recent years, we have 
noticed a marked increase in natural whitefish 
being caught! Over the last couple years, the 
MNRF has stocked the lake with 140,981 
whitefish fingerlings in 2019 and 149,184 
whitefish fingerlings in 2020. On the lake trout 
front, in 2019 37,648 yearlings were released and 
in 2020, 66,104 yearlings. It was good to see the 
increase in the lake trout numbers as the whitefish 
fishing has been outstanding whereas the lake 
trout catches have waned the last few years. Both 
the lake herring & burbot (aka freshwater cod or 
ling) have self sustaining populations.

Lake herring in Lake Simcoe are truly an 
interesting & encouraging story as the MNRF 
closed the lake herring season in 2001 for 13 

years. The lake herring had all but disappeared in 
Lake Simcoe, which was shocking as I remember 
in my younger days renting fish huts and seeing 
schools of herring come through the hole. 
They seem to come through in the hundreds.  

There was nothing more 
done to rescue the lake 
herring population other 
than closing the season for 
them and they managed 
to make an impressive 
comeback. The season for 
lake herring re-opened in 
2015 although the limit on 
a Sport licence is only two 
and on a Conservation 
licence, one! 

The legal season for 
targeting lake trout, 
whitefish and herring through the ice on Lake 
Simcoe runs from January 1st until March 15th. 
The daily limit for them are two on a Sport licence 
and one on a Conservation licence. According 
to the 2020 OMNRF Recreational Fishing 
Regulations Summary, burbots or lings have 

no closed season and no daily limit! OMNRF 
enforcement on Lake Simcoe is very visible and 
pretty strict during the winter months. Although 
in Ontario, we generally are lacking in our 
numbers of conservation officers, there doesn’t 
seem to be a shortage of them on Lake Simcoe 
in the winter! So, if your licence happens to 
expire this year, it expires on December 31st 
and you must have it renewed before heading 
out on the ice January 1st! 

Over the years, environmental changes and the 
natural aging of Lake Simcoe has altered the 
numerous locations where these species with 
a preference for deep cold water reside for the 
winter. Probably the most impactful was the 
discovery of an invasive species, the round goby 
in 2004. These natives of the Black & Caspian 
Seas in eastern Europe were introduced to 
North American waters via the ballast water of 
freighters arriving from Europe. First discovered 
in the Pefferlaw River in 2004, the round goby 
has established a vast population in lake Simcoe 
and has affected the diet of all predatory fish. 

Although lake trout, whitefish, herring and 
burbots are still found deep, 
their range has definitely 
expanded into shallower areas 
due to the availability of round 
gobies as forage. A similar 
looking fish species, the native 
sculpins, had always been on 
the menu for these predatory 
fish species so it was not a 
big change for them to switch 
over to consuming gobies! 
Anglers that are keeping fish 
for the dinner table will find 
the stomachs of their catches 
generally full of gobies, so that 
might be a clue when selecting 
what lure to start with!

Although yellow perch are 
the most sought-after species 
through the ice on lake Simcoe, 
the “Leviathans of the Deep” 
(Lake Trout & Whitefish) 

are held in high regard by ice anglers. And 
considering that they were often thought of as 
“trash fish” by ice anglers, the once lowly burbot 
is also gaining a following on Lake Simcoe!  
Not only do these three species grow to  
bragging size on Lake Simcoe but they are also 

 Meegs Jig designer, James Meger 
shows off a trophy Lake Simcoe Whitie!

The Author with a Lake Simcoe 
Leviathan of his own.



Our desire is to put superior fishing gear in the hands of those who love this sport as much as we do. 
In doing so we are able to make good anglers great and make great anglers the best.

ICE PASSION, 
WE UNDERSTAND.

berkley-fishing.com    find us:

The Strongest, 
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Resistant line. 
Period.

The Thinnest, 
Most Sensitive line. 
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great eating. Many anglers love to smoke lake 
trout & whitefish and burbot are commonly 

referred to as a “Poor 
Man’s lobster”.

The last few years have 
been “bumper crops” 
for the numbers of 
lake whitefish caught 
through the ice on 
Lake Simcoe. This 
is primarily due to 

noticeably increased 
natural reproduction 
and solid stocking 
numbers by the 
OMNRF. The average 
sized whitefish caught 
here is 3–5lbs. but 

double-digit specimens are captured every 
year. We’re not 100% sure of the lake record 
but there was a giant weighing in a 14.36lbs. 
caught back in 1996! 

Whitefish are considered great eating by many 
and due to their high fat content are excellent 
candidates for the smoker! Some people, 
myself included, think that whitefish taste 
“fishy” and who likes fish that taste “fishy”? 
LOL, I understand that this is caused by a 
natural occurring compound in their flesh 
called trimethylamine oxide, which starts 
breaking down into trimethylamine after a 

fish dies. Apparently soaking your Whitefish 
filets in milk removes the trimethylamine and 
therefore removes that “fishy” taste. We may 
have to give that a try this year!

Since the introduction of the round goby, 
whitefish are being caught frequently in 
shallower depths than normal. We have recently 
caught whitefish in under 20 feet of water, 
although we usually target them in 30-50 feet of 
water! There are many areas of the lake where 
one could target whitefish. Again, in the past 
they were much more prevalent in the traditional 
deep haunts such as Kempenfelt Bay and Lake 
Simcoe’s numerous deep shoals like Long Shoal, 
Fox Island Shoal, Oro Reef, Townline Shoal, 
etc. Now they are caught regularly in Cook’s 
Bay, off Sibbald Point, in front of Lagoon City 
and literally all over the lake!

While out ice fishing, having the right equipment 
/ gear and tackle can be the difference between 
catching & not catching. When targeting 
whitefish having a portable sonar unit or an 
underwater camera like an Aqua-Vu is very 
important! One of the first lessons that any angler 
should learn is you can’t catch fish where there 
are no fish, it doesn’t matter how skilled you are 
or how expensive your equipment is, you need 
to be around fish to catch them! Your sonar and 
camera are your eyes beneath the ice. They’ll aid 
you in making decisions on whether you need 

(Lake Simcoe’s Leviathans of the Deep! cont. from page 14.)

(Continued on page 17.)

NEW TATULA® 300  
REELS FEATURE:

 Aluminum Frame and Sideplate

 T-Wing System (TWS)
 Ultimate Tournament Drag (UTD)

 Laser Engraved D-Vec Logo 
  Heavy Duty 110mm Swept Handle

www.daiwa.com/us

SWIMBAIT REEL 
OF THE PROS 

The TATULA 300 is our biggest family member. Capable  
of gobbling up to 42.9” of line per handle turn, they’re  

perfect for large Swimbaits and full-sized A-rigs.

Check them out at a retailer near you.

NEW TATULA®  
SWIMBAIT RODS 
FEATURE:

  Two Brand New Swimbait-specific  
Actions Available

 X45® Bias Graphite Construction

  Premium Cork Handle with Laser-etched 
Tatula Spider Icon

 Fuji® FazLite Tangle-free K-Guides

 Lake Simcoe ice fishing enthusiast, Anthony Badham 
landing a Lake Simcoe Whitie caught on guess what? 

A Meegs!

 Undoubtedly the most 
popular Whitefish lure on 
Lake Simcoe, a Meegs 
Jig in the Goby finish 
tipped with the NEW 
Meegs Finns trailer!

https://www.daiwa.com/us/
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to relocate, change your lure or presentation, etc. 
I really like an LCD fishfinder where I can see 
some history as often this can help in determining 
the mood of the fish and what you might need to 
do in order to trigger a strike! 

Ice electronics have changed vastly over the last 
few year, Garmin has 6 different bundles that 
could be used on the ice ranging from the simplest 
Striker 4 Portable package to a full-blown game 
changing Panoptix LiveScope unit! There are 
also 3 ice fishing kits where you could convert the 
Garmin unit from your boat for use on the ice as 
well! The Garmin Striker 4 Portable set-up which 
is probably as economic a portable unit as there is 
available. I like the ECHOMAP 73cv, which also 
has the LakeVu charts built-in because it has a 
larger 7” screen and still fits nicely into a 5-gallon 
bucket! This unit is handy especially if you’re 
trying to be mobile and are walking! All these 
units have a flasher mode for those who prefer 
it but of course there are dedicated flasher units 
from Vexilar & Marcum as well!

Aqua-Vu underwater cameras are available in a 
number of micro systems, an economical setup 
like the AV715C or up to a top-of-the-line Quad 
HD! The AV715C is my camera of choice on the 
ice. It has a 7” screen, 75’ of cable for the camera 
and can be used on the MO-POD3 to remotely 
turn the camera around. Underwater cameras 
can give you a visual of how fish react to your 

lure or presentation. Higher end models can also 
provide you with on screen depth, temperature 
and direction! The Aqua-Vu Quad HD allows 
you to see in four directions at the same time!

Of course, spotting fish on your sonar or camera 
is the key but sometimes you’re in the right area 
and they are just not right beneath you. Unless 
you have a Garmin Panoptix unit to look around 
your hole, use your sonar or camera to find the 
right bottom for whities to hang around. Look 
for hard bottom with zebra mussels (another 
invasive species) that’s covered with gobies! You 
might have to draw them over to where you’re 
fishing! Quite often they will be found on top of 

shoals or rises when feeding and dropping off the 
sides when they’re not as active! It is important to 
stay mobile as whitefish do like to move around!

An 8” auger is the minimum that you need 
while a 10” is more desirable! Electric is the 
way to go these days, they are quieter and the 
number of holes that you can drill with today’s 
lithium-ion batteries is truly impressive! My 
8” auger set-up last season consisted of an 
8” HT E-Drill on a Clam Auger Plate and a 
Milwaukee M18 Fuel Hammer Drill! For a 10” 
hole this season, I’m going with a Strikemaster 
40V Lithium-Ion drill! About the only thing 
that you need to worry about is keeping your 
batteries warm on super cold days!

According to local avid ice angler and Canadian 
Fishing Hall of Famer, Wil Wegman “Whitefish 
took to gobies almost right away after they 
became prolific in the lake!” This would account 
for the huge growth in popularity of goby 
imitation lures. There are quite a number of 
popular and effective lures that imitate gobies or 
at least the movement of a goby but undoubtedly 
the most popular is a Meegs jig. There several 
other similar weight forward jigs like Badd 
BoyZ, Shoal Diggers, Humpback Creepers and 
the Blue Fox Lil’ Foxee Minnow.

“Meegs jigs are designed to “circle” as they 
drop and look a lot like a wounded baitfish as 

(Lake Simcoe’s Leviathans of the Deep! continued from page 16.)

NEW J-FLUORO SAMURAI MAIN LINE 
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100% Fluorocarbon line  
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available in 2 spool sizes 
(all line weights):  
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1,000 Yard Bulk Spools.

www.JBraid.com
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(Continued on page 18.)

With the introduction of Gobies into Lake Simcoe, 
Whitefish are often found shallower ending up on the 
lines of anglers fishing for perch with traditional perch 

lures such as a Slab Grabber Simcoe Slayer!

https://jbraid.com


Editor’s Note: David Chong is widely 
recognized as one of Canada’s top 
competitive tournament anglers. He is also 
an avid multi species angler and is a strong 
advocate for affordable, accessible angling 
for all!  David loves sharing his vast fishing 
knowledge and stories with anglers of all 
ages, beginners & pros alike!  
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(Lake Simcoe’s Leviathans of the Deep! continued from page 17.)

however, I use much longer sweeps of the rod. A Medussa is simply a heavy 
jig, but the three tails moving around is a musky’s face are pretty difficult 
for them to resist.  In fall, I like to run my soft plastics deeper, so I use 
a lower speed Shimano Tranx 400 spooled with 80 pound test PowerPro 
SSV2. This slightly lower gear ratio (5.8:1) allows me to slow down and 
run the lure deeper.  A Medussa is a great tool for fishing around weed 
edges and deeper breaklines. If the fish are not using the shallow cover, I 
always move to the outer edge and the breakline and someone in my boat 
is always fishing a big soft plastic.

Early fall is a challenging time of year, as the fish may be migrating, 
and the weather can become unstable with fall cold fronts. However, the 
muskies are using more traditional shallow water spots. Take advantage of 
the situation and don’t throw the same lures everyone else is casting. Try 
placing a topwater in shallow spots others can’t reach, using a bucktail 
with different blade types, and a big soft plastic along the deep edges. 
Remain versatile and you’ll be able to show off some trophy musky 
photos this fall! 

Editor’s Note: Jim Saric is an American professional angler, best 
known as the publisher, editor and owner of Musky Hunter Magazine,  
(https://www.muskyhunter.com ) the largest musky fishing publication 
in North America. He is the Host and Executive Producer of The Musky 
Hunter television series, the first television show ever dedicated solely 
to the hard-to-catch musky.

(Fall Musky Solutions continued from page 50)

Shallow weed flats with 
thicker weed patches can be 

key in early fall.

    6
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How you set the hook depends on its size, diameter and thickness and 
when it is small, thin and razor sharp, a smart sweep of the rod tip is 
all that is required to nab every fish.

#6 FISH FOR WHATEVER IS BITING    

I received a message from a reader last fall about catching big 
smallmouth, largemouth and northern pike. He had been unsuccessful 
in his efforts and asked if I’d help him zero in on the key depth. I flipped 
him back a note asking what species, in particular, he was targeting. He 
replied .... “All of them.”
 
Now, there is no question that when you are fishing for walleye, as a 
case in point, that you may catch a bonus smallmouth, largemouth or 
northern pike. Maybe even several. But is it a huge mistake to assume 
it will happen and thus, go fishing without a specific species in mind. 

I use to accompany the Conservation Officers and fisheries technicians 
who worked for me and we would pull alongside anglers and do a creel 
survey. I was always amazed when the folks in the boats were asked 
what they were fishing for and they replied .... whatever bites. 

To be successful, you have to focus in on a specific species, learn as 
much as possible about its lifestyle, habits, behaviour and seasonal 
preferences. Then you need to use the information to select prime 
locations, the best lures and optimal presentations. To do otherwise 
is to take a shot in the dark, which almost always misses the mark. 
Leave the hail Mary passes to the last minute desperation plays for 
football teams. 

#7  BELIEVE THE DOCKTALK 

I will never forget interviewing Kevin Van Dam, the winningest angler 
in bass fishing history, immediately prior to one of his four Bassmaster 
Classic victories. He had sequestered himself, miles away from the 
tournament venue, at his brother-in-law’s house. When I asked him 
why, he said .... “To avoid the dock talk.”

With social media so 
prevalent these days, it 
is easy to get caught up 
in the hysteria associated 
with a hot lake or new bait. 
Some folks will even post 
the waypoints of popular 
fishing spots. But if you 
know about it, so do tens of 
thousands of other anglers.

Sharing reliable, guarded, 
insider information with 
one or two trusted friends 
is a good thing, but relying 
on second, third and fourth 
hand accounts of dock talk 
is to be avoided at all costs. 
As Van Dam says, “It 
messes with your head.”  

#8                DON’T BE FIRST IN AND FIRST OUT 

            If you were amongst the very first anglers to fish Slow Death for 
walleye, Ned Rigs for bass, Bondy Baits for lake trout and big double 
bladed Cowgirls for muskies you know the heart stopping feeling of 
riding the roller coaster to fishing success. 

I count myself among the blessed to have been at the forefront of 
each of these trends. Unfortunately, nothing good ever lasts. Despite 
unbelievable efforts by a select few anglers to keep each one of the 
techniques under wraps, the secret got out and loose lips sunk ships.

It is why, when you read about a technique for the very first time in a 
reliable source – like the pages of Just Fishing! – or hear about it from a 
trusted friend, you need to assess it immediately, perfect it quickly, add 
it to your arsenal and then milk it for all that it is worth, because every 
innovation will become commonplace, the fish will become conditioned 
to it and something better will replace it.
    

(10 Mistakes You Need to Fix continued from page 17.)
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well as a goby darting along the bottom and dipping into the mud. I think 
the introduction of gobies has definitely played a part in making any goby 
imitation lure a staple to have in your box on the hardwater” explained 
Meegs Jig designer, James Meger. Meegs jigs are available in quite a 
selection of colours including James’ personal favourites the Dace & Goby 
finishes and in weights from 1/4 oz. right up to 3/4 oz. for whities and 
lakers! They’ve also released 2 panfish sizes 1/16 oz. & 1/8 oz. as well as a 
trailer called a Finn that can be added to the hook of a Meegs jig to give the 
back a little more action. These Finns are designed to replace the crappie 
tubes that many angler tip their Meegs with.

When James is on the ice targeting whitefish his eyes are always glued to 
his electronics and when there are no fish visible, he tends to raise and hold 
his Meegs 2-5 feet off the bottom making it more visible to any whitefish 
nearby. “Once the fish comes on screen, I drop the jig to bottom and work 
the bottom 1/2”- 4” with constant slow bounces/ lifts waiting for a tap or 
line to go slack. Because the jig is on bottom and the fish is picking it up 
off the bottom you are not going to feel a large bite generally, whitefish 
generally pounce on the bait and suck it up off the bottom so look for your 
line going slack and set the hook” related James! So, it is very important to 
be a keen line & electronics watcher when you angling for whities!

James’ outfit consists of a Fenwick 34-36” rod and a Pflueger President reel 
spooled up with 10-lbs. test J-Braid and a 6-8 lbs. test fluorocarbon leader. 
My whitefish combo is a similar deal, a Daiwa Legalis 1000 with 10-lbs. 
test Sunline SX-1 braid and an 8-lbs. test FC Leader on a 36” HT Sapphire 
Ice medium action rod! This winter make sure that you try some KVD Line 
& Lure Conditioner on your line and your rod guides. It will make your 
line more manageable and its hydrophobic property will repel water from 
your line & guides avoiding the dreaded ice crystal buildup!

Whitefish almost always feed on bottom. Their physique with underslung 
mouths makes them very effective at plucking gobies/crustaceans off the 
bottom! Other popular lures for whities include Freedom Lures Blade 
Bait & Turnback Shad, Sebile Vibrato, Jig A Whopper’s Lazer Rocker 
Minnow, Williams Ice Jig, MacGathy’s “Simcoe Slayer” Slab Grabber 
and Rapala Jigging Raps! No matter what type of lure that you’re using 
don’t overlook the benefits of applying scent to it! A gel scent like Liquid 
Mayhem with its strong adhesion property remains on hard body baits 
for a long time. The Shad & Garlic Minnow scents are favourites of 
mine during the ice season. Of course, you can never overlook live bait, 
emerald shiners whether fished on a spreader or dropshotted on a tip-up 
can be often be deadly. 

If you’re just starting out and don’t have all the gear or only plan on 
making 1 or 2 trips, Lake Simcoe has numerous quality outfitters/hut 
operators who can help you out! The best operators will continually move 
their huts around to stay on fish or bait their holes with salted minnows 
to keep whitefish around. Many outfitters are often great anglers as well 
and can provide solid advice. We’re looking forward to a phenomenal 
ice season seeing as there are not going to be any consumer trade shows 
this year or holiday down south! 

Hopefully we’ll see you out on the hardwater 
at some point this winter, until then... Stay 
Safe, Fish Hard & Dream Big!

https://www.xzonelures.com/site/home
https://www.therodglove.ca/site/home
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By: Brian “Bro” Brosdahl

FFirst ice is often the best time of the winter 
for walleye fishing. Being safe on the ice 

is key, especially early in the season when 
the ice is variable in thickness. 
Anglers should carry safety 
equipment for ice rescue. Such as 
rope, throw cushion, retractable 
ice spikes, and ice cleats for your 
boots with the main goal of having 
a safe trip. 

The main idea is 
to know what you 
are doing and 
always error on 
the side of safety.

Now that the ice 
is forming and thick enough to 
go on foot solid 4 inches of ice. I 
want locations that are within easy 
walking distance from an access 
point and I am looking for some 
areas with features I think will 
attract fish on early ice. 

Most years there is somewhere in my part 
of Northern Minnesota where anglers can 
walk out on the ice before the beginning of 
December. 

Fishing usually starts out good as soon as 
anglers can get on the ice and keeps getting 
better as anglers are able to access more areas 
on the lakes. The peak fishing 
usually happens in late December 
or early January, before the 
coldest part of the winter arrives. 

The lion share of walleye fishing in 
Minnesota is in the northern region with 
several lakes from 3,000 to 200,000 acres in 
size exists. 

Anglers from all over the Midwest come 
to both lakes during the winter to catch 
walleyes through the ice. 

The winter walleye bite on both lakes starts 
out along the shoreline break and moves 
further from shore as the season progresses. 
Angler foot traffic started the season, but 
quickly switch to quads and snowmobiles as 
the ice gets thicker. 

Northland has made many awesome lures for 
all types of fishing over the 
years, with the Buckshot 
Rattle Spoon quickly 
becoming the classic 
jigging spoon for walleyes.  

Now there is another cool 
spoon from Northland that 
works especially well in 
shallow water. The New 
Hotshot Fire Belly Spoon 
comes with a replaceable 
glow stick built right into the 
spoon and is made out of zinc 
alloy giving it great action.

Add a minnow head or half 
a minnow to the spoon’s 

(Continued on page 22.)

Northland Buckshot 
Rattle Spoon

Northland Hotshot Fire Belly Spoon

 EYE’S



BREAK THE ICE

Blade Bait Turnback Shad

Minnow Spoon Zodiac Ball JigHydra Swimbait Head

Hammered Minnow Spoon

Crush Worm

Sword Grub

Drifter

Flatty Jig

Drifter Minnow

Dart Minnow

Shrimp Maggot

DSSM 75 Swimbait

Finesse Tube 3” Grub

WWW.AMERICANBAITWORKS.COM

https://americanbaitworks.com
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800 Burnett Street, Kingston, Ontario
Phone: (613) 634-7033 – Thepropshop@bellnet.ca

YOUR COMPLETE REPAIR SHOP FOR

We Want Your Business 
& Will Do What It Takes

In Warranty Repairs, Propeller Repairs 
& Sales All Makes

More than just Props

I try to remain calm and watch how the fish is responding during the figure 
8, if the fish follows a fast turn quickly; I move the lure along in the straight 
path and go into the next turn. However, I use a slight hesitation move of 
the lure at the end of the turn. It’s not a pause or stop, but a hesitation or 
split-second hang. If you are fishing a Cowgirl, you’ll see the flashaboo 
flare for a second. Then move back into the straight portion of the figure 8. 
Quite often the hesitation move will result in a strike or the musky might 
snap and miss the lure. Repeat the hesitation on the next turn slowing 
down slightly and the musky is yours. In some situations the musky tends 
to drop back from the lure go slower and deeper with the figure 8. Quite 
often the musky might disappear and then reappear 30 seconds later and 
bite. So, don’t quit on a slow or deep follow!

Think about those tough days on the water with minimal follows, where 
it seems like there are no muskies in the lake. Where do you usually get 
a strike... at boatside. That’s because the one active fish you encounter 
that day that decides to follow is your best chance at getting a bite. You 
have to remain focused and committed to the figure 8 on every cast as 
the one bite you most likely will get on those tough days is a figure 8 
strike. That’s why I believe practicing and focusing on the figure 8 is 
more important than learning any specific lure technique. Every year I 
catch close to 40% of my muskies on a figure 8!
 
My final point for you to consider is boat control. We have all heard the 
cliché you have to make the right cast to the right spot to catch a fish. 
Well making that cast relies upon boat control. If your boat is too close to 
the cover or too far away from the cover, you won’t catch muskies. You 
have to visualize how a spot looks, where the muskies might be located 
and then decide how to fish the spot. Most of the times I work into the 
wind and use my trolling motor to slowly work the area. If I have a follow 
or find an area I want to make a couple extra casts, I simply step off the 
trolling motor and the wind will let me drift away from the spot and make 
more casts, or I’ll hit the anchor lock button on my MotorGuide Xi5 and 
hold in position. Most importantly, I’ll use my Lowrance GPS to mark the 
spot to be able to precisely return to the area later in the day. With today’s 
sonar, GPS and trolling motors, with a little effort you can become much 
better with boat control, and make the right cast to the right spot.

Anyone can work the boat on calm days, but it’s the windy days where boat 
control makes a difference. Try to just use as much trolling motor power as 
is necessary to move the boat into the wind. Too much speed makes it hard 
to control the boat and results in “over-corrections.” Too little speed and 
you won’t move through the spot. Work on your boat control, just like you 
would any lure technique, as it is the equalizer. These three tips may seem 
fundamental, and they are, but they are the building blocks for a successful 
season. Think about how you cast, figure 8 and run your boat. If you strive 
to get better this season, I’ll guarantee you’ll catch more muskies!

(3 Keys To More Muskies This Year! continued from page 22.)

Editor’s Note: Jim Saric is an American professional angler, best known 
as the publisher, editor and owner of Musky Hunter Magazine, the  
largest musky fishing publication in North America. He is the Host and 
Executive Producer of The Musky Hunter television series, the first  
television show ever dedicated solely to the hard-to-catch musky.

Focus on casting, figure 
8s & boat control & your 
big fish catches like this 

will skyrocket.

Available at Fine Tackle stores or check out online store at: 
www.magzmfg.com

HOME OF THE ORIGINAL
 "BADD BOYZ" JIGGING LURE

The Magz Goby offers a realistic goby baitfish 
appearance and action to entice even the most 
finicky fish. Great for jigging summer & winter. 

The soft body and active tail bring the Magz 
Goby to life!

Motor
Oil
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NEW for 
2020

Hand Poured in Barr ie  ONHand Poured in Barr ie  ON

Brown Chartreuse 
Globy

Sand
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treble adds blood and scent and 
encourages the fish to strike the 
part of the spoon with the hook. 

Anglers don’t usually have a lot 
of choices for structure early in 
the season. Turns or points along 
the shoreline break is usually it. 
Anglers can look for structural 
elements like green weeds, 
boulders, gravel, hard bottom 
areas or even just stretches with 
a steeper break leading into deep 
water. 

Walleyes often follow edges 
when they get active and feed. 
If anglers can position themselves in 
the right area, walleyes will often move through their location when 
they get active. Sometimes will go through the same area on their 
way in and out of structure as they feed. 

The peak bite is usually earlier in the afternoon and mornings on 
stained lakes, but in lakes with clear water, the peak bite is usually at 
dawn or dusk and after dark. 

Once you have found an area the fish are using, then it is a matter of 
breaking down the area to find the best location to set up a portable 
fish house. 

(Early Ice EYE’S continued from page 20.)

(Continued on page 23.)

https://clamoutdoors.com
https://magzmfg.com


I download my summer spots from 
Humminbird to Humminbird on a micro sd 
card. 

Places I have found during open water that 
give me a starting point on structures. I usually 
drill some holes up and down the break to try 
locate the fish. I use the new mapping feature 
on my Humminbird Helix 7 G3 Ice unit, so 
it adds data to my map every time I drop the 
transducer down a new hole. 

I use my AquaVu Micro 5 Revolution Pro 
while I fish to check out what is happening 
below the ice and to watch live strikes on my 
spoon. 

I use the Frabill Ice Hunter 115 quick flip 
portable when I search for spots on foot, so I 
can haul my Ice Hunter rods, and Plano Edge 
tackle boxes stuffed full of spoons and tricks 
in the fish house. 

I like to have toasty warm hands in my Yeti 
gloves from Fish Monkey. They are the best 
gloves I’ve ever worn for the wet and cold 
conditions I run into when ice fishing. 

Later in the winter, I switch to the Frabill Ice 
Hunter 285 insulated Side Step house, so I 
have more room and insulated fabric.

My wife Heather likes to come with, but she 
likes to sit in the fish house, and stay warm 
and comfortable while I like to keep looking 
for fish. 

It’s an advantage to set up the AquaVu in 
its’ own hole, so you can see the fish coming 
through. 

It’s a consistent producer to use a red or neon 
coloured Gamakatsu octapus style hook and 
a split shot sinker with a minnow in one hole 
and a Firebelly spoon tipped with a minnow 
head or a whole minnow in another hole.

Off shore humps, sand bars rock structures 
are areas where the fish are more likely to 
pass through when they are actively feeding.

On seemly large structure less shallow lakes , 
the best features are often just a slight turn on 
the breakline, a patch of gravel and rocks or 
a section of the breakline that drops quicker 
than the rest of the breakline. 

Walleyes are creatures of edges, so they will 
move along changes in the bottom contours 
in search of young of the year perch, shiners 
or other pray. 

They often make feeding runs when they get 
active and will continue to use the same areas 
until the food source is depleted or fishing 
pressure moves them out of the area.

Finding large schools of minnows in an area 
is a great place to fish even if you don’t catch 
them the first try always try back later. 

Wolves are never far from a heard of deer!
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aluminum. Ergonomically efficient, they are 
a great overall tool to have with you at all 
times when you’re out fishing!

Rapid Fishing Solutions has released a great tool 
called a Hook-All to deal with this problem. You 
load up the Hook-All tool with clear, black or red 
nylon discs. Add one to your spinnerbait hook by 
piercing the disc while it is held in the tool. 

Put your trailer hook on and then add another 
disc afterward, sandwiching the trailer hook 
between the 2 discs. Now your trailer hook will 

never come off until you want it to and even 
then you have to cut the disc off in order to 
remove it. Now there is no chance you will lose 
a fish due to a trailer hook coming off.

These Hook-All tool and discs are available in 3 
sizes, a freshwater micro, regular freshwater & 
an Inshore Saltwater size. These discs can also 
be used to keep plastic baits from balling up or 
sliding down the shank of your hook! One disc 
will keep this from happening and keep your 
bait on the hook longer as well. 

My belief is an organized boat is an efficient 
boat and Bass Mafia revolutionized tackle 
organization with their product line up. They 
have in that line-up, a Terminal Coffin, Jerkbait 
Coffin, Blade Coffin, Line Bag etc. The bass 
Mafia item that I use the most are their Money 
Bags. These are super heavy-duty zippered zip-
lock bags that are now available in 3 sizes. 

Especially as I use more Z-Man ElaZtech 
plastics than any other type and the best way to 
store them is in their original packaging. I sort 
my Z-Man plastics into different Money Bags 
based on technique, all my drop shot baits are 
in one bag etc.

We’ve even managed to convert my tournament 
partner, Doug Brownridge to the Money Bags 

(Continued on page 8.)

(Tools of the Trade continued from page 6.)

The Hook-All Tool is great for securely adding 
a trailer hook to a spinnerbait!

www.JBraid.com

J-BRAID  
GRAND x8 
Our most abrasion resistant 
braid yet smooth and strong. 
Made from a new state-of-
the-art material “IZANAS”.

J-BRAID x8 
8 inter-woven strands. 
Exceptional casting  
performance.

Smooth, soft and silent—
Ideal for all applications

J-BRAID x4 
4 inter-woven strands. 
Strong and tough abrasion- 
resistant technology. Ideal  
for structure fishing. Thin  
design for offshore  
applications.

NEW J-FLUORO LEADER
The perfect way to top off J-Braid line. 
100% Fluorocarbon leader material. 

Featuring Daiwa Parallel Line System 
spooling (DPLS). Available in 2 spool  
sizes —100 yard spools (2lb -20lb) and  
50 yard spools (25lb – 80lb)

Editor’s Note: Wally Robins is a member of the 
GLoomis Pro Staff and an avid multi-species 
angler, with a special passion for muskies.
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#4 DO NOT SHARPEN YOUR 
HOOKS     

Do you pay a few dollars more for 
premium jigs poured around quality 
hooks? Do you replace the stock trebles 
on newly purchased surface baits, 
jerkbaits and crankbaits with the finest hooks 
money can buy? Do you keep a diamond 
hook sharpener in your pocket at all times? If 
you answer no to any one of these questions, 
you’re missing multiple fish every trip out. 
Often, unseen trophies of a lifetime. 

Buddy Bob Izumi is the most fastidious angler 
I’ve ever fished with and the fussiest when it 
comes to sharp hooks. He will get angry if you 
don’t sharpen your hook after you nick a rock, 
log or underwater obstruction. Ditto, if you don’t 
touch it up after you land a fish. How many times 
have you felt a fish bite, set the hook and said 
.... “Whoa, he got off”, or my all-time favourite, 
“He dropped the hook.”   

‘Nuff said.

#5 DO NOT SET THE HOOK 
PROPERLY

Speaking about setting the hooks, I am 
convinced that for many anglers it is the single 
biggest mistake they make and the easiest to 
fix. I have a buddy who, when he feels a fish 
bite, goes on point like a Labrador retriever 
that has spotted a pheasant, says, “there it is”, 
and then sets the hook with so much force that 
he sometimes stumbles on the carpet. And he 
misses almost every fish.

Powerful hook sets are fine when you’re fishing 
with large, thick wire hooks for big toothy 
critters, giant lake trout and largemouth bass 
buried deep in the weeds. But if you’re fishing 
with a sharp, fine wire hook for walleye and 
bass, in particular, you’ll lose 80-percent 
or more if you set the hook with excessive 
strength.

Think of a nurse giving you a needle. Does 
he or she run across the room and stab it into 
your arm? I sure hope not. By the same token, 
however, when the roofer is reshingling your 
house, he doesn’t push the nails into the 
plywood with his fingers. He hammers them 
home. (Continued on page 18.)

(10 Mistakes You Need to Fix continued from page 16.)
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TATULA  
ELITE BASS RODS 

 X45® Bias Construction

  Daiwa’s exclusive Air  
Guide System (“-AGS® models”)

  Daiwa’s exclusive custom  
reel seats 

TATULA LT

LIGHT & TOUGH SPINNING REELS

 6.2 oz. (2500 size)

 LT Light Tough

 Zaion® Body

 Digigear™

NEW TATULA 100

THE SMALLEST & LIGHTEST  
TATULA BAITCASTER EVER!

 T-Wing System (TWS)

 Compact Frame Design

 Zero Adjuster

 6.9 Ounces

Tatula reels—now  
smaller and lighter than ever.

The perfect match for Tatula Elite rods. 
Check them out at a retailer near you.

www.daiwa.com/us

Editor’s Note
Dr. Bruce Tufts is a Professor at Queen’s 
University where he teaches Fisheries 
Biology and supervises research in the Freshwater Fisheries 
Conservation Lab. He is also a multi-species angler and has fished 
bass tournaments for a number of years.
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(Bet On River Backwaters for Winter Walleye continued from page 16.)

Editor’s Note: Tim Allard of Ottawa, 
Ontario is a hard-water expert and author-
photographer of the multi-award winning 

book, ICE FISHING – The Ultimate Guide, 
available at fine book stores, select outdoor 

shops and internet retailers.

Gruenwald rigs a minnow on a stand-up 
style jig. The design keeps the bait off 
bottom and visible to fish.

Most days my dead-stick rod’s rigged with 
a minnow on a teardrop jig, like a Lindy 
Frostee or Custom Jigs and Spins Demon. 
These long, thin jigs flicker as the minnow 
swims. A split shot six to 10 inches above the 
hook pegs the minnow in the strike zone.

And Once Again, Be Safe!
While backwaters offer walleye fishing opportunities in winter, rivers as a whole 
are dangerous territory. At the risk of sounding like a broken record, folks, stay 
clear away from fast flow areas, such as the main channel, and exercise caution at 

all times even in backwaters. 

“Always remember, when in doubt, don’t go 
out,” Gruenwald said. After all, there’s probably 
a lake down the road where the walleye are 
biting.

In 2017, the Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program launched with the focus 

of educating 10 to 13 year old children 
from the community. We’re not only 
teaching them how to fish but how to 
explore, face new challenges, meet new 
people, make new friends and to strengthen 
their confidence which can be applied to every 
aspect of their lives.

The goal of this FREE program was to supply 
the knowledge and provide the tools required 
to fish. Each participant received a Shimano 
rod and reel, rod glove, tackle box, a variety of 
lures, teaching material, life jacket, and a UPF 
Torc, all made possible through sponsorship 
dollars and donations. In addition to this, each 
child received a personalized team jersey 
featuring all of the sponsors.

The model for the program was to combine 
local youth with local businesses and to offer 
an outlet with the opportunity to learn. Studies 
have shown that fishing and the outdoors have 
been recognized as a benefit when it comes to 

creating a positive, stress free 
environment for children.

The program was 
structured around 
6 weeks of in-class 
teaching, using a 
curriculum, which 
provided the hands 
on knowledge and 
tools for each child 
to practice the sport. After completing the  
in-class sessions, 10 volunteer anglers assisted 
with a live release bass fishing tournament. 

Teams of 2 were drawn from the participants, 
and then paired with one of the 10 anglers who 
were assigned the task of guide and mentor. 
They were responsible for each child’s safety 
and to assist them in implementing what they 
had been taught in class. These volunteers gave 
up a day out of their personal lives. Not only 

was it a gratifying moment for 
them but also for the program. 
For many of these kids this 
was their first time in a boat, 
for some, maybe the only time 
they will experience this.

Over the years and with 
the introduction of personal 

devices there seems to be a drop in 
the next generation getting involved 
in fishing or the outdoors in general. 

This program creates a unique 
opportunity for youth who may 
not have had the chance to learn 
about the world of fishing.

The Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program was developed to teach and 
encourage young people to get out 
and enjoy this favoured past time. 
Together we are guiding the youth 

of today, for the community of tomorrow!

For more information about this program, please 
visit: www.tncyouthfishingprogram.weebly.com.

Year 1 of the Next Cast 
Youth Fishing Program 

a Huge Success!

(In the News continued from page 35.)

“The fishing program not only opened him up 
to a new found hobby, it also opened him up to 
trying new things. This essentially has changed 
his entire outlook on how the world is. He’s not 

so fearful.”– Parent of participant, 2017

(Continued on page 38.)

(Photos: Bernard Clark)

We Carry:
Restricted and Non Restricted Fire Arms – New & Used

Crossbows & Compound Bows (we take trades)
• Live Bait: 

Suckers, Shiners,
 Dace, Herring

• Large Inventory 
of Ammunition

• Hunting Apparel: 
Under Armour, Browning,

Muck Boots

• Professional Staff 
for Bow and Gun Repair 

& Setup Onsite
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Ironically, the same invasive species that these fish are feeding on, round 
gobies, are quick to pounce on eggs and bottom fry if the guarding male 
smallmouth is angled. In my opinion, we might want to re-think this 
situation if we want to maintain the quality of these fisheries because it 
is clearly not consistent with our approach to managing bass in inland 
lakes in this region. 

In summary, I’m not trying to say that the sky is falling here. I am 
simply trying to provide a balanced scientific perspective about 
what we know and don’t know about these unique smallmouth bass 
populations. My information is primarily based on Lake Ontario and 
the St Lawrence River, but much of it probably also applies to other 
smallmouth fisheries where round gobies are now abundant such as 
Lake Erie, St Clair and Simcoe. If we want to enjoy these fisheries for 
as long as possible, it essential that we pay close attention to the things 
that science is telling us about them.

(Where Science & Fishing Meet continued from page 18.)
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Editor’s Note: Dr. Bruce Tufts is a Professor 
at Queen’s University where he teaches 

Fisheries Biology and supervises research in the 
Freshwater Fisheries Conservation Lab. He is 
also a multi-species angler and has fished bass 

tournaments for a number of years.
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PADDLETALES Bass Fishing 
Spoken Here!

Website: www.paddletales.com  Email: ed@paddletales.com

“Your Eastern Ontario Bass Headquarters”

Register @ paddletales.com to receive monthly specials.

510 St. Lawrence St. (at the REAR), Winchester ON
(613) 774-BASS (2277) TOLL FREE 1-888-886-8815

Come Out Thursday 
Evenings & Share 

Your Favourite Fish 
Stories. Check Out the 

New Tackle. Enjoy 
Refreshments 

& Snacks.

THURSDAY EVENINGS
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your rod a jolt to rip the weeds that might 
have got caught on a blade. A bait casting 
reel with a high gear ratio will allow you to 
reel in quickly to trigger a bite but also to 
take up the slack when smallmouth decide 
that the battle is on!

Use stout line, 16 – 20-lb. fluorocarbon, as it 
has minimal stretch to ensuring that you can 
drive the hooks home every time. While many 
anglers fish braided line, this is not the place 
for it as you could easily tear the hooks out 
of their mouth unless you are using a softer 
rod. Monofilament is at the opposite end of the 
spectrum as it has far too much stretch and you 
won’t be able to hook fish at all – a struggle 
I’ve experienced first hand. With a properly 
tuned and set-up reel, you should be able to 
cast into the wind without backlashing. 

There is no shame in using your magnets to 
help control your spool over-runs, that’s why 
they’re so valuable to the reel! I also allow for 
a very small amount of slip in the drag, it’s 
a must if you have any hope of landing that 
fish as you need a little bit of give to pop that 
hook point into the mouth of that smallmouth. 
I sometimes like having my reels super-tuned 
by adding ceramic bearings as it adds to 
casting distance. Careful though, be sure you 
are not voiding the warranty on your reel.

Once a smallmouth strikes, you can usually 
tell when the blades stop turning. Always 
keep a firm grip on you rod, the strikes are 
vicious. Before setting the hook, I’ll take up 
the slack quickly allowing the rod to load up 
and then I’ll pull back on the fish. The days 
of slack-line setting are dead! Not only do 
you lose fish, but you run the risk of breaking 
your line from a powerful hook-set.

Do not ever horse the fish to the boat just 
because you are fishing with heavier gear, 
they’ll make you pay the price every time. 
If I know that fish is over 4-lbs., I’ll take 
my time getting it in and allow the rod to 
tire it out taking up line slowly and never 
allowing the fish to put slack in the line. 
As a smallmouth approaches the end of the 
fight, be careful as they are often good for 
one least surge with explosive quickness and 
power right at the boat. Patience is key and 
don’t swing them in the boat, it’s a great way 
to break your rod! 

As a student of the game, I spend a lot of 
time on Youtube.com, Bassmaster.com, 
and watching Major League Fishing. From 
each, I’ve learned a few tricks to improve 
my spinnerbait game. As a writer, I’ve had 
the privilege of interviewing some of the 
world’s best anglers and hearing them speak 

(Burn Baby Burn continued from page 10.)

(Continued on page 14.)
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Putting It All Together
Start trolling by first watching the spoon-
fly rig at boat side to check that it’s running 
properly. This also gives you clues on the set-
up’s speed limitations. After gathering this 
data and you’re confident the rig’s running 
right, slowly let out line. 

Let the rig sink slowly so that it doesn’t get 
tangled. One trick to help with this is feeding 
out one arm length of line at a time. This 
also gives you an idea of how much line’s 
out. When a fish hits, duplicate this amount 
and use the same trolling speed to get back 
in the strike zone. Investing in a line counter 
reel makes quick work of this exercise and 
is more accurate.

You can short and long line troll with this 
rig. Less line makes performing sharper turns 
easier, which is necessary when following 
a small lake’s shoreline. Less line’s also 
the ticket for shallow water trolling without 
getting snagged. More line is better when a 
lake has enough shoreline. Long-lining also 
helps troll deeper. 

What’s important to remember about this 
trolling set-up is it’s weighted. Stopping or 

(Continued on page 20.)

(Flash Spoon & Fly Trolling Tactics continued  from page 16.)

www.blackflylures.com

CUSTOMER APPRECIATION DAY WINTER HOURS 
Effective Oct. 1 – April 1: 

Sun & Mon – Closed 
Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat: 9:00 – 6:00 

Thurs: 9:00 – 8:00

12th Annual 
PILGRIM 
POULTRY 
PALOOZA

Saturday Nov. 14th
Deep Fried Turkey cooked on site, 

Pro Staff, Specials & more...

ORDER ONLINE AT:

www.blackflylures.com

For many years, I always 
incorporated maggots 
or minnows into my ice 
fishing strategy to increase 
my odds. It was the only 
time of year when I 
found that live bait really 
made a difference in my 
fishing. Then one day I 
experimented and realized 

that I could get a lot of 
extra strikes from those less 
aggressive fish if I simply 
tipped my hard baits with 

Gulp products developed in the labs at Berkley. 

Now I can’t remember the last time that I 
used live bait on the ice. I’m just telling my 
own story and have absolutely no connection 
to Berkley, although I will say again that I’m 
impressed by the way that they’ve invested in 
a scientific approach to develop their products. 

Hopefully, some of the information provided 
in this column will help with your own angling 
strategies. Good luck on the ice this winter!

Some references for those who might want to 
know more…

Namekawa et al (2018). Rapid olfactory 
discrimination learning in adult zebrafish. 
Experimental Brain Research 236: 2959–2969.

Jones KA. 2005. Knowing Bass: the scientific 
approach to catching more fish. First Lyons Press.

Ogawa K and J Caprio. 1999. Citrate ions enhance 
taste responses to amino acids in the largemouth 
bass. J. Neurophysiol. 81: 1603–1607.

(Where Science & Fishing Meet continued from page 24.)

popper and let it sit still until all the rings have 
disappeared from the surface, pop it and let it 
sit, then repeat. Many times the fish will eat it 
while it is being dead-sticked between pops. 
As usual, let the fish tell you what they want!

As for picking colours for your poppers, I 
prefer anything with a light coloured belly.  
In the Yo-Zuri 3DB series, the Prism Frog, 
Sexy Shad & Bone are my favourites. If you 
are using a fast retrieve, then it might be a good 
idea to use a Prism Perch, Prism Chartreuse 
Lime or Prism Fire Tiger so that there is that 
flash of colours for the fish to target in on! In 
the fall, when the annual frog migration is on 
then, the Prism Frog would be a great choice.

Equipment-wise for presenting your popper, 
I still prefer spinning gear although the  
Yo-Zuri poppers are heavy enough that you 
can throw it with a baitcasting outfit. For many 
years, I had used a 6 1/2’ Medium power, 
Fast action spinning rod with a Daiwa 2500 
sized reel for throwing poppers. But through 
some experimentation, my popper outfit now 
consists of a Daiwa Zillion 7’ Medium-Heavy 
power, Fast action rod paired with a Daiwa 
Ballistic BLSLT2500D-XH reel. The longer 
rod allows for more casting distance as well 
as takes up more line for a solid hookset!  

The 6.2:1 retrieve ratio of the Ballistic makes 
it easier to work the bait at a high speed when 
they’re aggressive.

This combo is spooled up with 15-lb. test  
Yo-Zuri Super Braid. Because of braid’s 
ability to float, it is ideal for fishing topwaters. 
Make sure that you’re ready to back off the 
drag just in case you’ve hooked into a hawg 
bass! Braid’s no stretch factor is great for 
getting strong hook penetration but could 
lead to tearing hooks out. If you’re fishing 
in open water with no obstacles you can 
even drop down to a 10-lb. test braid to get 

(TopSide Bassin’ continued from page 12)

(Continued on page 15.)

“Walking the Dog!” is a deadly presentation for Largemouth Bass!
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SCOTTY.COM

Scotty High Performance 

Electric Downriggers 

have reached the highest 

performance and reliability 

standards yet, while 

remaining competitively 

priced. Thousands of 

anglers now enjoy the 

superior speed, power 

and years of reliability 

that only Scotty offers. 

Scotty’s custom designed 

marine components and 

final quality control tests 

produce a downrigger that 

is unmatched in the industry.

HIGH
PERFORMANCE

413 Lyndhurst Road, Lyndhurst
www.wingslivebaitandtackle.ca

siderisjp@sympatico.ca

WING’S
LIVE BAIT & TACKLE

(613) 928-2382 OPEN ALL YEAR ROUND
Live Bait • Licences • Fishing Tackle 

Firearms & Ammo • Moccasins
Hunting & Camping Gear • Firewood 
 Canoe & Kayak Rentals • Ice Fishing 

 Propane Exchange 
Gift Certificates • Seasonal Clothing

 & More!
        Open 7 Days a Week
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What would possess a blind person to catch 
a train in London, Ontario and make his 

way to Ottawa? Then wait at the Fallowfield 
Train Station for someone who he has never met 
before, to get a ride to Renfrew, get billeted there 
for a few days just to spend a few hours fishing. 

What would possess a person to fill up his 
truck and bass boat and drive two hours just 
to fish for a day with someone whom he has 
never met before?

What would possess over fifty people to give 
up a weekend away from their family to spend 
three days with a people they have never met 
before?

Have I piqued your interest? It is for B.A.I.T. 
(Blind Anglers International Tournament).

Thirty years ago a blind person and a member 
of the Lions Club were fishing together and 
came up with an idea to help visually impaired 
people have the chance to fish in a tournament. 
The wheels were set in motion; and now 
thirty years later the Lions Clubs of District 
A4 (Eastern Ontario) are still at it providing 
a weekend opportunity for a visually impaired 
person to compete against other visually 
impaired persons in a fishing tournament. How 
good is that? This year 32 visually impaired 
people got to participate in this event. They all 
came together Friday evening with anticipation 
and left on Sunday with a smile.

For the past 29 years the tournament was held at 
The Nangor Resort in Westmeath Ontario. It is 
an excellent facility located on the Ottawa River. 
In that section of the river there was excellent 
pike and walleye fishing. Unfortunately, last 
year was our last at Nangor as the resort was 
sold and would not be available for us. A new 
location for the event was found on the shores 
of Kennebec Lake.  A special thanks to Cezar, 
owner of Springwood Cottages in Arden 
Ontario, who has offered up his luxurious 
facilities in order to make this event happen.

The weekend starts off with visually impaired 
people from all over being bussed into 
a somewhat remote location on a Friday 
afternoon. There they are met with over fifty 
volunteers who are their land guides for three 
days. On Friday evening, at a Red Carpet 
Dinner they get to meet up with their “Pro 
Fishermen” for a gala event in preparation for 
the next day’s fishing tournament.

After a good night’s sleep, (seriously, who can 
sleep the night before a fishing tournament?) 
they get loaded on a boat to spend the day fishing 
for the big prize, well really, it’s a small trophy. 
Really, the size of the trophy is their least concern. 
As in most tournaments there is only one winner 
but trust me all these visually impaired anglers 
feel they are winners. With the help of the Lions 
Clubs and the many volunteers they have had 
the opportunity to do something special. Most 
of these visually challenged people may only get 

one chance to fish each year and look forward 
to this event as much as a child looks forward 
to Christmas. This year I had the good fortune 
of watching a man catch his first fish ever. It 
was a five pound twelve ounce pike. It was 
Christmas in May for him. His wife, another 
visually impaired person was also in the boat 
and she was just as excited. Yes she caught fish 
as well but not as big. 

B.A.I.T. has just 
celebrated their 30th 
year of providing this 
opportunity to blind 
anglers from Ontario 
Quebec and Northern 
United States to have 
this special weekend. 
Thanks to the dedicated 
support from the Lions 
Clubs in District A4, the 
“Pro Fishermen” who 
give up their time boat 
and equipment and the 
many volunteers on 
site B.A.I.T. has been 
a first class event. 
Preparations have 
already started for 
next year. The thirty 
two blind anglers who 
participated in this 

year’s event are already anticipating May 
25th 2019.

I must give a shout out to the Lions Clubs of 
District A4 who have organized and funded this 
event for the past 30 years. Their dedication to 
help the visually impaired is second to none. 

If you would be interested in volunteering as a 
“Pro Fisherman” to help a visually impaired 
person for an upcoming B.A.I.T. weekend 
please contact boyerbob49@gmail.com. 

Blind Anglers International 
Tournament – B.A.I.T.

(In The News continued from page 36.)

The Greater Ottawa Region’s largest boat 
show will set sail in the EY Centre. The 

2019 edition of the Ottawa Boat Show will 
take place February 21 through 24, bringing 
together thousands of boating enthusiasts from 
across Ontario and into Quebec.
 
“With the rate tickets and booth space are 
selling, we’re anticipating a very busy event 
this year,” said Scott Sprague, Show Manager. 
“We’re looking forward to some very exciting 
attractions for guests, including brand new free 
parking on Thursday and Friday, fishing and 
boating seminars, a Family Day on Saturday 
and much more. It’s a great place to start 
planning a weekend full of activities, and get 
geared up for the boating season ahead.”
 
The event is set to showcase the latest cruisers, 
roundabouts, fishing boats, inflatables, personal 
watercraft and much more from the region’s 
leading dealers & manufacturers, along with 
a variety of boating and lifestyle accessories. 

For more than four decades, the Ottawa Boat 
Show has been part of the Ottawa Region’s 
rich heritage. The 2019 event marks the 44th 
edition of this classic event for those who love 
to spend time in, on and around the water.
 
The popular 40-foot LIVE Mega Tank will be 
making its return this year, with fishing sessions 
and live demos from pro staff and local angling 
experts. The fishing stage will be once again 
hosted by “Big” Jim McLaughlin, founder of 
Just Fishing magazine, and a 35-year veteran 
of the Canadian sport fishing scene. In addition, 
a stage dedicated to making the best of your 
boating season will be filled with presentations 
from experts within the local boating community. 
A full schedule for both stages will be available on 
the show’s website: www.ottawaboatshow.ca.
 
Family Day on Saturday of the show will give 
the first 50 families through the doors a swag 
bag sponsored by Pirate Cove Marina. A door 
prize of one Retro 2 Towable from At The Lake 
Distributing will be available for guests to enter 
to win, and other prizes and giveaways will be 
hosted at various booths around the show.
 
Free parking at the EY Centre will be 
available for guests on Thursday and Friday 
at the show.

Major Event for Boating in 
the Ottawa Region 

Kicks Off

(In the News continued from page 50.)
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The Ottawa Boat Show: February 20th – 
23rd, 2020 – EY Centre –  Airport Parkway 
& Uplands Drive. Feel like getting outside 
and having some fun? If your idea of the 
perfect summer is being on or near water and 
spending quality time with friends and family 
in the great outdoors, a visit to the Ottawa Boat 
Show will set you up with all the gear you need, 
destinations to explore and exciting things 
to experience that are readily available in the 
Capital Region. For more information visit:  
www.ottawaboatshow.ca.

Toronto Sportsmen’s Show: Canada’s Biggest 
Fishing & Outdoor Show for over 65 Years! 
March 18th – 22nd, 2020 – International Centre, 
Mississauga. 100s of boats, over 400 Exhibitors, 
$75,000 Toronto Sun Casting Pond, Ontario 
Out of Doors Hunting Hall, Great Outdoors 
Seminar Stage & much, much more. The 
Outfitters and Travel Expo showcases a massive 
selection of outdoor vacation destinations 
and activities. For more information visit:  
www.sportshows.ca.

Peterborough Tackle Swap – March 15th, 2020. 
R.A. Morrow Memorial 
Park, Peterborough, ON – 
10 am – 4 pm.  Admission 
$5.00 (Kids under 12 
Free) Tons of Door 
Prizes, Over 150 Vendors. 
All attendees receive a 
free entry into a draw 
for a Garmin Echomap 
Plus. Bring a Food Bank 
donation & receive a 2nd 

raffle entry. For more information visit: www.
peterboroughfishingshow.com.

Orillia Perch Festival: April 20th – May 11th, 
2020. Welcome to the 39th Annual Orillia 
Perch Festival! Lakes Simcoe & Couchiching, 
Orillia, Ontario. One of Canada’s Largest 
Registered Fishing Derbies! Over Sixty Tagged 
Perch worth $500 Each! Plus... Bonus Perch 
& Thousands of Dollars in Daily, Weekly and 
Grand Prize Draws! Just Fish to Win! For more 
information visit: www.orillia.com.

Walleye World Live Release Fishing Derby: 
May 2nd & 3rd, 2020. With over $260,000 
in prizes to be won makes this annual derby  
one of  the largest walleye fishing derbies 
in the world. For more information visit:  
www.kiwaniswalleyeworld.com

Mark Thorpe Guiding Services, Trophy 
Muskies are our Specialty – Ottawa & 
Lawrence Rivers. Booking – 3rd Saturday 
in June – November 30th. September & 
October is “Big Fish” & “Trophy” time. 
All equipment provided or bring your own. 
For more information contact: Mark at  
(450) 699-0599.

Fish with and learn from the best! Spend a 
day on the water with one of Canada’s top 
tournament fishermen, David Chong! Bass, 
Walleye, Pike, Muskie, Perch, Whitefish, 
Lake Trout, Crappie. Corporate, Loyalty 
Pricing and Gift Certificates Available! Please 
contact David at: (416) 993-3477 or e-mail at 
dchong@fishharddreambig.com.

UPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTS

GUIDE SERVICESGUIDE SERVICES

Advertise your products, services or community events. 
Word ads: $20 for the 1st 20 words + .20¢ for each additional 

word. Send your copy by email to: info@justfishing.ca

CLASSIFIED AD  RATESCLASSIFIED AD  RATES

CLASSIFIED & COMMUNITY EVENTSCLASSIFIED & COMMUNITY EVENTS

MANOTICK BAIT 

1019 River Road Manotick, ON 1019 River Road Manotick, ON (613) 692-LINE (5463) (613) 692-LINE (5463) – – iinfo: manotickbaitsupplies@hotmail.canfo: manotickbaitsupplies@hotmail.ca

• Wide Selection • Wide Selection of Tackleof Tackle

Fishing / Hunting
We Talk We Talk 

All Species
All Species

 of Fish of Fish

• • Bam Custom PlasticsBam Custom Plastics• “Big” Jim’s Hand-tied Bucktail Jigs• “Big” Jim’s Hand-tied Bucktail Jigs

OPEN DAILY: 7 AM – 7 PMOPEN DAILY: 7 AM – 7 PM

• • We have worms & all sizes of We have worms & all sizes of 
minnows year roundminnows year round

Your Your Rideau River Fishing HeadquartersRideau River Fishing Headquarters

New Owner - New Management & New Inventory!New Owner - New Management & New Inventory!

The Store Where You’re #1The Store Where You’re #1

Your Hosts: Sandra and Chris Vanattan & Family

Phone: (613) 472-2832  
Toll Free Phone: (866) 733-0955

WWW.CHRISLIVEBAIT.COM 

OPEN DAILY

Hwy #7 & Marmora Mine Rd.
 Marmora, ON
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Editor’s Note 
David Chong is widely recognized as one of Canada’s top 
competitive tournament anglers. He is also an avid multi 
species angler and is a strong advocate for affordable, 
accessible angling for all! David loves sharing his vast 
fishing knowledge and stories with anglers of all ages, 
beginners and pros alike!  

www.mistertwister.ca

  

LAKE TROUT

 
STRIPER
PIKE/WALLEYE

BIG BAITS FOR 
BIG GAME FISH

#31

¾ oz head

1¼ oz body

#1 #10S #51

Black & 
White Pearl

SASSY SHAD

Yo-Zuri Super Braid is the optimum choice as 
with a lighter line, the rear hook may swing 
around and entangle the lure.

One of Yo-Zuri’s newer lures, the 3DB & 
3DR Prop looks very similar to a Pencil 
except that it has a prop located at the rear. 
The blades on the prop are counter cupped in 
order to throw water and creating a panicked 
baitfish commotion. The same outfit that is 
used to throw a Pencil can be used for fishing 
the Prop. As with the previous two types of 
topwaters that we’ve discussed this lure can 
be fished at various speeds depending upon 
the mood of the fish. 

The method and speed that a topwater is 
worked is critical in order to draw strikes from 
fish, but the hook set is equally important 
when it comes to successfully landing them. 
As exciting as an explosive topwater hit is, 
topwater fishing can also be very frustrating. 
Because of the visual impact of a topwater 
strike, anglers often miss time their hook set 
and fail to hook up solidly with their quarry. 
The key to a high hookup and landing ratio 
with topwater lures is not to react to the initial 

hit and wait 
for the weight! 
Employ ing 
a sweep set 

across your body when you feel weight will 
greatly increase your odds of hooking and 
landing that bass of a lifetime!

Once hooked up, it is imperative to try and 
keep the fish from jumping. Keeping your 
rod pointed downward sometimes even 
thrusting your rod into the water while doing 
battle can be essential to landing that fish. 
As with any type of lure with treble hooks, 
it is virtually impossible to land every fish 
that you hook. So there will be times you do 
everything correctly and the bass will still get 
the better of you! This adds to the challenge 
and excitement of topwater fishing.

When targeting largemouth bass with topwater, 
it is important to understand their preference 
to ambush their prey rather than chase it. 
Casting your lure around ambush points such 
as docks, logs, weedlines, breaks and similar 
structure will draw those awesome predatory 
hits. Deeper open water fishing with topwaters 
for Buckets is usually more effective where 
there is a shad based forage. On these types of 
bodies of water, largemouth bass often school 
and hunt baitfish in packs. 

There are many other methods of top 
watering and types of topwater lures 
but we’ll have to leave that for another 
time and another article. Until then, 
Set Hard! Set Often!

(TopSide Bassin’ continued from page 15.)
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Drop your favourite lure down the hole and 
watch it go down on the depth finder. Oh 
yeah, make sure it’s tied on your line. Drop 
it down until it hits the bottom. If the depth 
finder lost sight of your lure on the way 
down, it’s because it either went out of the 
cone angle or the reflection wasn’t adequate 
to give a return mark. Now, reel it up until 
you feel the lure come off of the bottom. 
Raise it up about a foot and then drop it 
down again until you feel bottom. Watch for 
it to rise away from the bottom mark on your 
unit. If you can’t see it, bounce it a bit and 
slowly increase the gain. Watch for your lure 
movement on the screen. Once it’s in view, 
adjust the gain so your lure mark reads green, 
maybe flickering into orange. Now you’re 
set. Let’s get one thing straight, though. Just 
because there are fish down there doesn’t 
mean they will bite, well, unless you’re a Pro.
 

WHAT THE COLOURS MEAN
You need to understand a bit about how 
sonar working order to fully understand 
what you’re seeing on the flasher. Check out 
the link if you need help. Remember, we are 
taking a 3 dimensional space and squashing 
this information into a 2 dimensional display. 
The circular area of the bottom becomes a wide 
mark on the screen and fish inside the transducer 
cone can be any colour and in any position, 
including inside and beyond the bottom mark. 

The colours give us the advantage of knowing 
the different strengths of the signal marks. This 
can be roughly correlated to a position inside 
the cone. Red being the center most part, orange 
the area around, and green the outer edge of the 
cone angle. Now, just to keep things interesting, 
there is also this. Targets (fish, bait fish, your 
lure, even plankton) with larger surface areas 
will show redder, less surface area shows 
orange, and green for the smallest stuff. These 
two different phenomenons make reading FL 
flasher an art. 

It means you could have Mr. Monster Musky, 
hanging way out on the edge, while your thinking 
you have a nice gill about to bang your waxy 
worm. Yet, on the other hand, you could be 
looking at a stubborn fish for 15 minutes, sitting 
exactly one foot above your line, when you 
remember that you just put a split shot a foot up 
to keep your bobber a little straighter. The colours 
will give you information. You need to interpret 
it. Experience and experimentation are the keys 
to being very good at reading your flasher.

Now let’s fish. Bait your lure and drop it down. 
You will need to fine-tune your gain often to 
maintain a consistent colour. This is due to the 
changing position and reflection of your bait. 
How far you let it go down depends on where 
you are and what you’re fishing for. This is 
where the actual fishing skill comes in. If you’re 

in luck, a fish will appear. It may be interested 
in your bait. They can appear rising from the 
bottom or coming from the side. A 
fish can appear to you to be rising 
straight up, but it is really coming 
from the side. 

The flasher simply sees it getting 
closer. The fish mark itself holds 
a lot of information. With only 
little experience you can tell if fish 
are bigger or smaller, because the 
thickness of the red mark correlates 
to the thickness of the fish. You can also 
tell a fish’s attitude by the way the mark on 
your screen behaves. Aggressive biters can 
race through groups of fish to slam your 
bait. And you can see them coming. That’s 
when foretelling the near future becomes 
very easy. “I’m going to get a bite right... 
NOW!” On the other hand, finicky biters 
can sit by your bait for, what seems like, 
forever before you get the tiniest little tick.

CHANGING YOUR WAYS
After you use the unit a few times in different 
situations you will begin to understand very 
well how it works. You may find that your 
old ways of fishing just aren’t good enough 
anymore. If you drill a hole and sit on it for 
hours without out getting a bite or seeing a fish 
you’re likely to get pretty frustrated. You have 

to try something different or you have to 
move. I know, you’ve got on your favourite 
lure that killed ‘em on that trip three years 
ago or the thought of packing everything up, 
pulling the stuff down the ice, to hand drill 
another couple of holes doesn’t sound like 
a lot of fun. But if you don’t do something 
different, you might as well go home. 

To make things easier, and a lot more fun, you 
need to rethink your methods and equipment. 
You’ll find that you don’t really need a bobber 
anymore. Sure, there are times when you’ll 

use them, but a good 
sensitive rod with 
light line and a spring 
bobber on the tip can be 
much more effective. 
A good variety of 
lures and bait will 
give you a better 
chance of enticing the 
finicky fish to bite. 
A comfortable, yet 

very portable, fish house can make 
moving a snap. And, a lightweight 
power auger can make drilling 
twenty holes at a time a breeze.

That’s about it. Of course there are 
many more tips and tricks to help 
put meat on the table, but you’ve 
now got the most important ones. 
Ice fishing with an Eviler FL series 
flasher is not a difficult thing to do. 

Changing your old habits should not be either, 
once you see for yourself what new methodscan 
do for your catch. One last thing, when you find 
that your freezer is full and your neighbours 
aren’t thanking you so enthusiastically anymore 
when you give them a bunch of fish, it’s time 
to practice catch and release. Fish responsibly so 
others can too.
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of the book, Ice Fishing: The Ultimate Guide. 
He’s a regular contributor to numerous North 
American print and online publications. From 
panfish to northern pike, Tim fishes whatever 
he can, whenever he can.

Points of Interest
Lister is a savvy angler with a bladed swim 
jig and he’s got a few tricks I think you should 
know when it comes to fall bass. One area he 
frequently fishes are long tapering points. These 
are bass highways for fish moving back and 
forth from shallow to deep water. 

“Anytime you can find a rock to weed transition 
especially on a point, make sure you fish it,” 
Lister said. “Rock areas will draw the heat 
from the sun on bright sunny fall days warming 
the water temperature, which in return attract 
baitfish and crayfish. Only a few degrees can 
make a huge difference when the water is cold.”

Lister casts the vibrating jig beyond the 
target, and then swims it towards the spot. He 
experiments with rod snaps and stop-and-drop 
moves, letting the bass reveal what triggering 
action works best.

Smash Smallmouth
It could be said that, for whatever reason, many 
anglers overlook bladed swim jigs. Nowhere is 
this truer than when it comes to smallmouth. 
“Sand to weed is another great transition area 
anytime of the year but excels during the fall 
months on attracting smallmouth bass,” Lister 
said. “Smallmouth love to cruise sand flats on 
warm fall days hunting down pods of baitfish 
and a ChatterBait-style jig will catch them.”

Deep, up-feeding smallmouth can also be 
fooled with a bladed swim jig in the fall. In 
many respects, this is a continuation of a 
mid-summer pattern. Large shoreline points, 
bars, islands, reefs, and neck-downs are all 
constricted spaces where smallmouth will herd 
and attack shad, smelt, and other open-water 
baitfish inhabiting deep flats and basin areas. 
When smallmouth are hunting in these zones, 
soft jerkbaits, spinnerbaits, swimbaits, and 
topwaters are popular choices. On pressured 
systems a bladed swim jig presents a completely 

different package for smallmouth and can help 
trigger bites from big, wise bronzebacks. I 
admit a bladed swim jig wasn’t on my radar 
for this scenario a couple years back. Then I 
had a buddy absolutely clean up on shad-eating 
smallmouth using a ChatterBait. I’ve since 
changed my ways. 

Rod & Line for ChatterBaits
“The action of the rod is very important,” 
Browning said. “It’s one of those baits, almost 
like crankbait fishing, where that fish needs to 
load up, so I would definitely suggest not using 
too heavy of a rod. But, you need to use a heavy 
enough rod to get that one single hook in there… 
Don’t use your worm rod, use your spinnerbait 
rod, so to speak.”

His sword of choice is a 7’10” heavy power, 
moderate action St. Croix Legend Tournament 
Bass casting rod. With this he’ll fling ChatterBaits 
on 40-pound Gamma Torque braided line when 
fishing thick grass cover that requires ripping 
on occasion. Otherwise, it’s 14-pound Gamma 
fluorocarbon for all other aspects of the technique.

Lister spools his Shimano 6.2:1 Curado 200K 
with 50-pound PowerPro Maxcuatro for 
fishing around vegetation, but it’s 20-pound 
fluorocarbon for smallmouth-specific tactics. 
“Fluorocarbon line is a standard when it comes 
to hard-striking smallmouth,” Lister said. “It has 
more stretch than braid but is heavier in overall 
weight. This allows the Rage Blade to be pushed 
down more on a retrieve on long distance casts 
when covering flats.”

Versatile and easy to use, a bladed swim jig is 
a potent presentation from skinny water to deep 
flats, and everything in between. Be sure to tie 
one on this fall for largemouth and smallmouth 
bass. You won’t be disappointed.

(Bladed Swim Jigs for Autumn Bass cont. from page 45.)
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(Fishing with a Vexilar Flasher continued from page 48.)

This means burning a lot of gas and putting in 
many unpaid hours. One such guide is Darcy 
Cox who owns Tank Industries on Lake of the 
Woods. Cox specializes in targeting trophy 
muskies. Having hired Cox a number of 
times I can attest that he’s one of the best in 
the business. On one trip with Cox, my buddy 
landed his first 50 inch musky on a spot that 

Cox had earmarked for us, one he had recently 
found on a rare day he wasn’t booked. 

Being The Standard
Because many of their customers look up to 
them, upper echelon guides know they occupy 
a position of influence. And, the best of the best 
take this very seriously. They set the example 
for environmental stewardship and responsible 

resource management. They also represent 
their communities with class, enriching the 
guiding experience for customers interested 
in local history and folk lore. The best guides 
are stellar representatives of their boat and 
tackle sponsors, never overhyping product 
and sounding like a walking infomercial.

Most of all, gold standard guides excel as 
service providers. Every time the elite guide 
says “welcome aboard”, their priority is to 
create an experience that the customer will 
remember for all the right reasons for a long 
time. 

(Guiding... continued from page 44.)

(Early Ice EYE’S continued from page 22.)

Editor’s Note:  Brian “Bro” Brosdahl, of 
MAX, MN, is one of the most recognized 
and respected anglers in North America. 
Bro, as he’s known, is a multi-species 
angler best known for his influence on the 
sport of ice fishing. He can be contacted 
at bbro@paulbunyan.net or online at 
Brosguideservice.com for winter and 
summer guide trips or to book Bro for a 
seminar.

https://blackflylures.com
https://www.northstarinsurance.ca


What do winter crappies have in common 
with summer smallmouth bass? Many 

times the best way to get them to bite is to use 
an aggressive, erratic, flashy presentation. It is 
why you often trigger more and bigger bass to 
bite, ripping a jerkbait when the sun is beating 
down relentlessly and the sweat is dripping off 
your nose, or vertically jigging a spoon when 
your toes feel like popsicles and the mercury in 
the thermometer is plunging to rock bottom.

In both cases, logic suggests that you need 
to scale down and use a smaller, slower and 
more subtle presentation. But since when did 
common sense play a role in fishing?

As a matter of fact, in almost every case that I can 
recollect, my best winter crappie experiences have 
involved a spoon in one form or another.

SPOONS TO ATTRACT
The last five words – in one form or another – 
are imperative because many times a spoon is 
critical to your ice fishing success and yet, you 
don’t catch many crappies using it. 

If that sounds like a contraction let me explain.

We call it two-timing and it involves drilling three 
holes spaced no more than a foot or two apart 
from one another. You place your transducer in the 
middle hole so that you can monitor what is going 
on in the other two. Then you set a deadstick rod in 
one of the outside holes, typically a small jig tipped 
with a lively minnow, a Marmooska jig decorated 
with a maggot or a horizontal jig festooned with 
a string of segmented Euro Larvae. In the last 
neighbouring hole, you vertically jig a Kastmaster, 
Freedom Minnow or Williams Wabler.  

Which spoon is best? It all depends.
A t 

the beginning, the primary purpose of any spoon 
– or flash lure as we like to call it – is to attract 
the crappies that most winter days are spread out 
in onesies and twosies, close to the bottom, on 
24- to 34-foot deep flats. 

When the fish are aggressive, especially early 
in the morning and again late in the afternoon, 
you will often watch them on your sonar screen 
float in like lead filings attracted to a magnet 
and without hesitation club the spoon.  One 
minute your screen is blank, the next minute 
a fish or two appear and then thunk you’re 
reeling up a slab the size of a plate.   

These are the good days.

Other times, however, the spoon serves the same 
purpose as a flasher or dodger when you’re 
trolling for trout and salmon. It pulls the crappies 
to your hole where they spot the deadstick jig and 
then suck it in.

And it is here, where being a fine-tuned two timer 
can pay huge dividends. It is also why I routinely 
have three or four rods rigged with different size 
and shape spoons.

When it is clear the crappies are aggressive, the 
spoons are effective because they’re relatively 
large, wide, emit vibration and throw off a ton of 
fish attracting flash. 

The Williams Wabler, in particular, is coated 
with 24-carat gold and jewellery quality silver. 
I have a passion for the half gold / half silver 
Nu-wrinkle finish, especially when I am fishing 
in dark, stained or turbid water. The starburst of 
flash under three feet of ice and another two feet 
of light dampening snow is a game changer.

CURIOSITY KILLED THE CRAPPIE 

Of course, there are plenty of other times 
when you want to put your money on a spoon 
to ice crappies. Three that immediately come 
to mind are when you’re exploring new 
water, you’re jigging for tight-lipped fish or 
you have a school of slabs fired up.

Indeed, while we routinely two-time once 
we’ve found a number of fish and pinpointed 
their range, we start each day in search 
mode, running and gunning, drilling holes 
spaced well apart, covering many different 
depths. And the first lure down each hole is 
almost always a spoon.

Part of the reason, I think, is that crappies are 
born with an inquisitive streak. Because no 
matter where they are or what they’re doing, 
when they see a spoon scooting up and then 

fluttering back down, it is like ringing the bell 
on an ice cream truck and interrupting a game of 
hide and seek. Like school kids hearing the bell, 
they have to come over to investigate. 

When you see them come charging in, fast and 
furious, they often thump the spoon so hard that 
you mistake the first few fish for much bigger 
walleyes. When this happens you typically 
end the day clutching the same spoon rod with 
which you started. 

Other times, however, it is clear that the spoon 
catches the crappies’ attention and calls them up 
to the table, but it is not quite what they had in 
mind for dinner.  These are perfect conditions 
for two timing.

FIRE AWAY
An amazing opportunity that many anglers miss, 
on the other hand, is when they have fired up a 
school of crappies and don’t know they’ve done 
it. It happens far more often than you think and 
the give-away is when you continually spot fish 
on the sonar screen but can’t get them to bite.

Most anglers faced with this condition believe 
the crappies are in a cranky mood, so they resort 
to experimenting with ever smaller and slower 
presentations. The results are typically disastrous. 

The best analogy I can give is when you’ve 
excited a school of bass and are whacking them 
cast after cast with an aggressive walk-the-dog 
style topwater retrieve, or you’re smacking big 
walleyes left and right by ripping a 3/4-ounce jig 
and five-inch swimbait. Next time this happens, 
pitch out a drop shot rig to the smallies and hang 
a jig-and-minnow in front of the walleyes and see 
what happens. You won’t get a bite.

And so it is with bunched up winter time crappies.

SELFFULFILLING PROPHETS
I’ll never forget the first time I experienced it 
after a couple of other anglers had beaten me to 
a favourite spot, camped on it for several hours 
soaking live minnows under bobbers – live 
minnows for crying out loud – attracted the fish 
beneath their boots and then complained that they 
wouldn’t bite.

Before the duo had parked their ATVs in the back 
of their half ton trucks – I watched them drive off 
the ice – I dropped down a spoon in the very same 
holes they had drilled and enjoyed one of the most 
intense winter slab fests that I have ever witnessed.

As I have said many times, we are self-fulfilling 
prophets. If we think the bite is tough, we typically 
reinforce the perception by making presentation 
decisions that make it even more challenging. 

So, zig when everyone else zags.

Should mention, too, that the higher up in the 
water column you find crappies suspending in the 
winter the more susceptible I have found them to 
being spoon fed. 

As a matter of fact, this is when I typically pull 
out the bazookas, moving up in size from the 
3/32-ounce, 1.5 inch Freedom Minnow to the 
1/4-ounce, 2.25-inch Minnow; from the W20 
Williams Wabler to the W30; and from the  
1/24-ounce Kastmaster to the 1/4-ounce model. 

I’ll also take two identical Wablers into surgery 
and remove the O-rings and hooks. Then, I 
sandwich the bodies together before reattaching 
the O-rings and one of the hooks. Doing this 
allows you to customize colours (silver on one 
side and gold on the other) as well as texture 
(honeycomb and smooth). Most important of 
all, however, is the fact that you can double the 
weight of the spoon and its fall rate, without 
altering its size, shape or flash. 

When you spot crappies suspended in mid-water, 
where they’re almost always dining on pelagic 
minnows, it’s a lights-out deadly trick.

Just keep in mind that while bigger is often 
better, it is still relative. Science has shown us 
that crappies typically will not target forage fish 
that are longer than 2.5-inches in length. 

Ironically, it is likely why the pair of ice anglers 
I mentioned earlier, who attracted the crappies 
and fired them up for me, were having terrible 
success. They likely were using left over walleye 
minnows that the slabs perceived to be too big.
 

I should highlight, too, that using the proper 
equipment is always important when you’re 
feeding spoons to hard water crappies. I like 28- 
to 34-inch medium/light action rods spooled with 
four-pound test Sufix microdyneema fused line 
tipped with an 18-inch leader comprised of four-
pound test Maxima fluorocarbon or Ultragreen 
monofilament. 

Do yourself a favour this winter and drop identical 
spoons into your hole. Use eight or ten pound test 
on one rod and four pound test on the other. See the 
difference in the action of your spoon? ‘Nuff said.

Of all the lures that crappie anglers pack into their 
sleds, toboggans, snowmachines and ATVs, spoons 
are unquestionably the most misunderstood. When 
most anglers consider them at all, it is usually as a 
lure to use when the crappies are biting like crazy. 
But spoons are so much more versatile. 

Give them a workout this winter, under a much 
wider range of conditions and you, too, will 
begin to recollect that all your best winter crappie 
experiences involved a spoon in one form or 
another.

By: Gord Pyzer

Leave A Tip?
 
Narrow slab-type spoons like the Kastmaster excel 
when you remove the hook and put on a short 
dropper line terminating with a tiny treble hook tipped 
with live or sort plastic maggots or larvae. The body 
of the spoon attracts the fish while the glob triggers 
them to bite. It seems to follow, then, that you should 
tip your other spoons. But be careful. Action spoons 
like the Freedom Minnow wobble more when you 
lift them up than they do when you let them fall. 
And they’re delicately balanced. I have never found 
a time when tipping them improved the bite. Almost 
always the opposite happens. It is similar with the 
Williams Wabler. Every giant crappie that swallowed 
the Wabler during my best day ever, ate it unadorned 
as they have ever since. So the most I will do to 
embellish it is carefully tie six small white hackle tips 
around the treble hook to simulate a delicate fish tail.

The Pause That Refreshes
We’ve said it many times before, but it bears repeating 
again: there are two phases to every jigging routine. 
The attracting phase when you lift up the spoon up 
and then let it fall. And there is the triggering phase 
when you pause at the top of each lift and the bottom 
of every fall. Never forget: he who pauses the most 
- and often the longest - catches the most crappies. 

CRAPPIES 

2009 Inductee, Canadian, Angler Hall of Fame, Fish-
ing Editor, Outdoor Canada Magazine, Field Editor, 
In-Fisherman Magazine & Television, Co-Host, In-

Fisherman Ice Fishing Guide Television, Co-Host, The 
Real Fishing Radio Show, Host, Fish Talk With “The 

Doc”, Outdoor Journal Radio & President, Canadian 
Angling Adventures Ltd.
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middle hole so that you can monitor what is going 
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24- to 34-foot deep flats. 
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Other times, however, the spoon serves the same 
purpose as a flasher or dodger when you’re 
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to your hole where they spot the deadstick jig and 
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have three or four rods rigged with different size 
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When it is clear the crappies are aggressive, the 
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large, wide, emit vibration and throw off a ton of 
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with 24-carat gold and jewellery quality silver. 
I have a passion for the half gold / half silver 
Nu-wrinkle finish, especially when I am fishing 
in dark, stained or turbid water. The starburst of 
flash under three feet of ice and another two feet 
of light dampening snow is a game changer.
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Of course, there are plenty of other times 
when you want to put your money on a spoon 
to ice crappies. Three that immediately come 
to mind are when you’re exploring new 
water, you’re jigging for tight-lipped fish or 
you have a school of slabs fired up.
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it. It happens far more often than you think and 
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when you remove the hook and put on a short 
dropper line terminating with a tiny treble hook tipped 
with live or sort plastic maggots or larvae. The body 
of the spoon attracts the fish while the glob triggers 
them to bite. It seems to follow, then, that you should 
tip your other spoons. But be careful. Action spoons 
like the Freedom Minnow wobble more when you 
lift them up than they do when you let them fall. 
And they’re delicately balanced. I have never found 
a time when tipping them improved the bite. Almost 
always the opposite happens. It is similar with the 
Williams Wabler. Every giant crappie that swallowed 
the Wabler during my best day ever, ate it unadorned 
as they have ever since. So the most I will do to 
embellish it is carefully tie six small white hackle tips 
around the treble hook to simulate a delicate fish tail.

The Pause That Refreshes
We’ve said it many times before, but it bears repeating 
again: there are two phases to every jigging routine. 
The attracting phase when you lift up the spoon up 
and then let it fall. And there is the triggering phase 
when you pause at the top of each lift and the bottom 
of every fall. Never forget: he who pauses the most 
- and often the longest - catches the most crappies. 

CRAPPIES 

2009 Inductee, Canadian, Angler Hall of Fame, Fish-
ing Editor, Outdoor Canada Magazine, Field Editor, 
In-Fisherman Magazine & Television, Co-Host, In-

Fisherman Ice Fishing Guide Television, Co-Host, The 
Real Fishing Radio Show, Host, Fish Talk With “The 

Doc”, Outdoor Journal Radio & President, Canadian 
Angling Adventures Ltd.

About the Author – Gord Pyzer:
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BIGGEST MISTAKE FOR WALLEYES 
– HAWTHORNE HUNTS EARLY ICE, 

JIGGING CADENCE TIPS  
BY: BRETT MCCOMAS

1
REPORTREPORT

HOW JOHN HOYER TRACKS DOWN 
TROPHY BLUEGILLS (EARLY-ICE)2

At the business end, he usually ties on a “yellow perch” VMC  
Tumbler Spoon (1/8-oz) or a “UV electric perch” Northland Forage  
Minnow Spoon (typically 1/4- or 1/8-oz): He will slightly up-sizes his 
treble hook to a #8 VMC (9650) Round Bend Treble Hook. Tips his 
spoons with pieces of a fathead minnow, and also fishes set-lines with a 
live fathead or shiner for bonus bites. “Swapping out the treble hook is 
the key for spoon fishing. It creates a better flutter and you’ll never lose 
fish on it. Anytime I swing and miss, someone will ask ‘did you change 
the treble out?’ And the answer is always no.”

He legit calls it the “best ice-fishing treble hook ever made,” so I’ll be 
adding ’em to my cart lol. He said the #8 size is the best “across the 
board,” and that the #6 makes a pretty big jump up in size, but one you 
might need for some Rapala Rippin’ Raps and big-profiled spoons.

SUCCESSFUL STRATEGIES: Bite patterns vary. First light 
and evening are usually reliable, but they can be accompanied by a  
ferocious afternoon bite (which can sometimes cool the evening bite). Brad  
consistently finds walleye within 4’ of the bottom. From there, it takes 
some fine tuning. “You have to figure it out in the moment and listen to 
what the fish want. Sometimes it’s a fast cadence, sometimes it’s more 
subtle. Sometimes they want it tipped with minnow heads, other times 
it tails.” And do NOT forget to add a tiny swivel 2’ above the spoon to  
prevent line twist – keeps the spoon from spinning and scaring off picky-
eaters.“It’s amazing how many people don’t use one. It’s so simple, but 
so important.”

With his electronics charged and his swivels at the ready (lol) Brad 
will be chasing walleyes at every opportunity as soon as safe ice  
arrives. “This is peak walleye season, period. There’s no better time of 
year to catch the big ones.”

EEarly ice is one of the best times of year to chase walleyes – and no 
doubt jigging ’em up through the hard deck is always a treat! Here’s 

how walleye-hunter Brad Hawthorne finds fast walleye action after the first 
freeze and go-to baits/setups he won’t hit the ice without.

FINDING FISH: When lakes lock up, Brad starts looking for  
walleyes on structure near the first break, targeting 18-34’ (the deeper, the 
better). But as soon as safe ice builds further out, he’s off to the mud flats... 
“The mega schools are out in the mud. That’s where we head as soon as it’s 
safe. Before then, we’ll fish first break rockpiles.” says Hawthorne.

Believe it or not, he says structure often takes a backseat – new technology 
has changed what he’s looking for. Using his Humminbird Mega 360 Ice 
Adapter kit, he wants to see walleyes under the ice before he sets up shop. “If 

you fish where the fish are, you’ll 
catch them. I always use my 
electronics to mark fish before I 
start fishing. I’ll drill a hole in the  
middle of nowhere and throw the 
Humminbird 360 down. If there 
are fish around, we start fishing. 
Otherwise, we keep hunting. 

360 has changed what I thought 
about walleyes...They’re not 
just sitting on the bottom. 
Walleyes never stop mov-
ing. You can see the walleyes  
establishing a trail – the line 
they’re working... how they’re 

moving through the area and how they’re using the structure. After so many  
repetitive times of seeing a walleye come through within 10’ of an area...  
tells you where to set up. Literally only have to drill one hole with 
this system to establish that... watch the creen, then drill your holes 
accordingly.  Not spending any time turning the unit around looking for 
fish... it’s automatic... constantly scanning.”

Man, that’s wild. Almost like he’s picking a location for a deer stand on 
high-traffic trails..
.
GEARING UP: Hawthorne fishes exclusively with the Tuned Up 
Custom Rods Commander 36- to 40-inchers for open air, or the 30” 
to 32” Power Precision when he’s “stuck” inside the shack. He runs 
6-lb. Sufix Advanced Ice Mono – ‘cuz it has very little stretch and low  
memory – tipped with a couple feet of a 5- or 6-lb fluorocarbon leader since 
it’s basically invisible.

FFirst ice might be your best opportunity of the year to catch truly 
huuuuge bluegills. Here’s how (and where!) big-fish junkie John 

Hoyer targets ’em when things lock up, and it’s likely not where you’d 
think:

LOCATION: Most folks zip straight off to the weeds... while Hoyer 
runs with the bulls in 15-30’, focusing on soft-bottom basins that flatten 
out at the base of a saddle or shelf:

Hoyer: “They’re out on deep flats that have bug life going on – espe-
cially the trophy-sized fish. They’re following the food and not really  

holding to structure.”

When drilling holes, he starts in 
deep water at the base of a drop-
off and moves OUT from there:

TIMING: Bluegills are picky 
when a lake first caps. Hoyer says, 
“they’re crabby” and “it takes 
a week-ish for them to adjust to 
it.” When fish start actively feed-
ing again, time of day is crucial:  

Northland UV Forage 
Minnow Spoon

VMC Tumbler Minnow

(Continued on page 28)

https://www.rapala.com/vmc/spoons/spoons/tumbler-spoon/Tumbler+Spoon.html
https://www.rapala.com/vmc/spoons/spoons/tumbler-spoon/Tumbler+Spoon.html


STRONGER - SMOOTHER - THINNER
MICROFILAMENT BRAIDED FISHING LINE

POWERED BY

NO MATTER THE CHALLENGES, NO MATTER THE CONDITIONS.

NO MATTER WHAT

https://www.powerpro.com
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“Big bluegills will shut off completely for long 
stretches – you have to hit the feeding windows, 
which are usually at first light and then dusk into 
nightfall.” Says you can NOT rule out a lake for 
big ‘gills until you’ve spent time trying to locate 
fish at lowlight dusk. He’s also a big believer in 
overcast days with a falling barometer = fish are 
more likely to feed all day: “That’s when we’ll 
make a long run to a known trophy lake. Other 
than that, it’s basically the 2 feeding windows.”

TACKLE:  Any light rod combo will work – 
the key is a bite indicator, like a spring bobber or 
noodle rod: “You have to be able to see the bite, 
because 90% of the time, you won’t feel it with 
gloves on.” Hoyer fishes 3-lb Berkley Trilene Mi-
cro Ice Mono, switching to fluoro (which sinks) 
in deeper water to boost the bait’s drop rate. And 
here’s why he says 3-lb is the deal:

“4-lb is too thick, and 2-lb will lead to heartbreak 
on a hookset, guaranteed.” Lure selection isn’t 
as meticulous as it can get later in the season: 

(Target Walleye/Ice Report continued from page 26.)

(Continued on page 30)

Get ready for the ice at 
TACKLEDEPOT.CA

FIND EVERYTHING YOU
NEED TO GET ON THE
ICE THIS SEASON

https://www.nishinelureworks.com
https://www.nishinelureworks.com
https://www.nishinelureworks.com
https://www.tackledepot.ca


OFFICIAL DEALER

 Check Out 
Our Full Lineup 

of Huts & 
Accessories

Experts in Fishing, Archery, Hunting, Sport Shooting & Camping in Our Great Outdoors!

We Carry Live Bait

HOURS : Monday – Friday 9 am – 9 pm Saturday 9 am – 8 pm and Sunday 10 am – 7 pm

NOW OPEN –
TO THE PUBLIC
CFO Certified

DURHAM’S PREMIER 
FIREARMS 

SHOOTING CENTRE

STILL ACCEPTING 
NEW MEMBERSHIPS

https://www.gagnonsports.com
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(Target Walleye/Ice Report cont. from pg. 28.)

“I usually go with a 1/16-oz tung-
sten jig or a 1/16-oz spoon. I’ll 
tip it with a red Berkley Power-
Bait Whipworm or Mayfly, and 
I’ll always have a bait puck of Euro larvae on hand, too. The key is getting it  
down in front of their face fast when the bite is on.” Hoyer leans towards dark  
colours for bluegill, including red, black and motor oil. He’s also partial to lures 
outfitted with a razor-sharp Berkley Fusion19 hook.

TACTICS: Hungry bluegills often suspend low in the water column. “You’ll 
see them 2-5’ off the bottom. Sometimes, you can watch them compete for your 
lure on the flasher – that’s when you can really wail on them.”

Once he marks a fish, he moves his bait 12-18” upward while quickening 
his jig cadence to mimic fleeing prey.  “Then you 
let them catch up to it and eat it.” Using a flasher 
also helps visualize the way bluegills feed using 
lateral line vibration. “A 1/16-oz lure will be a 
thick red mark, like a fish. If I’m getting denied, 
the first thing I’ll do is downsize jigs. The small-
er jig shows up as a thinner, green line, and that 
lighter frequency is the same thing that happens 
on a bluegill’s face. When the bite is tough, less 
is more.” And if you’re lucky, you might just hit a dusk plankton bloom on 
some lakes, and then:

 “It’s go-time. It gets so thick you can’t even mark your jig, but that’s their food 
source. If you hit one of those hatches, the bite is usually good as late as you 
want to stay.”

Visit – www.targetwalleye.com – 
Consider signing up to receive FREE Target Walleye/Ice emails

(705) 840-3435 – bamstours.ca
www.facebook.com/bamstours/

Lake Nipissing Ice Fishing Bungalows 
& Guided Snobear Trips

Ice fishing bungalow vacation packages are usually available from 
January 1 until March 15th. Typically we catch walleye (pickerel), 
perch, pike and whitefish. The Ice Bungalows are equipped to  
prepare and cook meals and have washroom facilities. 7 are equipped with 
propane direct vent furnaces and 1 has a cozy wood stove for those who  
prefer the ambiance of a wood fire!

Follow the Fish in Comfort with our 
Guided Snobear Trips!

At Bam’s Tours we offer a first-class ice fishing experience unlike 
any other. Chase the fish in comfort! Gone are the days of sitting 
in a house and waiting for the fish to come to you or spending your 
day on Lake Nipissing packing gear in order to move. The ability 
to move with the touch of a button to stay on the fish is not only  
convenient but ensures your trip is a success regardless of the weather.

Eurotackle 
Larvae

Berkley PowerBait 
Whipworm

https://www.eurotackle.net
https://bamstours.ca
https://www.eurotackle.net/products/micro-finesse-anisoptera
https://www.berkley-fishing.com/products/powerbait-ice-whipworm-1366782


Editor’s Note: Avid outdoors person, competitive angler, 2-time gold medal winning chef at 
the Culinary World Olympics and educator Cameron Tait truly loves being in the outdoors. 
Cameron is an active member of the Manitoba Wildlife Federation, Walleye Anglers Assoc. of  
Manitoba, Central Walleye Trail and on the Pro Staff team for Alumacraft / Suzuki and Minn 
Kota / Humminbird. When not pursuing his passion for the outdoors, Certified Chef du Cuisine 
Cameron can be found surrounded by mouth watering food. 

For the Love of
 COOKING COOKING

Talk about a perfect, hearty dish after a successful 
day on the ice!
This “one pot” creation is perfect for cooking over an open fire, portable gas stove or 
on the range at home. To make it simple, prepare all the ingredients at home the day 
before so there is more time for fishing! Best of all, if fishing is a bust that day, you 
still have a hot, tasty meal to enjoy.

Paella is a Spanish traditional dish with Saffron-flavoured rice, combined with a 
variety of meats and seafood.  It is named after a special two handled pan, in 
which it is prepared and served. In this case, I use my trusty cast iron pan that 
holds the heat better that any other pot I own. I always have it packed in the boat 

and in my ice gear for that special, impromptu “Shore Lunch”.

Perch is a naturally sweet and delicate fish, but in this dish it is transformed into a spicy and hearty meal.

DIRECTIONS:

with Cameron Tait

PERCH PAELLA

INGREDIENTS:
Yield: 4 Servings

Clean, fillet and dice the perch into 1 inch chunks.

Heat cast iron pan, add oil and sauté onions 
and ground chorizo until meat is browned. 

Add garlic, red pepper and leeks, sauté for one minute, add rice and stir to combine. 
Add water, canned tomato, saffron and perch chunks. Bring to a simmer, season with 
a pinch of salt and cover with tin foil or lid from cast iron pan. Reduce heat to low and 
cook for 20-30 minutes, stirring for the first ten. Remove foil, add peas and stir, cover 
for another 2 minutes and enjoy!

*Cameron’s tip: Use “long grain” rice, short grain or minute rice will turn to mush and 
be gluey when cooked.  

Cheers!
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60 ml Olive Oil

1 Onion, sliced

2 Chorizo Sausage (remove grind from casing)

2 Cloves Garlic, finely chopped

1 Red Pepper, diced

125 ml Leeks, diced

250 ml Long Grain Rice*

500 ml Water or Chicken Stock

15 oz Canned, Chopped Tomato

Pinch Saffron (optional)

500 g Perch Fillets

125 ml Peas 
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II
ce fishing has come a long way since the 
days of sitting on a pickle bucket fighting 

the cold more than fighting fish. Always 
looking to provide the right gear to make 
anglers be more successful, Shimano answers 
the rod and reel needs of ice anglers with its 
newly designed Sienna Ice Fishing combos, 
offered in 9 models and available now from 
select tackle dealers in the U.S. and Canada.

Whether it’s super lightweight jigs for bluegill 
and perch, or using big spoons, snap jigs and 
lipless cranks for walleyes, northern pike, and 
lake trout, “within the Sienna combo line-up, 
we have ice anglers covered for just about every 
situation and the techniques used,” said Adam 
Diehl with Shimano’s product development 
team. “We match the rods with our popular 
Sienna spinning reels – in either 500 or 1000 
sizes depending on the rod’s length and power 
– which now feature a new streamlined grip 
and reel seat for lighter weight, along with 
better balance and enhanced sensitivity.” 

Ultra-Light power combos include the 24” 
Sienna 24UL and 28” Sienna 28UL that are 
ideal for micro fly and panfish jigs, while 
Shimano designed the Light power 26” Sienna 
26L  combo is designed for standard size jigs 
and lighter spoons in the 1/32- to 1/16-ounce 
range. Medium-Light power combos – for 
finesse jigs and spoons up to 1/8 ounces, 
include the 28” Sienna 28ML and 32” Sienna 
32ML. All of these rods are matched with 
Sienna 500 size reels and feature Shimano’s 
elongated high-visibility tip section for easier 
bite detection when fishing light lures and jigs.

Combos with Medium power in the Sienna 
lineup to target larger fish starts with the 28” 

Sienna 28M paired with a Sienna 500 size 
reel for use with smaller snap jigs and lipless 
cranks up to 3/16 ounces. The 36” Sienna 
36M, matched with a Sienna 1000 reel, makes 
it ideal to combo for fishing medium-size snap 
jigs and lipless cranks up to 1/4 ounce. 

Big fish like big baits and ice anglers can be 
ready with the Medium-Heavy power 28” 
Sienna 28MH paired with a 500-size reel, 
and the 40” Sienna 40MH matched with a 
Sienna 1000 size reel. Shimano designed 
both combos to handle large spoons, snap jigs 
and lipless cranks up to 3/8 ounces, while the 
40MH has the length and power for magnum-
sized spoons, bucktails, and lipless cranks 
up to and over 1/2 ounce.Diehl identifies the 
Medium power Sienna 28M or 36M as ideal 
‘deadstick’ combos, “and depending on your 
fishing situation, the Medium-Light and 
Medium-Heavy power Sienna combos are the 
ideal choice if you are in a big fish area.” For 
a successful day on hard water, spool up any 
of the Sienna Ice fishing combos with feature-
packed PowerPro ICE-Tec braided line 
offered in 5- through 15-pound test. For more 
information, visit: http://fish.shimano.com 
and https://www.powerpro.com. 

Action, sensitivity, and purposeful construction 
are the driving forces behind G. Loomis’ 
new line of IMX-PRO Ice rods, a 12-model 
lineup that’s soon to be available at tackle 
shops in early October. The IMX-PRO Ice 
series includes 5 rods with solid graphite 
blank construction for panfish and lighter 

applications as well as 7 tubular graphite blank 
rods for targeting walleye, northern pike, lake 
trout, and other larger species. The 5 lighter 
action rods with solid-blank construction 
include 29-, 31- and 33-inch sizes in light and 
medium-light power, while the medium-light, 

medium and medium-heavy tubular blank 
models are offered in 33-, 35-, 37-, 39- and 
40-inch sizes. All of the new IMX-PRO ICE 
rods feature G. Loomis’ Hybrid Guide System 
and feature ultra-lightweight REC Recoil 
guides to resist ice freeze-up, solid stainless-
steel tips for increased rigidity and consistent 
shape, include hook-keepers and are offered 
with a 5-year limited warranty. For more 
information, visit: https://www.gloomis.com.

Known for its premium lures to target 
largemouth and smallmouth bass in open water, 
Jackall Lures expands its TN50 crankbait 
lineup to address the growing trend in using 
lipless cranks 
for ice fishing. 
Its ‘Tungsten 
Mouth System’ 
on the outside 
lip enables the 
TN50 lipless 
cranks to stand 
straight up on the bottom, allowing the bait to 
land nose down in a feeding position to entice 
walleye, perch, northern pike, and whitefish to 
take an interest.

“The Tungsten Mouth System makes 
pounding the bottom with a TN50 lipless 
crank super effective out on the ice,” said 
noted ice-angler JP DeRose who ‘ice-tested’ 
the new lures extensively this past winter. 
“Plus… the new colours added specifically by 
Jackall for these new TN50 lures are proven 
to be effective.” The 2-inch TN50 weighs in 
at 3/8 ounces and is offered in the same eight 
colors as the larger TN60 and TN70 lipless 
cranks – Purple Chartreuse, RT Holo Bluegill, 
RT Scale Minnow, RT Escape Craw, HL 
Black & Gold, SG Threadfin, Spawn Tiger, 
and Black Chartreuse. Special colours for ice 
anglers within the TN50 lineup only include 
Pink Tiger, Static Shock, Sprinkle Wagasaki, 
and Money. Along with these Jackall TN50 
lipless cranks, ice anglers are also discovering 
Jackall’s Deracoup tailspin jig where its rear 
blade both flashes and vibrates to catch the 
attention of nearby fish when deep jigging 
under the ice. For more information, visit 
http://www.jackall-lures.com.

When choosing an ice fishing suit, you need 
to be clear in what your activity level dictates 
and decide based on that. For anglers that fish 

Jackall TN50

Shimano 
Sienna Ice Fishing 

Combo

G. Loomis IMX-
PRO Ice Rods

http://fish.shimano.com
http://www.jackall-lures.com/content/jackall/northamerica/us/en/homepage/Products/LIPLESS_CRANK_BAITS.html/
https://fish.shimano.com/content/fish/northamerica/us/en/homepage/FISHING_COMBOS/ICE_COMBOS.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uSDhEc4I1u0&feature=youtu.be
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(What’s Hot On Ice continued from page 32)

This head features an offset hook for weedless applications. 
Still features the same shape mushroom style head as the 
original Blockhead, and is ideally paired with a short stick 
bait. Features include a forged shank, Super Needle Point, 
and Black Chrome finish. Available in both Natural and Green 
Pumpkin colours.

Blockhead Offset

Designed for vertical fishing, the 90° eye helps keep baits 
horizontal for ideal fishing presentations. Designed with a “Z” 
shoulder bend for weedless applications. Features include 
Super Needle Point and Black Chrome finish.

Football 
Finesse Head

Available in small sizes for finesse style fishing with worms, 
creatures, and tubes. Football shaped head creates an erratic 
motion while the Z-Lock shoulder holds bait heads on for a 
nice weedless presentation. Features include Super Needle 
Point and black chrome finish.

Weedless 
Darter Head

OWNER AMERICAN CORPORATION
3199-B Airport Loop Drive Costa Mesa, CA 92626

Phone: (714) 668-9011  Fax: (714) 668-9133
www.ownerhooks.com

in a house or are extremely active, a 
non-insulated suit is a good option. 
For anglers who sit for long periods 
in cold conditions, a heavy-duty 
insulated suit is a better way to go. 
And for the safety-minded angler, a 
float suit is the best option. Here are 
a few of the suit options available in 
Ice Armor by Clam line up: The New 
Ascent Men’s Ascent Float Suit – This 
top-tier float suit was designed for the 
ultimate warmth, as well as buoyancy 
assist. New stylish colourways, in 
addition to a wide variety of features, will make the Ascent a favourite 
among ice anglers. Features include: 300D waterproof/windproof/
breathable shell, 210T Taffeta lining, Motion Float technology adds 
buoyancy (Not Coast Guard Approved as PFD) , Removable and wearable 
fleece liner, 3M Scotchlite reflective elements, YKK Vislon Aquaguard 
zippers, Removable hood, 2-way front zipper with magnetic storm flap, 
Rotary torso venting system enables temperature regulation, Rapid 
drainage system, Waterproof cell phone pouch. Available in two colours 
– Charcoal/Blue/Black and Black/Charcoal and is available in sizes 
Small – 5XL. 

The New Rise Float Parka has proven itself as a premium and affordable 
float suit over the past couple of seasons.  
As a simplified version of our popular 
Ascent Float Suit, the Rise is sporting a 
new look this season. With Motion Float 
Technology, this parka has the security, 
mobility, and breathability features that ice 
anglers need. The Rise Float suit is perfect 
for early and late ice anglers, or any safety-
minded outdoor enthusiasts. Features 
include: Integrated with Motion Float 
system, this parka has internal buoyancy 
assist that provides assistance with flotation 
in the event of an ice break-through (Not 
Coast Guard Approved PFD), Removable 
hood, 100 grams of fixed insulation, 3M 
Reflective material throughout parka, 
Waterproof cell phone pouch, 100% 
waterproof and is Available in two colour 
combinations – Black and Blue, and Gray 
and Orange and available in sizes Small – 
5XL. The improved cuff design keeps the 

wind out while the silicone tracking keeps bib shoulder straps from 
sliding off the shoulders

For the lady anglers who want comfort 
and float security, the Women’s Glacier 
Float Parka and Bibs have all the key 
features of a flexible and warm ice fishing 
suit. Integrated with Motion Float system, 
this parka has an internal buoyancy assist 
that assists with flotation in the case of 
an ice break-through. Features include: 
A removable hood, 100 grams of fixed 
insulation, 3M Reflective material 
throughout parka, Waterproof cell phone 
pouch, stretch panels for a better fit and 
is 100% waterproof. The Glacier Float Parka (Continued on page 34.)

Clam 
Ascent Men’s 

Float Suit

Clam 
Rise Float 

Parka

Clam 
Women’s 

Glacier Float 
Parka

https://www.ownerhooks.com
https://shop.clamoutdoors.com/ia-ascent-float-parka.html#color=582
https://shop.clamoutdoors.com/ia-rise-float-parka.html
https://shop.clamoutdoors.com/women-s-glacier-float-parka.html


SUPER FAST

UP TO 48% LESS  
ROTATIONAL INERTIA

fish.shimano.com

https://youtu.be/ICsL3WKl4zg


SUPER FAST

UP TO 48% LESS  
ROTATIONAL INERTIA

fish.shimano.com

https://youtu.be/ICsL3WKl4zg


is available in two colour combinations – Gray 
and Lavender and is available in sizes XS-3XL.

It’s not a secret that the jigging minnow catches 
fish. It’s not a new concept for a vertical fishing 
presentation, but the Tikka MinoTM from Clam 
Pro Tackle has a few significant advantages over 
conventional baits. Designed specifically for a 
deadly vertical presentation, the Tikka Mino 
is the ultimate balanced jigging minnow. It 
swims and darts like a panicked baitfish, and has 
unique prism holographic colours that attract 
predator fish. “A common problem with jigging 
minnows is the plastic fin breaks off easily.” 

The Tikka has a durable machined one-piece, 
zinc-alloy body that will stand up to abuse, 
and no plastic fin to break off. Other features 
include: Zinc Alloy body that is environmentally 
friendly, Fins are cast right in with the body, 
so there are no plastic fin to break, UV Glow 
colors attract fish in deep, dark water, or during 
low light periods, Prism “Holographic” colours 

reflect light and flash to attract predator fish. The 
molded 3D eyes add lifelike realism while the 
sticky sharp hooks provide solid hook-ups. An 
oversized bottom red treble  hooks them and 
holds them. The Tikka Mino is available in 14 
different colours  and in 4 Sizes – 1/8 oz., 3/16 
oz., 5/16 oz., and 5/8 oz. Works in open water as 
well as through the ice! Jig it, cast it or power-
troll it. For more information, visit: https://
clamoutdoors.com.

The new True North Baits – “Runt” is made 
from the highest quality components. Measuring 
in at 2” long, don’t let the small stature of the 
scent impregnated True North Runt fool you! 
These super soft little guys drive fish crazy with 
its “snack-like” appearance and tantalizing tails. 
The Runt can be rigged multiple ways; on a 

micro jighead, dropshot or used as a trailer on 
jigging spoons. Ideal for both open water and 
ice fishing! For more information, visit: https://
truenorthbaits.com.

(What’s Hot On Ice continued from page 33.)
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SCOTTY.COM

Scotty High Performance 

Electric Downriggers 

have reached the highest 

performance and reliability 

standards yet, while 

remaining competitively 

priced. Thousands of 

anglers now enjoy the 

superior speed, power 

and years of reliability 

that only Scotty offers. 

Scotty’s custom designed 

marine components and 

final quality control tests 

produce a downrigger that 

is unmatched in the industry.

HIGH
PERFORMANCE
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What would possess a blind person to catch 
a train in London, Ontario and make his 

way to Ottawa? Then wait at the Fallowfield 
Train Station for someone who he has never met 
before, to get a ride to Renfrew, get billeted there 
for a few days just to spend a few hours fishing. 

What would possess a person to fill up his 
truck and bass boat and drive two hours just 
to fish for a day with someone whom he has 
never met before?

What would possess over fifty people to give 
up a weekend away from their family to spend 
three days with a people they have never met 
before?

Have I piqued your interest? It is for B.A.I.T. 
(Blind Anglers International Tournament).

Thirty years ago a blind person and a member 
of the Lions Club were fishing together and 
came up with an idea to help visually impaired 
people have the chance to fish in a tournament. 
The wheels were set in motion; and now 
thirty years later the Lions Clubs of District 
A4 (Eastern Ontario) are still at it providing 
a weekend opportunity for a visually impaired 
person to compete against other visually 
impaired persons in a fishing tournament. How 
good is that? This year 32 visually impaired 
people got to participate in this event. They all 
came together Friday evening with anticipation 
and left on Sunday with a smile.

For the past 29 years the tournament was held at 
The Nangor Resort in Westmeath Ontario. It is 
an excellent facility located on the Ottawa River. 
In that section of the river there was excellent 
pike and walleye fishing. Unfortunately, last 
year was our last at Nangor as the resort was 
sold and would not be available for us. A new 
location for the event was found on the shores 
of Kennebec Lake.  A special thanks to Cezar, 
owner of Springwood Cottages in Arden 
Ontario, who has offered up his luxurious 
facilities in order to make this event happen.

The weekend starts off with visually impaired 
people from all over being bussed into 
a somewhat remote location on a Friday 
afternoon. There they are met with over fifty 
volunteers who are their land guides for three 
days. On Friday evening, at a Red Carpet 
Dinner they get to meet up with their “Pro 
Fishermen” for a gala event in preparation for 
the next day’s fishing tournament.

After a good night’s sleep, (seriously, who can 
sleep the night before a fishing tournament?) 
they get loaded on a boat to spend the day fishing 
for the big prize, well really, it’s a small trophy. 
Really, the size of the trophy is their least concern. 
As in most tournaments there is only one winner 
but trust me all these visually impaired anglers 
feel they are winners. With the help of the Lions 
Clubs and the many volunteers they have had 
the opportunity to do something special. Most 
of these visually challenged people may only get 

one chance to fish each year and look forward 
to this event as much as a child looks forward 
to Christmas. This year I had the good fortune 
of watching a man catch his first fish ever. It 
was a five pound twelve ounce pike. It was 
Christmas in May for him. His wife, another 
visually impaired person was also in the boat 
and she was just as excited. Yes she caught fish 
as well but not as big. 

B.A.I.T. has just 
celebrated their 30th 
year of providing this 
opportunity to blind 
anglers from Ontario 
Quebec and Northern 
United States to have 
this special weekend. 
Thanks to the dedicated 
support from the Lions 
Clubs in District A4, the 
“Pro Fishermen” who 
give up their time boat 
and equipment and the 
many volunteers on 
site B.A.I.T. has been 
a first class event. 
Preparations have 
already started for 
next year. The thirty 
two blind anglers who 
participated in this 

year’s event are already anticipating May 
25th 2019.

I must give a shout out to the Lions Clubs of 
District A4 who have organized and funded this 
event for the past 30 years. Their dedication to 
help the visually impaired is second to none. 

If you would be interested in volunteering as a 
“Pro Fisherman” to help a visually impaired 
person for an upcoming B.A.I.T. weekend 
please contact boyerbob49@gmail.com. 

Blind Anglers International 
Tournament – B.A.I.T.

(In The News continued from page 36.)

The Greater Ottawa Region’s largest boat 
show will set sail in the EY Centre. The 

2019 edition of the Ottawa Boat Show will 
take place February 21 through 24, bringing 
together thousands of boating enthusiasts from 
across Ontario and into Quebec.
 
“With the rate tickets and booth space are 
selling, we’re anticipating a very busy event 
this year,” said Scott Sprague, Show Manager. 
“We’re looking forward to some very exciting 
attractions for guests, including brand new free 
parking on Thursday and Friday, fishing and 
boating seminars, a Family Day on Saturday 
and much more. It’s a great place to start 
planning a weekend full of activities, and get 
geared up for the boating season ahead.”
 
The event is set to showcase the latest cruisers, 
roundabouts, fishing boats, inflatables, personal 
watercraft and much more from the region’s 
leading dealers & manufacturers, along with 
a variety of boating and lifestyle accessories. 

For more than four decades, the Ottawa Boat 
Show has been part of the Ottawa Region’s 
rich heritage. The 2019 event marks the 44th 
edition of this classic event for those who love 
to spend time in, on and around the water.
 
The popular 40-foot LIVE Mega Tank will be 
making its return this year, with fishing sessions 
and live demos from pro staff and local angling 
experts. The fishing stage will be once again 
hosted by “Big” Jim McLaughlin, founder of 
Just Fishing magazine, and a 35-year veteran 
of the Canadian sport fishing scene. In addition, 
a stage dedicated to making the best of your 
boating season will be filled with presentations 
from experts within the local boating community. 
A full schedule for both stages will be available on 
the show’s website: www.ottawaboatshow.ca.
 
Family Day on Saturday of the show will give 
the first 50 families through the doors a swag 
bag sponsored by Pirate Cove Marina. A door 
prize of one Retro 2 Towable from At The Lake 
Distributing will be available for guests to enter 
to win, and other prizes and giveaways will be 
hosted at various booths around the show.
 
Free parking at the EY Centre will be 
available for guests on Thursday and Friday 
at the show.

Major Event for Boating in 
the Ottawa Region 

Kicks Off

(In the News continued from page 50.)
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since she was two or three years old. Since 
her involvement with OWA, she has been 
introduced to a number of valued mentors and 
new bodies of water as well as other types of 
fishing that she has fallen in love with like ice 
and fly fishing. She was introduced to OWA 
at the OFAH Women’s Outdoors Weekend in 
2017, where OWA runs the angling activities. 

After two years of attending OWA events, 
she was honoured to be asked to volunteer at 
the same event that had gotten her hooked. 
Katie appreciates the opportunity to learn 
from Yvonne and other women in the group 
who happily share their incredible wealth 
of knowledge as well as spending time with 
women of all ages who share her passion.

In 2013, Leslie came across workshops called 
Fishing 101 for Women and, determined to 
learn to fish on her own and to teach her son right 
along with her, she attended all five workshops 
offered that year. Women teaching women to 
fish was a welcomed concept for Leslie and the 
workshops were packed with info that covered 
the different types of gear, fish identification, 
safety and fishing regulations to name a few of 
the topics presented. Most importantly, it was 
hands-on and included tying knots, learning 
how to cast and how to safely unhook a fish.

(Meet the OWA Team continued from page 48.)

(Continued on page 50.)
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Now with 2 Locations to Serve You Better!
5417 Yonge St.

Gilford, On
(705) 794-6027

2921 Hwy 11 N.
Oro Medonte, On

(705) 487-3474

http://luremaking.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WX-Z4Fqd2dE
https://truenorthbaits.com/?page_id=277
https://www.facebook.com/tndo.ronshep/


Without a doubt Eurotackle’s Micro Finesse are some 
of the most advanced soft lures on the market. Made 
out of a high end plastic and infused with a pheromone 
based scent you will quickly notice the advantages 
of those amazing ultra-light soft plastic lures. The 
Eurotackle Original Bloodworm is a high quality 
ultra-light plastic lure that’s 100% identical to the 
natural bloodworm. This 1” micro finesse lure moves 
and mimics a live bloodworm and is fantastic when targeting bluegill 
and other panfish.

Responding to the ice fishing demand for a new micro 
finesse creature bait, the Eurtackle Crazy Critter was 
born, mixing micro size with huge action. A great 
lure for panfish, crappie, perch and trout both for ice 
fishing as well as open water. This well designed 1.1” 
bait is made out of an extra soft plastic that is still very 
durable. Check out their wide variety of other designs 
and pick the right ones for you. For more information, 
visit: https://www.eurotackle.net.

The Williams Wabler is the lure that founded the fishing tackle 
division of the Williams Company more than 100 years ago. The most 
recognized and still today most popular model in the Williams series, 
the Wabler has been a mainstay of anglers. Originally popular as a 
lake trout spoon, the Wabler has proven itself, as the photo gallery 
of past literature will attest to, on a multitude of species including; 
rainbows, browns and all members of the trout family. A northern pike 
favourite, musky, walleye and salmon as well as salt water species in 
coastal waters. The Wabler, as are all Williams lures, is stamped from 
premium polished brass. A multi-step plating operation then applies 
the genuine silver and/ or 24k gold finishes Williams lures are renown 

for. These are not standard 
silver and gold finishes either.  
The final step in the Williams 
plating process incorporates 
a further plated “electro-
clear” outer coat, which is 
then baked on. This process 
does not dull the finish as 

a lacquer would. It does render Williams silver, copper and half 
& half finishes saltwater resistant and basically tarnish proof.  
For more information, visit: http://www.williams.ca.

HT Enterprises Marmooska Tungsten Dropper Jig’s 
Top of Form heavy Tungsten body provides extreme 
presentation control. It drops down fast to access deep 
water fish or fast moving schools. The Deluxe Metallic 
Plated surface provides fish attracting reflections while 
the Beaded Dropper Chain adds unique movement 
flash and sound. Sold as a #10 assorted 2/pk.

HT’s Polar TIP-UP 500’ Orange comes with an electronic 
buzzer and LED. The Tip Up uses 
a drag-less magnet system that 
trips the light and sound upon a 
bite! When the fish runs with the 
bait the light and sound is “On & 
Off” with the action of the fish. The 
Polar Tip-Up is guaranteed against 
freeze-up! For more information, 
visit: www.htent.com.

Freedom Tackle has taken its highly successful Minnow Spoon 
and kicked it up a few notches in creating the new Hammered Minnow 
Spoon. Incredible flash will come from the hammered scale pattern finish 
as the lure sinks horizontally 
upon fall. The Hammered 
Minnow weighs in almost double 
its original cousin because of an 
all-metal bead on the belly so it 
will fall faster but still maintains 
its tantalizing side to side wobble. 
The new lure sports a single hook on the rear with a bead attractor. 
The quick-change clevis on the rear allows anglers to quickly change 
bead colours to match the conditions with the extra hooks and beads 
included in the package. A great addition to your ice fishing arsenal.  
For more information, visit: https://americanbaitworks.com.

Vexilar has delivered on the dream of enhancing the legendary reputation 
of Vexilar Flashers with the world’s first 
Broad Band sonar with the FLX-30BB. 
The ideal name for the most feature 
paced ice fishing system ever offered by 
Vexilar. The innovative FLX-30BB Ultra 
Pack System has a 12 volt, 9 amp hour 
Vexilar Lithium battery, which is half 
the weight of traditional SLA batteries 
and delivers power that lasts for days – 
not hours – of fishing! Inside and out, 
the Ultra Pack is designed to be the most 
durable and multi-purpose carrying case 
on the market today. The system includes: 

(What’s Hot On Ice continued from page 36.)

(Continued on page 38.)
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Your Hosts: 
Sandra and Chris Vanattan & Family

Phone: (613) 472-2832  

WWW.CHRISLIVEBAIT.COM 

STORE HOURS: 
Monday – Thursday 9am – 6pm, Friday: 8am – 7pm, 

Saturday: 8am – 5pm, Sunday: 8am – 4pm

Hwy #7 & 
Marmora Mine Rd.

 Marmora, ON

NEW
AUTHORIZED
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(Double Trouble continued from page 8.)
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(613) 727-7000 | 48 Colonnade Road
ottawa’s One-stop truck shop

WHEELS | TIRES | WINDOW TINTING | PAINT PROTECTION
TONNEAU COVERS | STEP BARS | LIGHT BARS
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About the Author –  Gord Pyzer:

line tie positioned where the dorsal fin 
would be. When you lower it to the 
bottom and gently lift it up and down, 
you can make it peck into the sand, 
mud and detritus looking exactly like 
a feeding shiner, goby or sculpin. 

But here is the turn-on-trick: bait your 
drop shot hook above the Meegs jig 
with a soft plastic insect replica – like 
a GULP! Hellgrammite –  and every 
few minutes, lift up the Meegs at least 
two or three feet and let it crash into 
the bottom. Then lift it up only inches 
and hold it as still as possible. When 
you drop it into the bottom, it creates 
a mini-volcanic eruption, spewing up 
a cloud of silt, announcing to every 
bass, walleye, perch or whitefish in 
the neighbourhood that the gravy train 
has arrived. They see both the Meegs minnow and the floating soft plastic 
above it and come charging in when the dinner bell rings.

And what is so interesting is that you typically will find the fish zeroing in 
on one offering or the other. It is rarely random and the preference often 
switches suddenly and noticeably, as 
weather conditions, light levels and fish 
preferences change. But you never have 
to worry about it when you’re fishing a 
modern-day tandem rig. 

(Sidebar)

Check the Regs
In most provinces, anglers 
are allowed up to four hooks 
on their line, with a treble 
normally counting as one 
hook. It is the reason why 
most jerkbaits, crankbaits 
and musky bucktails are 
adorned with three or four 
trebles and the venerable 
four hook “pickerel rig” has 
remained in vogue. But, 
certain areas and lakes are 
managed on a single-hook-
only basis. So, always check 
the rules and if in doubt, 
consult the local Natural 
Resource office.

DEALER

http://www.htent.com.
https://www.eurotackle.net/products/micro-finesse-bloodworm
https://www.eurotackle.net/collections/micro-finesse/products/micro-finesse-crazy-critter
http://www.williams.ca/wabler.html
http://htice.com/MJDJ-8A/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=atASiZHmv9U
https://americanbaitworks.com/collections/ice-fishing-essentials/products/hammered-minnow
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4npVXzep5_A
https://www.chrislivebait.com
https://www.chrislivebait.com


FLX-30 BB flasher/ fish finder featuring – 7 frequencies from 160 
to 300 kHz, 140 interference rejection options, target ID down to 
1/4”, Digital depth displat, Day & Night display settings, Battery 
status & low-battery alert, 3 power level settings & zoom zones. 
Plus Vexiar’s exc;usive broad band Ice-Ducer transducer & float, 12 
volt, 9 amp-hour, Vexilar Lithium battery, fully automatic charger, 
Soft Pack carry case, adjustable rod holder, external power posts for 
accessories and a custom Vexilar tackle box. For more information, 
visit: https://www.vexilar.com

Northland’s Glo-Shot Spoons are a killer on crappies, perch, 
walleyes, pike and trout. Cast or vertically jig... the S-curve 

design and light, lead-free construction 
excels with twitches, lifts and falls.  
Glo-Shot® Sticks boost fish attraction 
in low-visibility situations. Change  
Glo-Shot Stick colours to match conditions. 
Tip with live bait or IMPULSE® soft 
plastics. Glo-Shot Spoons are available in 
1/16-, 1/8- and 1/4-ounce weights, with 

red treble hooks in #12, #10 and #8 sizes, respectively. Hooks are 
attached via dual split rings for added action and fewer lost fish.  
Glo-Shot Sticks are non-toxic, easy to activate and glow in vivid 
colour for eight hours. They are light enough not to affect lure action 
and are also great for lighting up a variety of bobbers, hooks and jigs. 

The Rattlin’ Puppet Minnow® from Northland brings the noise with 
a glass rattle and audible carry through water, all without killing its 

famous action. Anglers 
have long noted the 
benefits of vibration 
and additional sound in 
their baits, as fish cue on 
auditory clues to both help 
them locate and target 

prey of all kinds. The Rattlin’ Puppet Minnow still sports its trademark 
action, darting and swimming like a dying minnow, which triggers 

predatory responses in the form of reaction strikes. It’s heavy zinc 
frame fishes great both vertically or when casted, making it a truly 
versatile offering for a number of species. For more information, 
visit: https://www.northlandtackle.com.

The new Magz Goby 3” soft plastic bait offers a realistic baitfish 
appearance and action to entice even the most 
finicky fish. The 3” Goby is great for both 
summer & winter fishing and for all game 
fish. Its soft body and active tail bring the 
Magz Goby to life! For more information, 
visit: https://magzmfg.com.

The Bondy Bait Company was started by Jon Bondy and was 
an outgrowth of his fishing guide 
business. Jon has made plastic baits 
since 1989 and, after countless hours 
of hard work, has grown the company 
to the point where they now have over 
100 dealers. Jon loves to fish, but he 
also loves tinkering with new lure 
designs and with new fishing concepts 

and techniques. His latest addition to the lineup,  the 1.75” Bondy 
Bug Panfish Bait is sure to have fish salivating. The Bondy Bud is 
available in 30 mouthwatering colours and comes in a 20 pack. For 
more information, visit: https://bondybaitcompany.com.

Makers of custom 
hand made injection 
and hand poured soft 
plastics Canadian Baits 
brings you a variety of 
quality custom baits at 
and afforardable price. 
This Canadian company 
offers swimbaits, craws / 
creature baits, ice fishing 
/ micro, finesse worms and more. Great prices on 
their Glow in the Dark ice fishing plastics including 

their 2.5” Ice Spikez and 1.5” Paddle Tails.  For more information, 
visit: https://www.facebook.com/canadianbaits.

Up your catch numbers by sizing down with the STH Dart Minnow 
this ice season! STH Bait Co., the maker of the Drifter, has innovated 
once again with a whole lot of design 
features packed into the 2.3-inch length 
of the Dart Minnow. Starting with a 
hydrodynamic minnow-head shape that 
can secure any nose-hook presentation, the 
body tapers nicely to the mid-tail bump that can also hold a hook 
point securely and weedlessly. The mid-tail bump also adds additional 
bulk to the pin tail and is designed to quiver with the slightest twitch. 
Available in 6 colours that fish crave! For more information, visit: 
https://americanbaitworks.com/pages/sth.

This barely scratches the surface of the amazing new and improved 
products being designed specifically with ice fishing in mind. There 
are many, many options available. We haven’t even touched on the 
great improvements being made to ice huts, augers, reels, line, etc. 
It would fill an entire whole issue, possibly more if we tried to cover 
everything. Hopefully this feature will give you a starting point and 
get your investigative juices flowing.   
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Visit – www.targetwalleye.com – 
Consider signing up to receive FREE 

Target Walleye/Ice emails

(Target Walleye Report continued from page 52.)
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How you set the hook depends on its size, diameter and thickness and 
when it is small, thin and razor sharp, a smart sweep of the rod tip is 
all that is required to nab every fish.

#6 FISH FOR WHATEVER IS BITING    

I received a message from a reader last fall about catching big 
smallmouth, largemouth and northern pike. He had been unsuccessful 
in his efforts and asked if I’d help him zero in on the key depth. I flipped 
him back a note asking what species, in particular, he was targeting. He 
replied .... “All of them.”
 
Now, there is no question that when you are fishing for walleye, as a 
case in point, that you may catch a bonus smallmouth, largemouth or 
northern pike. Maybe even several. But is it a huge mistake to assume 
it will happen and thus, go fishing without a specific species in mind. 

I use to accompany the Conservation Officers and fisheries technicians 
who worked for me and we would pull alongside anglers and do a creel 
survey. I was always amazed when the folks in the boats were asked 
what they were fishing for and they replied .... whatever bites. 

To be successful, you have to focus in on a specific species, learn as 
much as possible about its lifestyle, habits, behaviour and seasonal 
preferences. Then you need to use the information to select prime 
locations, the best lures and optimal presentations. To do otherwise 
is to take a shot in the dark, which almost always misses the mark. 
Leave the hail Mary passes to the last minute desperation plays for 
football teams. 

#7  BELIEVE THE DOCKTALK 

I will never forget interviewing Kevin Van Dam, the winningest angler 
in bass fishing history, immediately prior to one of his four Bassmaster 
Classic victories. He had sequestered himself, miles away from the 
tournament venue, at his brother-in-law’s house. When I asked him 
why, he said .... “To avoid the dock talk.”

With social media so 
prevalent these days, it 
is easy to get caught up 
in the hysteria associated 
with a hot lake or new bait. 
Some folks will even post 
the waypoints of popular 
fishing spots. But if you 
know about it, so do tens of 
thousands of other anglers.

Sharing reliable, guarded, 
insider information with 
one or two trusted friends 
is a good thing, but relying 
on second, third and fourth 
hand accounts of dock talk 
is to be avoided at all costs. 
As Van Dam says, “It 
messes with your head.”  

#8                DON’T BE FIRST IN AND FIRST OUT 

            If you were amongst the very first anglers to fish Slow Death for 
walleye, Ned Rigs for bass, Bondy Baits for lake trout and big double 
bladed Cowgirls for muskies you know the heart stopping feeling of 
riding the roller coaster to fishing success. 

I count myself among the blessed to have been at the forefront of 
each of these trends. Unfortunately, nothing good ever lasts. Despite 
unbelievable efforts by a select few anglers to keep each one of the 
techniques under wraps, the secret got out and loose lips sunk ships.

It is why, when you read about a technique for the very first time in a 
reliable source – like the pages of Just Fishing! – or hear about it from a 
trusted friend, you need to assess it immediately, perfect it quickly, add 
it to your arsenal and then milk it for all that it is worth, because every 
innovation will become commonplace, the fish will become conditioned 
to it and something better will replace it.
    

(10 Mistakes You Need to Fix continued from page 17.)
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MANOTICK BAIT 

1019 River Road Manotick, ON 1019 River Road Manotick, ON (613) 692-LINE (5463)(613) 692-LINE (5463)  
  info: manotickbaitsupplies@hotmail.cainfo: manotickbaitsupplies@hotmail.ca
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Fishing / Hunting
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All Species

 of Fish of Fish

• • Bam Custom PlasticsBam Custom Plastics• “Big” Jim’s Hand-tied Bucktail Jigs• “Big” Jim’s Hand-tied Bucktail Jigs
HOURS: HOURS: 

MON. – FRI. 8 AM – 7 PMMON. – FRI. 8 AM – 7 PM
SAT. & SUN. 8 AM – 6 PMSAT. & SUN. 8 AM – 6 PM

• • We have worms & all sizes of We have worms & all sizes of 
minnows year roundminnows year round

Your Your Rideau River Fishing HeadquartersRideau River Fishing Headquarters
The Store Where You’re #1The Store Where You’re #1

for working shallow structure there is... perfect fish-attracting wiggle and 
some great fall colours like ‘fire tiger’ and ‘crawdad.’

“Another option, would be avoiding the negative effects of the turnover by 
trying to find a lake that hasn’t turned yet, or one that already has and had 
a week or 2 to settle down. The first ones to go are the shallow lakes as 
they have less mass and cool quicker... There may be as much as 2 weeks 
difference – or more – as to when it all begins and ends.”

BASE YOUR FALL CRANKS ON WATER 
TEMPERATURE 3

FALL WALLEYES LOVE SAND4

“If you’re fishing summer 
spots and they aren’t 
there, start fishing the 
sand. As the transition is 
getting underway, it’s still 
common to find walleyes 
in 15’ or less.

“They start to move out to 
more open-water areas at 
first... sliding out around 
deep water: sandbars that 
come out from shore and 
drop to deeper water, sand 
flats, sand points and sand 
humps.

“Walleyes begin to move deeper as water temps drop toward turnover 
(begins at 620F or so). Instead of looking for fish to be on top of 
structures, look deeper.

“They will be in spots like the sharper breaks or on mid-lake humps 
that top out at perhaps 20’, rather than 15’, or in holes in soft-bottom 
flats where depth drops from 15’ to 20’.

“Walleyes become more selective about where they stage. They 
generally locate on a spot-on-a-spot. For example, if they’re on a 
mid-lake hump with scattered boulders, they will be on the boulders. 
If all rock, look for the patch of sand. If all sand, look for the rockpile.

“Because more and more walleyes show up on these few spots, more 
and more of the lake holds no fish. It’s easy to be skunked if you 
don’t pay attention to subtle differences on the structure.”

TThis can be a frustrating time of year to track down a limit of tasties. 
Fish are on the move, but they’ll be migrating to predictable areas 

and eventually schooling up hard.

Ted Takasaki, Scott Richardson and Greg Bohn combined forces to 
give us and Yoda some fall-transition secrets. Full write-up archived 
here, few excerpts below:

“Baitfish will only stay in weeds as long as they’re very green. Once 
weeds start to die off... baitfish and walleyes start to leave those 
shallow-water weed areas.

HH ey fall trollers – water temps are finally starting to dip! Instead 
of tying on any ol’ crankbait, did you know you can use water 

temp to tell you which exact styles to run.

Brad Hawthorne’s logged a zillion hours pulling cranks in the fall, so 
it’s the first thing I asked him about when I had the chance to hop in 

his boat:

He always starts early 
fall with #5 Rapala 
Shad Raps ‘cuz they’ve 
caught more fish than 
any other bait in his 
boat…especially while 
water temps are 60-
650F. Bump up to a #6 
or #7 as temps reach the 
lower end of that scale.

Once the water hits 57-620F – and the weather is cooperating – he’ll put 
on BIG ol’ bent-lip #9 Shallow Shad Raps. Everything is going shallow 
and putting the feedbag on, including perch this size….

Original Jointed Minnows are one of his favourite overlooked fall 
trolling baits when temps are in the 50-570F range and fish are on the 
chew. They run 5-7’ outta the package, but Brad will pinch on a small 
splitshot up above the bait to get ’em down to the 8-10’ range.

 Frigid temps: Original Floaters are tough to beat. Brad’s caught fish on 
’em in water as cold as 42 degrees. #PolarPlungeStatus More details 
straight from Mr. Fall Cranky himself in this video. (https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=RLYu8tPpv8U)

(What’s Hot On Ice continued from page 37.)

Northland Glo-Shot 
Spoon

Northland Rattlin’ 
Puppet Minnow

Magz Goby

Bondy Bait – Bondy Bug

Canadian Baits
 Ice Spikez 

Canadian Baits
Paddle Tails

STH Bait Co. Dart Minnow

https://www.facebook.com/ManotickBaitandSport/
https://youtu.be/u8mbTYqa0Xw
https://youtu.be/-RNnNZYDan4
https://magzmfg.com/product.html
https://www.mcssl.com/store/bondy-bait-co
https://www.facebook.com/canadianbaits
https://www.facebook.com/canadianbaits
https://americanbaitworks.com/pages/sth


By: Tim Allard
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Location... Location... Location...

T he steps to follow in locating fish under the ice is no easy task. 
Anglers heading out on lakes with little or no ice fishing pressure 

are in for some plain old hard work. Few anglers relish the challenge 
of finding fish on a new lake. Most prefer “following the crowds” and 
let their eyes be their fish finders. To some, going from one group of 
anglers to another is their form of “recon”. If you ice fish, you may 
not want to join the crowd or at some time you will be faced with the 
challenge of being the only angler on the ice, so here are a few tips 
to remember the next time it happens to you and you want to find fish.

Your first step is to understand the kind of water you are going to fish. 
This will mean getting a lake map and looking at the types of structure 
you have available to you at this time of year. Remember, your ability 
to travel on a lake may be limited to foot power or poor ice conditions 
may limit the areas you can reach safely. It is always a good idea to 
know the roads and the various winter access points that surround 
any given lake.

When it comes to finding fish, every time you try to make rules as to 
where you SHOULD find fish, the rules change. Like catching sunfish 
at night, many would agree that sunfish don’t bite at night, but in some 
lakes, you don’t catch the really big ones until the sun goes down… 
go figure. Here are a few good guidelines to use to begin your search, 

simply because you will need 
to start someplace. The more 
you learn by fishing, the more 
you can refine the rules that 
govern the lake you are on 
that day.

Walleyes love deep, hard 
bottom areas. Crappies and 
perch love waters of over 30 
feet with a super soft bottom, 
and sunfish love to hang 
off steep weedy break lines. 
Finding the right fish holding 
elements for the fish you are 
after is fairly easy with a lake 
map. If the lake has one deep 
hole, then you would start 
there for crappie. If a lake 
is a maze of structure, then 
it is best to break the lake 
into small regions that you can work without getting too confused. 
Your first goal on most lakes is to establish the edge of the weed line. 
Most winter lakes get far clearer then they do in the summer, and 
some of the biggest sunfish in the lake move into the old weed line 
for protection from predators. Checking the edge of the weed line is 
even better if you are near a point or inside turn where the deep water 
comes closest to shore.

Courtesy of: www.vexilar.com    
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Looking to Try Something New?

Every so often a new breed of baits comes to the market and this is 
one you need to look at as it is made primarily of ABS plastic and 

offers the angler a whole new action for finicky winter fish.
 
Contrary to open water fishing, ice fishing anglers are forced to cover 
water in a more limited fashion. Because of the movement limitations 
associated with ice fishing, anglers aim to bring the fish within striking 
distance. Only a select set of lures have the ability to impart the right 
action and call fish in.

The jigging spoon is a staple to the ice fishing community, and  
arguably one of the most effective for attracting fish. In simple terms, 
jigging spoons can be simplified into two categories – the flutter 
spoon and the rattle spoon. Traditional spoons are typically made 
from a thin piece of metal to impart a fluttering action or filled with a 
rattle chamber to create vibration and noise below the surface. Most 
often, theses lures are considered simply a bait delivery system (i.e. 
helping to put a chunk of bait in front of a fish’s face). However, some 
new designs are helping to change this misconception. 

Unlike the large majority of the jigging spoons on the market, the Live 
Spoon is comprised of ABS plastic. There are a number of advantages 

associated with these types of spoons, over the more traditional  
options. First and foremost, plastic spoons mean less chipped paint. 
Anyone that’s owned a metal spoon has had issues with paint chip-
ping from catching fish or bouncing around in tackle box. 

The plastic composition also slows down the fall rate over a  
traditional metal spoon as well. Finesse is often the name of the 
game for finicky fish, and a slower fall rate can lead to more success.  
It should be noted that the design and internal weight system of the 
Live Spoon help increase the fall rate over other non-traditional  
option

The Live Spoon also  
includes an internal rattle 
chamber for added  
attraction, making this 
lure sort of a hybrid  
between a flutter spoon 
and rattle spoon. The 
material and internal  
design of the lure lead to 
a very unique flutter and 
flash, not found in other 
non-metal spoons. 
 
Definitely something that should be in every anglers box during both 
winter and open water situations.

Courtesy of, https://www.eurotackle.net
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https://www.tubmanchev.com
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https://www.eurotackle.net
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MyMy EducationEducation
By: Jeff Matity

AAs a young middle-years teacher, I quickly 
grew eyes in the back of my head. Indeed, 

any snort, snicker or even complete silence 
from my students (never to be trusted) likely 
means the top bananas are up to something 
while my back was turned.

As a devoted angler, I 
have always dreamt of 
having eyes at the fishes’ 
level. Since purchasing 
my first Aqua-Vu 
underwater camera back 
in 1997, I now have 
those underwater eyes. 
What I’ve seen and 
learned, as the various 
models of Aqua-Vu’s 
technology and user-
friendly nature have 
evolved, has been truly revolutionary.

Each season finds me staring at my 
Aqua-Vu HD7i filming fish in their 
element.  Let me share highlights of 
my Aqua-Vu education. From perch to 
pike, walleye to burbot the Aqua-Vu 
has expanded my understanding and 
success while chasing my quarry. 

PICKY PERCH 
PROGNOSTICATION

Perch are grazers. They school, find food, 
mop it up and moving on. They are happy 
to eat anything edible as long as it is easily 
catchable. For this reason, perch respond to 
lures differently than other predators. Case in 
point: Perch are suckers for drop-shot baits 
that are delicately presented after a larger 
spoon or jig attracts them. 

One memorable experience: In 1999, I 
encountered jumbo perch that were attracted 
to a 1/2 oz. high-action ReelBait Plane Jane 
Spoon. The fish investigated and loitered, but 

would not commit. At times, perch prefer tiny 
insect larvae. So, I tied not one but two #10 
black ice ants to the line above the spoon. 
Jigging the spoon, I drew in the perch and 
then, resting the spoon on bottom, slowly 
dropped one weightless ant tied 18 inches 

above the spoon to the bottom. 

More interested now, a perch eased 
within inches of the bottom-dwelling 
fly. Still no commitment, I dropped 

the second ant, tied an additional 18 
inches above the first. This time, the 
perch broke its gaze from the bottom 
and gobbled the second ant. Whammo! 

For the rest of the afternoon I extracted 
perch after perch, all on the first or second 
ant, after the spoon’s initial attraction. 
Without my Aqua-Vu I’d never have 
managed to read the mood of these fish and 
tease them into biting. 

MILK RUN WALLEYES

Walleye are different than perch. If forced, 
they will grub to fill their bellies. However, 
walleye prefer a meatier meal. The bigger 
they get, the meatier the meal. No surprise, 
big and little walleye react differently 

in front of the Aqua-Vu. Little walleye  
(tiny-to-eating size) will strike a lure all day. 
They are, however, 
suckers for short, 
compact, knuckle-ball 
baits such as the Short 
Shank ReelBait Flasher 
Jig baited with minnow 
head or perch eye. 
Even small walleye 
seem aloof when faced with a big juicy offering. 

I remember one walleye that had 
a notch removed from his dorsal 
fin – easily identified – that came 
into view at least a dozen times 
between 2 pm and last light 
before I caught him. I call this 
behaviour setting up a Milk Run. 
Often, walleye will keep tabs on 
potential meals until they seem 
to know when – at last light – 
they can and will be able to jump 
that prey item. 

Often, this is the characteristic 
behavior of big walleye. This 
knowledge has kept us in the 

game when targeting 
trophy walleye on key, 
high percentage spots. 
Starting about 2 pm, 
any hole that reveals 
an enormous target on 
our Humminbird Helix 
7 is kept track of. A 
bunch of enormous 
targets builds our 
confidence and ignites 
our determination as 

we know these are the giants we have been 
waiting for. 

Now, whenever we have repeat customers, 
we do constantly experiment over the day. 
Keep the faith. Play with lure colour, size, 
category and tipping agents. Constantly be 
aware of major and minor daily lunar periods. 
A trophy walleye can happen anytime. 

(Continued on page 42.)

ReelBait 
Short Shank 
Flasher Jig

ReelBait  Plane Jane Spoon

https://www.aquavu.com/aqua-vu-shop/underwater-cameras
https://reelbait.com/K9/index.php?app=ecom&ns=catshow&ref=of_5pk_ss
https://reelbait.com/Category/planejane
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 Ice Rods
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NEW FOR 2020

Reinvented for the modern age of ice fishing, the Sienna Ice Combo is offered in an 
arsenal of actions designed for all creatures that lurk below the ice. Sienna Ice rods 
now feature a new streamlined grip and a reel seat that reduces excess material 
to allow for better balance and a more comfortable grip, ultimately providing a 
lightweight rod with enhanced sensitivity. The EVA foam handle increases the rod’s 
durability to allow for years of fishing. The ultra-light and medium-light models 
of Sienna Ice feature an elongated hi-viz tip section for easier bite detection when 
fishing with light lures or jigs for panfish and walleye. These models also feature 
Aluminum Oxide guides as well as coil guides for decreased weight when fishing 
with lighter lines. Medium and medium-heavy models also feature Aluminum Oxide 
guides for increased durability when fighting larger fish. Available as a combo or as 
the rod by itself, the Sienna Ice is ready to challenge the elements.

SIENNA ICE COMBO
Model Rod Length Power Action

Mono Line  
Rating (lb test)

PowerPro Line  
Rating (lb test)

Pieces Bearings Mono Line Capacity Power Pro Line Capacity Gear Ratio UPC MSRP

CASTING
PSN500FGSNSE24ULA 24” UL F 2-4 5-8 1 3+1 2/190, 4/100, 6/60 5/135, 8/105, 10/65 5.6:1 022255102278 $49.99

PSN500FGSNSE26LA 26” L F 2-6 5-8 1 3+1 2/190, 4/100, 6/60 5/135, 8/105, 10/65 5.6:1 022255102285 $49.99

PSN500FGSNSE28ULA 28” UL F 2-4 5-8 1 3+1 2/190, 4/100, 6/60 5/135, 8/105, 10/65 5.6:1 022255102322 $49.99

PSN500FGSNSE28MLA 28” ML F 2-6 5-8 1 3+1 2/190, 4/100, 6/60 5/135, 8/105, 10/65 5.6:1 022255102315 $49.99

PSN500FGSNSE28MA 28” M F 6-10 8-10 1 3+1 2/190, 4/100, 6/60 5/135, 8/105, 10/65 5.6:1 022255102292 $49.99

PSN500FGSNSE28MHA 28” MH F 8-12 8-15 1 3+1 2/190, 4/100, 6/60 5/135, 8/105, 10/65 5.6:1 022255102308 $49.99

PSN500FGSNSE32MLA 32” ML F 2-6 5-8 1 3+1 2/190, 4/100, 6/60 5/135, 8/105, 10/65 5.6:1 022255102339 $49.99

PSN1000FGSNSE36MA 36” M F 6-10 8-10 1 3+1 2/270, 4/140, 6/110 10/95, 15/85, 20/65 5.0:1 022255102254 $49.99

PSN1000FGSNSE40MHA 40” MH F 8-12 8-15 1 3+1 2/270, 4/140, 6/110 10/95, 15/85, 20/65 5.0:1 022255102261 $49.99

PSN1000FGSNSE36MA

New Ice Combo

https://www.facebook.com/BJ-Tackle-368223176530847
https://fish.shimano.com
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(My Aqua-Vu Education continued from page 40.)

(Continued on page 43.)

on new yokohama winter tires  
A/T AND M/T TRUCK TIRES available

www.goldwingautocare.com

follow our work 

get  up to $100 in rebates

Ottawa’s Tire Store Since 1994

since 1994 - 26 years and counting
anglers supporting anglers

(613) 727-7000 | 48 Colonnade Road
ottawa’s One-stop truck shop

However, when Mrs. Jekyll sets up a Milk Run that includes your baits, 
expect the witching hour to reveal her Mrs. Hyde... when casual curiosity 
become deadly intent!

PATIENTLY PROWLING PIKE

Pike rarely grub. They are career killers. Big-game predators become 
calculated in their mechanics 
of hunting. What pike do on 
the Aqua-Vu: When hanging a 
big deadbait below one of my 
HT Polar Tip-ups, a big pike 
will move through slowly, at a 
distance, and disappear. Then 
the pike will ease straight in, 
stopping several feet away and 
stare intensely at the bait. This 
phase can last a few seconds 
or a few minutes. I believe it is 
during this engagement, with full-binocular vision, that the pike determines 
whether the fish is alive or dead. 

The pike is set for a calculated burst of speed should the target bolt. 
Backing off and disappearing again, the next appearance of the pike can 
be startling as the snout of the pike appears just inches from the bait. This 
is NOT the time to freak out and start jigging the bait trying to induce a 
strike. No, do nothing. The pike just wants to smell and taste the offering. 
This is done by rapidly drawing the water between itself and the bait in 
and out of its mouth. I call this phenomenon huffing the bait. Post-huff, the 
pike either inhales or pushes the bait, close-mouth, as the bait wafts past 
its head and down its flank. 

The final approach is a smooth pass and gobble. These observations have 
influenced how I rig and interpret tip-up flags. Missed flags, I’m convinced, 
are often big pike huffing or pushing baits.

BLUFFING BURBOT BAFFLES BEHEMOTH

Some Aqua-Vu encounters are simply mystifying and leave me in awe 
of Mother Nature and her brilliance. Case in point: My most recent jaw 
dropping incident occurred while I was picking a peck of pickerel during my 
first ice adventure. I was wading through a bunch of walleye, capturing them 
on film using a variety of lures. As expected, the minnow head would often 
drop from my lure and settle to the bottom. No sooner did a small burbot 
appear and begin slurping up the minnow bits than a giant pike cruised past. 
The startled burbot beat a hasty retreat, swirling the bottom debris. 

Once things settled down, the burbot returned and took note of my lure. 
This time, the pike came in directly from a distance and stopped. The burbot 
and pike locked eyes and, this time, the little burbot held his ground and 
belly-to-bottom, aggressively sculled his tail and beat his pectoral fins, 
advancing very slowly toward the pike. The bottom stirred and what started 
as a smallish burbot disappeared into an ominous cloud that grew by the 
second. The pike, witnessing the muddied waters, promptly left.

This encounter can be seen on our most recent video at youtube.com/
matitysgetfishing... along with our whole Aqua-Vu library! 

DON’T TAKE MY WORD FOR IT

Cory Schmidt of Traditions Media is the guy that got me hooked on the  
Aqua-Vu program. Cory makes reference to one factor that makes walleye 

HT  Polar Tip-Up

https://www.goldwingautocare.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=atASiZHmv9U


(and other 
fish) bite like 
nothing else. 
“Individual 
walleyes are 
reluctant to 
strike the bait 
in front of 
the camera, 
but once a 
second, third 

or fourth walleye joins the pursuit, the fish all 
suddenly turn violently competitive, all vying 
for the bait. Competition is a huge factor in 
fishing success.” Translation: never give up on 
a single fish that won’t bite. Keep it engaged. 

One sleepy fish can turn into a ravenous pack 
in a hurry!

THE POSSIBILITIES ARE 
ENDLESS

So many fish, so much to learn. A breakout 
product from Aqua-Vu that has had me fishing 
with it more and more, four seasons of the year, 
is the Aqua-Vu Micro Revolution 5.0 Pro. This 
unit is, as implied, micro in stature; but, far 
from micro in features. It is a hand-held unit 
that when coupled with the carrier that loops 
around your neck and torso, gives the camera 
near hands-free operation. 

Two key situations for using my 5.0 Pro: One, 
when I am actively scouting freshly cut holes 
for the presence of fish. At late ice, burbot in 
particular rush in for a gander at this intruder 
upon their spawning grounds. Once burbot 
are located in this way, the Eskimo tent is set 
up and fishing begins. 

The second situation where my 5.0 Pro is 
invaluable is summer time when I am scouting 
points and inside turns in major weedbeds. 

Moving along with my Minnkota Terrova 
bowmount motor, I find irregularities in the 
weed edge that are in close proximity to main 
bottom structures such as gravely points and 
sheer drop offs. Knowing this structure-on-
structure is worth it as I can drop waypoints on 
my Humminbird map and return with the kids to 
pitch jigs or bobber rigs to these magical spots.

So, if you are not trained to have eyes on the 
back of your head, you can still have eyes to 
the bottom of your 
lake. Pick the Aqua-
Vu system that is 
right for you and start 
your own Aqua-Vu 
education.

About the Author: Jeff Matitdy
A Fishing Industry Professional for nearly 30 years as a 
Fishing Guide & Promotional Staffer, with Bachelor’s Degrees 
in both Science & Education, Jeff uses this training in his job 
as a Fisheries Professional & Outdoor Educator (specializing 
in fishing via family business, GetFishing.ca) to reach out to 
anyone interested in learning about fish.

(My Aqua-Vu Education continued from page 42.)
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https://geteskimo.com
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TThe midwinter phase of ice fishing can 
challenge walleye anglers. Lakes are in 

a deep freeze and walleye are typically less 
active compared to first ice. But, fish still 
need to eat and can be caught with the right 
presentation. Here’s how to deal with a tough 
bite during the dead of winter.

THE MIDWINTER PHASE
There’s no hard, fast rule for when midwinter 
begins. Typically, it starts setting in several 
weeks into the season, which can be mid-January 
in some areas and last until March. Walleye are 
at their most selective during midwinter. They 
feed when opportunities arise. Fading daylight 
or when vulnerable prey wanders within easy 
striking distance being two examples.

MIDWINTER WALLEYE LOCATIONS
Walleye typically are found on mid to deep 
structures in midwinter. It’s worth 
exploring humps, saddles, secondary, 
points, and other structures in main 
lake basins. Generally, structures rising 
out of 40 to 60 foot basins hold more 
walleye than ones surrounded by 70+ 
feet of water.

Remember, too, walleye will have a 
preferred depth range. For instance, 27 
to 32 feet is a typical depth preference 
in large, deep lakes I fish. However, on 
some small, shallow, fertile systems, 
walleye like 20 to 25 feet. Pinpointing 
their depth zone preference helps find the 
biggest concentrations of walleye, which 
ups your odds of contacting active fish. 

Deep flats are another place to look for 
midwinter walleye. Locate flats in the 
preferred depth range. Equally important is 
finding areas with yellow perch. Flats contain 
invertebrates that perch eat. In turn, walleye 
hunt yellow perch on flats. Some of the better 
daytime, midwinter walleye fishing I’ve had 
was waiting on a deep flat for perch-hunting 
packs of walleye to move through.

The trick with flats is determining the pathways 
walleye use for travel. Their movements are 
never haphazard and typically edge oriented. 
Rock spines, trenches, grass edges or the drop-off 
ledge where a flat falls into deep water are some 

productive zones on flats. Save these travel 
routes as GPS waypoints in a fish finder/portable 
sonar to be able to return on future outings. 

Another reliable midwinter location for walleye 
is a food shelf. Walleye treat food shelves like 
restaurants. They come in to eat, then leave, 
which typically means dropping back into 
surrounding deep water, hugging a bottom on a 
nearby drop-off or suspending in a deep basin. 
Food shelves can be flats, humps, grass lines 
or sand bars. These structures can occupy any 
depth, but generally in midwinter walleye forage 
in deeper water. There are always exceptions, of 
course, like a shallow nighttime bite.

PUTTING THE ODDS IN YOUR FAVOUR 
Fishing in midwinter is all about hedging one’s 
bets. This includes being on the best spots at prime 
time, such as at dawn and dusk. This is when 
walleye have a sight advantage over their prey. 

Another tactic is fishing before a major 
weather system. While the drive home may 
be precarious, walleye get aggressive within 
the hours leading up to a snowstorm. Take 
precautions if employing this strategy. Have 
reliable transport off the ice, have the route off 
the ice plotted in a GPS unit and know how to 
navigate, too, with a compass. Be sure to budget 
plenty of time for the trip to ensure a safe return 
home, or spend the night nearby. 

Smaller weather changes also stimulate 
walleye. The arrival of a large patch of clouds 
can create a burst in activity. Pay attention to 
micro-weather and you will catch more fish in 
midwinter. Trust me on this one.

JIGGING STRATEGY 1: GO FOR A REACTION 
Many anglers default to finesse tactics in 
midwinter. I’ve been guilty before, but I’ve 
learned it’s better to first try faster or larger 
presentations to appeal to active fish (if any are 
around) and trigger reaction bites. It’s wrong 
to assume walleye are inactive. They may be 
having a quick feeding binge and jigging a big 
rattle bait, like a Rapala Rippin’ Rap, may trigger 
bites better than a small, finesse plastic.

There’s another reason for this approach. By 
midwinter walleye have seen plenty of jigging 
lures presented by an armada of anglers. Fishing 
fast with larger baits during midwinter goes 
against traditional ice-fishing tactics. Getting 
your bait to stand-out from the crowd attracts 
more walleye and can get more bites. 

Now, let me digress for a moment and talk about 
ice baits. Regardless of the lure I’m jigging, it 

must be able to both attract fish as well 
as trigger bites. Generally, attracting fish 
is the easy part, big rod lifts and falls 
deliver an enticing action. When the 
stars align and walleye are aggressive, 
these moves prompt strikes. Neutral 
or inactive walleye, however, require 
coaxing with subtle moves, like a slow, 

shimmying fall, a rocking shake with rattles, the 
swaying tease of a tipped hook, and so on. As 
such, use multi-dimensional baits that deliver 
some finesse moves to convince fish to bite, a 
common scenario during midwinter.
 
Several lure styles work with this approach. 
Topping my list is a rattling jigging spoon, like 
a Northland Buck-Shot, Lindy Rattl’n Flyer, or 
VMC Rattle Spoon. The rattle calls-in fish on a 
typical six inch rod snap or a 12 to 18 inch lift 
with two or three rod snaps to dance the bait. 

By: Tim Allard
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Rattle spoons also prompts strikes when shaken 
in place. Tipping spoons with a plastic minnow 
head or sliding a tube jig on the hook shank adds 
a subtle action that helps turn lookers into biters. 

I’m also a huge proponent of glow baits 
during low light. When it’s time to turn on my 
headlamp, glow outproduces other paints or 
metallic finishes. This said, when fishing clear 
water in the day, gold and silver finishes are 
essential when walleye are focused on baitfish. 
Likewise, barred baits are must-haves for 
walleye feeding on perch. Colour isn’t the most 
important factor, but carrying a good mix gives 
options for fine-tuning the presentation.

Lipless crankbaits and darters are also good. 
Their horizontal profile contrasts spoons. Lures 
like the Livetarget Golden Shiner kicked off this 
craze on Lake Winnipeg years ago, and I’ve 
done really well with a Rapala Rippin’ Rap and 
other rattle baits on Bay of Quinte. But you don’t 
need to fish big water for these baits to produce. 
Again, rattles help call in fish and different 
baits produce different sound frequencies. For 
example, a Yo-Zuri 3DB Vibe doesn’t sound the 
same as a Jackall TN60, so have some selection 
as walleye can have preferences. 

Tip: Non-rattle baits deliver a more subtle 
option and should also be in the collection.

If there’s an active fish in the area, a rattle bait will 
get their attention when raised with long jigging 
strokes. Two to three shorter six inch rod snaps in 
succession also work. Generally, I follow these 
lures with the rod tip as they sink. Some require 
being lowered on a controlled fall (i.e., tight line) 
to prevent them from somersaulting, causing 

the hooks to catch in 
snaps or fishing line. 
Small hops and shakes 
are reliable maneuvers 
for triggering strikes 
from walleye. And, if a 
walleye chases, steadily 
reeling to make the lure 
wobble and rattle can 
elicit an attack.

Jigging minnows, like a Rapala Jigging Rap, 
and other gliding baits are reliable midwinter 
baits. These baits look the part with their 
horizontal minnow profile. They dart erratically 
on a rod snap, fleeing like an evasive minnow. 
Then, fall with a dying-baitfish swim that 
tickles the predatory instincts in walleye and 
makes them bite.

I use several rod combos for the above tactics. 
Most often, I jig with a medium-light to medium 
spinning rod between 28” to 32” with 8- to 

15-pound braid is used as mainline with an 18”, 
six to 15-pound fluorocarbon leader. For jigging 
heavy baits in trophy waters, I’ll use a 36” to 40” 
medium-heavy rod.

JIGGING STRATEGY 2: FINESSE TACTICS
When speedier jigging moves with large lures 
attract walleye but fail to produce strikes, it’s 
a sign to tone-down tactics and increase the 
finesse. The good news is there is an abundance 
or presentations for teasing bites from midwinter 
walleye. Jigging flutter spoons are one noteworthy 
trend. They have an erratic, tumbling, flashy 

action. Light models have a slow 
to moderate pace and are well 
suited for triggering fussy fish. 
Examples include the Mepps 
Syclops Lite, Custom Jigs and 
Spins’ Slender Spoon, and VMC 
Tumbler Spoon.

Downsizing is another finesse 
strategy. Instead of the larger 

rattle baits above, one could tie on a Rapala 
Ultra Lite Rippin’ Rap or Slab Rap. Smaller 
Lindy Darters and Salmo Chubby Darters are 
also good. Many of the spoons mentioned earlier 
come in small sizes. 

Also look for unique baits. While I haven’t 
used it yet, I’m eager to try Frostbite’s Dinner 
Bell Spoon, featuring an open-blade design that 
flickers and emits sounds.

Tungsten is another game-changer. Heavier 
than lead, tungsten lets anglers fish small but 
heavy, making it well suited for deep, midwinter 
walleye haunts. There’s no shortage of options 
on the market. VMC’s Chandelier Jig has a 
conical-head construction that emits sounds and 
has caught my friends and I walleye, crappie, 
and jumbo perch from deep flats and humps. It’s 
pint-sized but it gets bites.

Then there’s the option of combining tungsten 
jig heads with various finesse minnow, tube, 
and other plastics. This is on my to-do list this 
winter with a trimmed down Berkley MaxScent 
Flatnose Minnow, given the success I’ve had 
with this bait in open-water.

Dropping down in lure sizes doesn’t necessarily 
mean subtle jigging strokes. Sometimes the 

(Mastering Mid-Winter Walleye continued from page 44.)
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Editor’s Note: Tim Allard of Ottawa, Ontario is a hard-water 
expert and author-photographer of the multi-award winning book, 

ICE FISHING – The Ultimate Guide, available at fine book 
stores, select outdoor shops and internet retailers.

compact presentation is enough to make fish 
bite. Other times walleye want short rod snaps or 
shaking rod raises, mixed with slow, controlled 

drops. Experiment and let the fish tell you what 
they want. Generally, I fish downsized baits 
on a 26” to 28” light rod with 5- or 6-pound 
fluorocarbon or light braid to a fluoro lead. 

One exception is when I’m using 3- to 4-pound 
test to fish panfish-sized micro-plastics under 
two inches. When dealing with shut-down 
walleye, these tiny jigs can produce bites 
when most other presentations fail. Quiver, 
“pound” and swim jigs through the water 
column off bottom just like fishing for deep 
perch or crappie.

DOUBLING UP
Using multiple lines, where regulations allow, 
is smart in midwinter. Covering more water and 
offering walleye different baits helps pattern 
fish and get more bites. Setting a deadstick rod 
outfitted with a 1/16 or 1/8-ounce jig and dead 
minnow in a hole a couple feet from where 
you’re jigging will tempt choosy walleye. A 
deadstick or tip-up can also be positioned further 
away to cover a different section of water.

Another approach is simultaneously jigging two 
rods. I reserve this method when camping out on 
a spot, like a travel corridor. For this approach, 
drill three holes. The centre is for the fish finder, 
which ensures the sonar cone picks up the bait on 
either side. Long rods help space out baits, and I 
always jig with different bait combinations, like a 
spoon on one rod and a rattle bait on another. Or, 
an aggressive lure on one rod and a downsized 
lure on the second stick. The method can take 
getting used to, but once you’re comfortable, it’s 
a fun way to catch walleye. 

While midwinter can bring challenging fishing, 
remember walleye still need to eat. Focusing 
on deep structures near forage, fishing prime 
times, and experimenting with various jigging 
strategies and baits 
are reliable ways to 
catch more walleye 
during the winter 
doldrums.

(Mastering Mid-Winter Walleye continued from page 46.)
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(Continued on page 49.)

TT
his winter will see more ice anglers fishing 
 lakes across the Ice Belt than ever before! 

This prediction could well come to pass  
considering that several states and provinces 
saw angler participation levels and fishing  
licence sales increase dramatically so far during 
Covid 19. On lakes like Lake Simcoe “The 
most intensively fished inland lake in Ontario”  
where more anglers fish during the winter than 
the other three seasons combined; this may  
become even more evident than in lesser known 
locations. 

Due to Covid-Lock-Downs in neighbouring 
regions like Peel and Toronto (that may or 
may not be extended or broadened this winter) 
as well as a general trend for those living in 
other nearby regions to follow similar guide-
lines (like minimal public indoor gatherings) 
we will see more people with more time on their 
hands wanting to get out of the house than ever 
before, and many with financial constraints will 
realize ice fishing is the perfect way to go!  

Right now, we still have so many people who 
are either out of work, or working from home 
(with flexible hours) that even weekdays on the 
ice can be busier than ever. Thousands of snow 
birds and other winter vacationers who regularly 
 spend part of their winters ‘down south’ will 
now be up here... looking for fun and safe things 
to do. Finally, both newcomers and veterans 
will realize that there are few outdoor winter 
sports that can match the Covid-safe-ability to 
self-isolate by sitting on a bucket with an ice rod 
in your hands in the middle of some frozen lake 
waiting for a bite!

With all this mind, our New Year’s wish here 
at Just Fishing, is for all readers to enjoy the  
upcoming ice fishing season, but to do so  
responsibly and in full compliance of all Covid 
Related Safety Protocols. We prepared the  
following ice-angler-specific Do’s and Don’ts 
and then had them vetted by one of this  
country’s most well respected Infectious  
Disease Experts... Dr. Isaac Bogoch, with  
Toronto General Hospital. Most readers have 
likely seen him many times on TV, offering 
Covid related advice and guidance. Once he 
read through these, he offered us his views on 
ice fishing this winter. 

“Ice Fishing and many other outdoor winter  
activities are relatively safe when people are 

able to adhere to fundamental public health 
principles such as physically distancing and 
minimizing close contact with others. It is also 
important to respect local and regional public 
health measures including the number of people 
allowed to congregate outdoors and any  
potential travel restrictions.”

DO’S
• Do accept and be grateful that you can still 
safely go ice fishing during Covid! However, 
realize that your ice fishing this winter will be 
different because of it. There will be times it’s 
more challenging or frustrating or perhaps even 
occasions when you drive up to your favourite 
access site, only to learn it’s already maxed 
out with other hardwater piscatorial pursuers 
and there’s nowhere to park. I sincerely hope 
we don’t see signs “for local residents only”,  
however I wouldn’t be surprised. You may 
have to try several spots just to get on the ice or 
worse... turn around and drive home. We will 
all have to learn to adapt to this new normal for 
2021. The alternative... not to be able to ice fish 
at all...i s far less desirable!

• Be patient, kind and understanding towards 
other ice anglers and especially to those who 
don’t ice fish. First impressions of you as an 
ice angler can blanket opinions on our entire  
community – so realize you’re representing 
all of us in your behaviour... no pressure lol! 
Whether you interact with local homeowners 
where you park or virtually over social media 
– Be Nice!

• Self-isolate out on the lake by ice fishing alone 
well away from others, or… 

• When ice fishing with friends or even family 
members who are not living in your same house-
hold, or part of your small bubble – fish out on 
the open ice and make sure you are physically 
distancing at least two metres apart from one 
another. If you are all portable hut ice anglers... 
fish in those alone.

•  Wear a buff or neck warmer and at a minimum 
slide this over your mouth and nose when you 
encounter another person where you might be 
closer than six feet apart. If you want to go one 
step further, slide a regular surgical mask over 
your buff, as recent research shows buffs are not 
as effective as the masks. 

• Hand sanitizer should contain 60% alcohol so 
will not freeze under almost all conditions. Carry 
 a small bottle in your pocket though where it 
will not reach sub-zero temperatures when you 
apply it to your hands or wipe down equipment/
touch points that others may handle. 

• Follow all local, provincial and federal health 
guidelines related to Covid 19 prevention. 

•  If planning an overnight trip, stick to your own 
province or state. Make minimal stops en-route 
and practice all covid safety principles when 
there. Make that trip preferably with members 
from your own household or tight bubble. If 
not, keep it to just one or two other anglers and  
consider having each of you take a Covid test 
just prior to your trip. Make sure none of you 
have any symptoms or were in contact with  
anyone who is Covid-positive.  

• Wash your hands before and after your ice 
fishing outing and use sanitizer in between. 

• Download the Covid 19 Government App.

DON’TS
• Don’t go Ice Fishing if you are not feeling 
well... or show any symptoms of covid, or have 
been in close contact with anyone who has  
tested positive.

• Travel with your buds in one vehicle to go ice 
fishing. 

• Share mitts, other clothing or even tackle and 
equipment with other anglers not in your house-
hold, without sanitizing first.

• Ice fish in a heated hut with others not in your 
household or very tight bubble.

• Touch your mouth or nose; understanding that 
runny noses and winter activities go hand in 
hand. Keep that mucous stuff away from your 
hands. Use a clean tissue each time. Use hand 
sanitizer afterwards.

• Don’t post unkind or unprofessional  
grievances on social media if you can’t get out 
on the ice or have other Covid-related angling 
frustrations. Likewise refrain from publicly 
slamming other anglers or groups of anglers 
who you think may not be ‘following the rules.’ 
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and bluegill always puts a smile on her face. 
Her favourite lakes are Balsam, Erie, 
Temagami and Mistinikon – each different 
and offering a variety of opportunities to fish 
with different baits. She mainly fishes with 
artificial lures but also enjoys dunking leeches 
for walleye while on vacation.

Sylvia met Yvonne at an Ontario Bass Nation 
event and became involved with OWA shortly 
afterwards. She likes to work the industry 
trade shows and new angler events where 
she can share some of the knowledge she 
has gathered over her years of fishing. Sylvia 
likes to encourage women to come out and try 
fishing as the environment provided by OWA 
is a safe and supportive one to ask questions 
and get help from peers.

A resident of Barrie, Tammy was introduced 
to fishing at a very young age by her dad 
on Eagle Lake in Haliburton and remembers 
catching a lake trout on a Pocket Fisherman 
rod. About seven years ago, she was 
reintroduced to the sport and spent most of 
her time fishing from shore until she bought a 
kayak in 2017, which allowed her to venture 
the backcountry on at least 15 solo fishing 
trips. Tammy always fished by herself as 
she did not know anyone that liked fishing.  

She is self-taught and enjoys fishing for 
pike, crappie, bowfin, bass, channel catfish 
and perch.  

In 2019, Tammy found OWA online while 
searching for women’s fishing groups and 
seeking out people with the same passion. She 
has met so many supportive and empowering 
women, some of whom she now considers 
good friends, and feels that OWA has changed 
her life. Tammy is new to the volunteer group 
and will be working the OWA booth at the 
Peterborough Tackle Swap and Fishing Show 
and at the Toronto Sportsman Show.

Tanya is from Barrie, on the western 
side of Lake Simcoe, and enjoys all 

kinds of angling opportunities – whitefish 
and lake trout in the winter, spring brook 
trout, summer topwater bass action and 
fall steelheading, just to name a few. Her 
favourite bodies of water are Lake Simcoe, 
the Nottawasaga River and anything in the 
backcountry of Algonquin Park. 

Her partner introduced her to OWA after seeing 
a group of women, all in OWA clothing, at 

(Meet the OWA Team continued from page 36.)

(Continued on page 39.)
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About   the Author:  Brian “Bro” Brosdahl, 
is a fishing guide and promoter. One 
of  the most recognized and  respected 
anglers in North America – Bro, 
as he’s known, is a multispecies 
angler best known for his influence 
on the sport of ice fishing. He can be booked for guided trips at:  
bbro@paulbunyan.net or brosguideservice.com.
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Editor’s Note: Jeff Gustafson grew up on the shores of Lake of the 
Woods in Kenora, Ontario.  He has made his living in the fishing 
community since he was a teenager as a tournament angler, guide, 
outdoor writer and fishing promotor.  In 2019 he is competing on the 
Bassmaster Elite Series in addition to competing in several events in 
Ontario. You can find him on social media at @gussyoutdoors and on 
his website at: www.gussyoutdoors.com. 

Frabill Pro-Thermal Tip-Up

When it comes to catching a trophy pike, ice 
season is the best time to catch one and using 
a tip-up with a quick-strike rig like a Northland 
Predator Rig tipped with a dead cisco or herring 
is the number one way to catch one. It’s proven, 
hands down, across the ice belt. Set your bait 

about a foot above the 
bottom and be patient. 

Throughout the 
winter, set these up 
on the same spots 
you fish for walleyes. 
In March, pike move 

towards shallow bays 
where they will spawn 

immediately following 
ice-out. Set up on the first drop to deep water 
coming out of these shallow bays and you’ll get 
your hands on a twenty plus pounder! 

(Ice Fishing 2020 continued from page 46.) are in that lake?” With this website you can 
simply click on an icon attached to each body 
of water in the province and get a listing of the 
fish species in that 
particular lake. 

You can also see 
which lakes are 
stocked with trout 
and the numbers 
that have been 
stocked in those 
lakes. You can look up lake or zone-specific 
fishing regulations, look at aerial maps of the 
province and even see depth maps of some 
waters on this website. If you like to do 
your homework before 
you go fishing, this site 
has an endless amount 
of data to explore. 
Check it out and thank 
me later!  
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(Tips & Tricks for Rigging Boat Electronics continued from page 42.)

Editor’s Note
Dr. Bruce Tufts is a Professor at Queen’s 
University where he teaches Fisheries 
Biology and supervises research in the Freshwater Fisheries 
Conservation Lab. He is also a multi-species angler and has fished 
bass tournaments for a number of years.
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(Bet On River Backwaters for Winter Walleye continued from page 16.)

Editor’s Note: Tim Allard of Ottawa, 
Ontario is a hard-water expert and author-
photographer of the multi-award winning 

book, ICE FISHING – The Ultimate Guide, 
available at fine book stores, select outdoor 

shops and internet retailers.

Gruenwald rigs a minnow on a stand-up 
style jig. The design keeps the bait off 
bottom and visible to fish.

Most days my dead-stick rod’s rigged with 
a minnow on a teardrop jig, like a Lindy 
Frostee or Custom Jigs and Spins Demon. 
These long, thin jigs flicker as the minnow 
swims. A split shot six to 10 inches above the 
hook pegs the minnow in the strike zone.

And Once Again, Be Safe!
While backwaters offer walleye fishing opportunities in winter, rivers as a whole 
are dangerous territory. At the risk of sounding like a broken record, folks, stay 
clear away from fast flow areas, such as the main channel, and exercise caution at 

all times even in backwaters. 

“Always remember, when in doubt, don’t go 
out,” Gruenwald said. After all, there’s probably 
a lake down the road where the walleye are 
biting.

In 2017, the Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program launched with the focus 

of educating 10 to 13 year old children 
from the community. We’re not only 
teaching them how to fish but how to 
explore, face new challenges, meet new 
people, make new friends and to strengthen 
their confidence which can be applied to every 
aspect of their lives.

The goal of this FREE program was to supply 
the knowledge and provide the tools required 
to fish. Each participant received a Shimano 
rod and reel, rod glove, tackle box, a variety of 
lures, teaching material, life jacket, and a UPF 
Torc, all made possible through sponsorship 
dollars and donations. In addition to this, each 
child received a personalized team jersey 
featuring all of the sponsors.

The model for the program was to combine 
local youth with local businesses and to offer 
an outlet with the opportunity to learn. Studies 
have shown that fishing and the outdoors have 
been recognized as a benefit when it comes to 

creating a positive, stress free 
environment for children.

The program was 
structured around 
6 weeks of in-class 
teaching, using a 
curriculum, which 
provided the hands 
on knowledge and 
tools for each child 
to practice the sport. After completing the  
in-class sessions, 10 volunteer anglers assisted 
with a live release bass fishing tournament. 

Teams of 2 were drawn from the participants, 
and then paired with one of the 10 anglers who 
were assigned the task of guide and mentor. 
They were responsible for each child’s safety 
and to assist them in implementing what they 
had been taught in class. These volunteers gave 
up a day out of their personal lives. Not only 

was it a gratifying moment for 
them but also for the program. 
For many of these kids this 
was their first time in a boat, 
for some, maybe the only time 
they will experience this.

Over the years and with 
the introduction of personal 

devices there seems to be a drop in 
the next generation getting involved 
in fishing or the outdoors in general. 

This program creates a unique 
opportunity for youth who may 
not have had the chance to learn 
about the world of fishing.

The Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program was developed to teach and 
encourage young people to get out 
and enjoy this favoured past time. 
Together we are guiding the youth 

of today, for the community of tomorrow!

For more information about this program, please 
visit: www.tncyouthfishingprogram.weebly.com.

Year 1 of the Next Cast 
Youth Fishing Program 

a Huge Success!

(In the News continued from page 35.)

“The fishing program not only opened him up 
to a new found hobby, it also opened him up to 
trying new things. This essentially has changed 
his entire outlook on how the world is. He’s not 

so fearful.”– Parent of participant, 2017

(Continued on page 38.)

(Photos: Bernard Clark)
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• Live Bait: 

Suckers, Shiners,
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Ironically, the same invasive species that these fish are feeding on, round 
gobies, are quick to pounce on eggs and bottom fry if the guarding male 
smallmouth is angled. In my opinion, we might want to re-think this 
situation if we want to maintain the quality of these fisheries because it 
is clearly not consistent with our approach to managing bass in inland 
lakes in this region. 

In summary, I’m not trying to say that the sky is falling here. I am 
simply trying to provide a balanced scientific perspective about 
what we know and don’t know about these unique smallmouth bass 
populations. My information is primarily based on Lake Ontario and 
the St Lawrence River, but much of it probably also applies to other 
smallmouth fisheries where round gobies are now abundant such as 
Lake Erie, St Clair and Simcoe. If we want to enjoy these fisheries for 
as long as possible, it essential that we pay close attention to the things 
that science is telling us about them.

(Where Science & Fishing Meet continued from page 18.)
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Editor’s Note: Dr. Bruce Tufts is a Professor 
at Queen’s University where he teaches 

Fisheries Biology and supervises research in the 
Freshwater Fisheries Conservation Lab. He is 
also a multi-species angler and has fished bass 

tournaments for a number of years.
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your rod a jolt to rip the weeds that might 
have got caught on a blade. A bait casting 
reel with a high gear ratio will allow you to 
reel in quickly to trigger a bite but also to 
take up the slack when smallmouth decide 
that the battle is on!

Use stout line, 16 – 20-lb. fluorocarbon, as it 
has minimal stretch to ensuring that you can 
drive the hooks home every time. While many 
anglers fish braided line, this is not the place 
for it as you could easily tear the hooks out 
of their mouth unless you are using a softer 
rod. Monofilament is at the opposite end of the 
spectrum as it has far too much stretch and you 
won’t be able to hook fish at all – a struggle 
I’ve experienced first hand. With a properly 
tuned and set-up reel, you should be able to 
cast into the wind without backlashing. 

There is no shame in using your magnets to 
help control your spool over-runs, that’s why 
they’re so valuable to the reel! I also allow for 
a very small amount of slip in the drag, it’s 
a must if you have any hope of landing that 
fish as you need a little bit of give to pop that 
hook point into the mouth of that smallmouth. 
I sometimes like having my reels super-tuned 
by adding ceramic bearings as it adds to 
casting distance. Careful though, be sure you 
are not voiding the warranty on your reel.

Once a smallmouth strikes, you can usually 
tell when the blades stop turning. Always 
keep a firm grip on you rod, the strikes are 
vicious. Before setting the hook, I’ll take up 
the slack quickly allowing the rod to load up 
and then I’ll pull back on the fish. The days 
of slack-line setting are dead! Not only do 
you lose fish, but you run the risk of breaking 
your line from a powerful hook-set.

Do not ever horse the fish to the boat just 
because you are fishing with heavier gear, 
they’ll make you pay the price every time. 
If I know that fish is over 4-lbs., I’ll take 
my time getting it in and allow the rod to 
tire it out taking up line slowly and never 
allowing the fish to put slack in the line. 
As a smallmouth approaches the end of the 
fight, be careful as they are often good for 
one least surge with explosive quickness and 
power right at the boat. Patience is key and 
don’t swing them in the boat, it’s a great way 
to break your rod! 

As a student of the game, I spend a lot of 
time on Youtube.com, Bassmaster.com, 
and watching Major League Fishing. From 
each, I’ve learned a few tricks to improve 
my spinnerbait game. As a writer, I’ve had 
the privilege of interviewing some of the 
world’s best anglers and hearing them speak 

(Burn Baby Burn continued from page 10.)

(Continued on page 14.)
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Putting It All Together
Start trolling by first watching the spoon-
fly rig at boat side to check that it’s running 
properly. This also gives you clues on the set-
up’s speed limitations. After gathering this 
data and you’re confident the rig’s running 
right, slowly let out line. 

Let the rig sink slowly so that it doesn’t get 
tangled. One trick to help with this is feeding 
out one arm length of line at a time. This 
also gives you an idea of how much line’s 
out. When a fish hits, duplicate this amount 
and use the same trolling speed to get back 
in the strike zone. Investing in a line counter 
reel makes quick work of this exercise and 
is more accurate.

You can short and long line troll with this 
rig. Less line makes performing sharper turns 
easier, which is necessary when following 
a small lake’s shoreline. Less line’s also 
the ticket for shallow water trolling without 
getting snagged. More line is better when a 
lake has enough shoreline. Long-lining also 
helps troll deeper. 

What’s important to remember about this 
trolling set-up is it’s weighted. Stopping or 

(Continued on page 20.)

(Flash Spoon & Fly Trolling Tactics continued  from page 16.)

www.blackflylures.com

CUSTOMER APPRECIATION DAY WINTER HOURS 
Effective Oct. 1 – April 1: 

Sun & Mon – Closed 
Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat: 9:00 – 6:00 

Thurs: 9:00 – 8:00

12th Annual 
PILGRIM 
POULTRY 
PALOOZA

Saturday Nov. 14th
Deep Fried Turkey cooked on site, 

Pro Staff, Specials & more...

ORDER ONLINE AT:

www.blackflylures.com

For many years, I always 
incorporated maggots 
or minnows into my ice 
fishing strategy to increase 
my odds. It was the only 
time of year when I 
found that live bait really 
made a difference in my 
fishing. Then one day I 
experimented and realized 

that I could get a lot of 
extra strikes from those less 
aggressive fish if I simply 
tipped my hard baits with 

Gulp products developed in the labs at Berkley. 

Now I can’t remember the last time that I 
used live bait on the ice. I’m just telling my 
own story and have absolutely no connection 
to Berkley, although I will say again that I’m 
impressed by the way that they’ve invested in 
a scientific approach to develop their products. 

Hopefully, some of the information provided 
in this column will help with your own angling 
strategies. Good luck on the ice this winter!

Some references for those who might want to 
know more…

Namekawa et al (2018). Rapid olfactory 
discrimination learning in adult zebrafish. 
Experimental Brain Research 236: 2959–2969.

Jones KA. 2005. Knowing Bass: the scientific 
approach to catching more fish. First Lyons Press.

Ogawa K and J Caprio. 1999. Citrate ions enhance 
taste responses to amino acids in the largemouth 
bass. J. Neurophysiol. 81: 1603–1607.

(Where Science & Fishing Meet continued from page 24.)
Pull the nylon tape to retrieve the 
power cord from the sonar end. This 
process is easier with a friend pushing 
the power cable and feeding nylon tape 
from the battery’s end. Wrap knots with 
painter’s tape for security. 

4: Unwrap painter’s tape and untie 
the sonar cord, pulling enough for 
mounting and operation needs. 

5: Tie off the nylon fish tape at both ends, leaving in place for future 
rigging needs.

 USE A mOUnTing PlATE
Drilling holes in a boat makes most anglers a tad anxious. Installing a 

transducer mounting plates will reduce 
the number you bore through aluminium. 
They look like a mini version of a kitchen 
cutting board. Mine mounted with with two 
screws. Once installed you can then mount 
transducers and other accessories directly 
to the plastic board, and that means fewer 
holes in the boat’s hull. 

Tip: Fill holes in boat hull and coat back of 
board with marine grade silicone to seal. Let 
fully cure before mounting items to plate.

BATTERy TiPS
Disconnect batteries and shut off the boat’s master power when 
rigging. When done, connect wiring and power-up electronics and 

accessories to ensure all’s in working order before tidying up 
tools and supplies.

Don’t stop yet – Register products for warranty, software updates, 
and to be notified in the event of a recall.

Tip: DIY rigging saves money, but it also gives valuable intel. 
Troubleshooting an issue’s faster knowing how the boat’s rigged.

(Sidebar ) 

Rigging is fun, but if you’d 
rather catch fish instead or 

aren’t keen or electrical work, 
leave the task to the experts. 
Marinas and specialty tackle 

shops provide rigging services. 
Costs can range around 

Editor’s Note
Dr. Bruce Tufts is a Professor at Queen’s 
University where he teaches Fisheries 
Biology and supervises research in the Freshwater Fisheries 
Conservation Lab. He is also a multi-species angler and has fished 
bass tournaments for a number of years.
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(Bet On River Backwaters for Winter Walleye continued from page 16.)

Editor’s Note: Tim Allard of Ottawa, 
Ontario is a hard-water expert and author-
photographer of the multi-award winning 

book, ICE FISHING – The Ultimate Guide, 
available at fine book stores, select outdoor 

shops and internet retailers.

Gruenwald rigs a minnow on a stand-up 
style jig. The design keeps the bait off 
bottom and visible to fish.

Most days my dead-stick rod’s rigged with 
a minnow on a teardrop jig, like a Lindy 
Frostee or Custom Jigs and Spins Demon. 
These long, thin jigs flicker as the minnow 
swims. A split shot six to 10 inches above the 
hook pegs the minnow in the strike zone.

And Once Again, Be Safe!
While backwaters offer walleye fishing opportunities in winter, rivers as a whole 
are dangerous territory. At the risk of sounding like a broken record, folks, stay 
clear away from fast flow areas, such as the main channel, and exercise caution at 

all times even in backwaters. 

“Always remember, when in doubt, don’t go 
out,” Gruenwald said. After all, there’s probably 
a lake down the road where the walleye are 
biting.

In 2017, the Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program launched with the focus 

of educating 10 to 13 year old children 
from the community. We’re not only 
teaching them how to fish but how to 
explore, face new challenges, meet new 
people, make new friends and to strengthen 
their confidence which can be applied to every 
aspect of their lives.

The goal of this FREE program was to supply 
the knowledge and provide the tools required 
to fish. Each participant received a Shimano 
rod and reel, rod glove, tackle box, a variety of 
lures, teaching material, life jacket, and a UPF 
Torc, all made possible through sponsorship 
dollars and donations. In addition to this, each 
child received a personalized team jersey 
featuring all of the sponsors.

The model for the program was to combine 
local youth with local businesses and to offer 
an outlet with the opportunity to learn. Studies 
have shown that fishing and the outdoors have 
been recognized as a benefit when it comes to 

creating a positive, stress free 
environment for children.

The program was 
structured around 
6 weeks of in-class 
teaching, using a 
curriculum, which 
provided the hands 
on knowledge and 
tools for each child 
to practice the sport. After completing the  
in-class sessions, 10 volunteer anglers assisted 
with a live release bass fishing tournament. 

Teams of 2 were drawn from the participants, 
and then paired with one of the 10 anglers who 
were assigned the task of guide and mentor. 
They were responsible for each child’s safety 
and to assist them in implementing what they 
had been taught in class. These volunteers gave 
up a day out of their personal lives. Not only 

was it a gratifying moment for 
them but also for the program. 
For many of these kids this 
was their first time in a boat, 
for some, maybe the only time 
they will experience this.

Over the years and with 
the introduction of personal 

devices there seems to be a drop in 
the next generation getting involved 
in fishing or the outdoors in general. 

This program creates a unique 
opportunity for youth who may 
not have had the chance to learn 
about the world of fishing.

The Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program was developed to teach and 
encourage young people to get out 
and enjoy this favoured past time. 
Together we are guiding the youth 

of today, for the community of tomorrow!

For more information about this program, please 
visit: www.tncyouthfishingprogram.weebly.com.

Year 1 of the Next Cast 
Youth Fishing Program 

a Huge Success!

(In the News continued from page 35.)

“The fishing program not only opened him up 
to a new found hobby, it also opened him up to 
trying new things. This essentially has changed 
his entire outlook on how the world is. He’s not 

so fearful.”– Parent of participant, 2017

(Continued on page 38.)

(Photos: Bernard Clark)

We Carry:
Restricted and Non Restricted Fire Arms – New & Used

Crossbows & Compound Bows (we take trades)
• Live Bait: 

Suckers, Shiners,
 Dace, Herring

• Large Inventory 
of Ammunition

• Hunting Apparel: 
Under Armour, Browning,

Muck Boots

• Professional Staff 
for Bow and Gun Repair 

& Setup Onsite
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Ironically, the same invasive species that these fish are feeding on, round 
gobies, are quick to pounce on eggs and bottom fry if the guarding male 
smallmouth is angled. In my opinion, we might want to re-think this 
situation if we want to maintain the quality of these fisheries because it 
is clearly not consistent with our approach to managing bass in inland 
lakes in this region. 

In summary, I’m not trying to say that the sky is falling here. I am 
simply trying to provide a balanced scientific perspective about 
what we know and don’t know about these unique smallmouth bass 
populations. My information is primarily based on Lake Ontario and 
the St Lawrence River, but much of it probably also applies to other 
smallmouth fisheries where round gobies are now abundant such as 
Lake Erie, St Clair and Simcoe. If we want to enjoy these fisheries for 
as long as possible, it essential that we pay close attention to the things 
that science is telling us about them.

(Where Science & Fishing Meet continued from page 18.)

the hundreds per bait for some of the custom 
made hard bodied lures.  

The best baits have a natural appearance and a 
lifelike action, which local anglers are finding 
work really well for catching pike and musky 
in Canada. Many swimbaits are designed to 
mimic shad, a wide-bodied baitfish common 
in most southern waters but designs are 
available to imitate every baitfish and prey 
fish you can think of including small trout, 
perch, bass and suckers. 
 
Of course, these swimbaits will work in 
traditional pike and musky locations but an 
often-overlooked place to cast for these big 
predators during the spring and summer is to 
fish shallow cover like docks and trees hanging 
in the water, a top tactic amongst Lake of the 
Woods anglers. Muskies in particular will 
patrol a piece of cover like a dock and a lifelike 
minnow imitator swimming up along the side 
of it is an easy meal.  Cast parallel to the dock 
and retrieve your swimbait about a foot beneath 
the surface at a slow and steady rate.  

For larger soft plastic swimbaits, you want 
to make sure you use an adequate hook so 
find yourself some large 8/0 – 12/0 wide gap, 
screw-lock hooks. I like to use the screw-lock 
hooks with some weight attached to the shank 

of the hook to help act as a keel and keep the 
bait down in the water. Catching a trophy fish 
on a lifelike swimbait is a fun and effective 
way to do it.  

If you have fished in any Canadian bass 
tournaments you have likely heard of marabou 
jigs and their use by anglers. Over the past 
decade the secret has gotten out on these little 
jigs, whose origin in tournament fishing started 
around Lake of the Woods in the 90’s by guys 
like Norm and Dave Lindsay, Big Joe Pritchett 
and Hiram Archibald. These guys used to 
win everything and amazingly, a small 1/16th 
ounce jig with marabou feathers tied to it was 
the main weapon. 
 
Over the years, I have used marabou jigs, 
which I make myself, to win several local 
tournaments. They shine on those hot, flat 
summer days when big smallmouths move 
into shallow water and cruise, lazily looking 
for an easy meal. Think of these small jigs as 
an “after-dinner mint” as they float through 
the water column, imitating a leech or small 
invertebrate. I have tried every colour from 
olive to brown to orange, but black remains the 
most widely used and the colour I have had the 
most success with. 
 
Because of their light weight, marabou jigs 
must be fished slowly. I like to cast past 
a likely boulder, log or clump of weed that 

could be holding a smallmouth and swim it 
past, never letting the jig touch the bottom. 
A 7’ – 7’6” medium action G. Loomis rod, a 
Shimano Stradic CI4 reel spooled with eight-
pound Power Pro braid is the ticket for casting 
these small jigs. 
 
In addition to catching smallmouths, marabou 
jigs are phenomenal crappie jigs and usually 
out fish live bait in my boat. When crappies 
move shallow to spawn in the spring, marabou 

(Continued on page 33.)

(You NEED to Tie This On! continued from page 30.)

This provides them with an array of options 
to hunt prey and to rest. Change your focus 
from not only learning individual spots but 
to understanding the broader area in which a 
high percentage spot is contained.

You’re On My Spot!!
On popular musky waters close to major cities 
in the US, it’s commonplace to find four 
or five boats working a well-known spot 
while two or three more wait their turn. 
Luckily in Canada, we rarely encounter 
this level of competition but certain 
systems get pounded regularly. Having 
to share primo musky turf with other 
anglers is happening more frequently. 

If avoiding the “weekend warrior” brigade 
isn’t an option, all is not lost. Many 
musky anglers aren’t morning people. 
Being on your first spot at daybreak is a 
solid strategy. Even though muskies are 
more active as the day progresses peaking 
in the hour or so before and after sundown, 
quality fish can certainly be caught at dawn. 

Many apex predators in nature hunt in no or 
low light conditions. Power fishing productive 
areas before the sun tops the tree line can 

result in catching or seeing big fish, ones that 
warrant a return visit at dusk. 

 Fishing the graveyard shift from sundown 
to sunrise is popular on heavily pressured 
systems in the States. Chucking musky baits 
in the dark is a whole different game and 
safety is the operative word. Familiarity with 
the water, proper lighting, and a minimalist 

approach to gear are mandatory. It’s worth 
the extra attention to detail. Rarely will you 
encounter another boat of any kind.

Virtually every musky lake or river has 
obvious prime areas. Some have reputations as 

fish producers that span decades. These 
locations attract musky boats like honey 
attracts flies. Expand your options by 
finding secondary locations away from 
the crowd. If you choose to fish behind 

another boat, use different presentations than 
your competition. 

Switch to a glide bait or a Shadzilla if other 
anglers are throwing blades or top-waters. 

(Under Pressure continued from page 34.)

(Continued on page 37.)
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aluminum. Ergonomically efficient, they are 
a great overall tool to have with you at all 
times when you’re out fishing!

Rapid Fishing Solutions has released a great tool 
called a Hook-All to deal with this problem. You 
load up the Hook-All tool with clear, black or red 
nylon discs. Add one to your spinnerbait hook by 
piercing the disc while it is held in the tool. 

Put your trailer hook on and then add another 
disc afterward, sandwiching the trailer hook 
between the 2 discs. Now your trailer hook will 

never come off until you want it to and even 
then you have to cut the disc off in order to 
remove it. Now there is no chance you will lose 
a fish due to a trailer hook coming off.

These Hook-All tool and discs are available in 3 
sizes, a freshwater micro, regular freshwater & 
an Inshore Saltwater size. These discs can also 
be used to keep plastic baits from balling up or 
sliding down the shank of your hook! One disc 
will keep this from happening and keep your 
bait on the hook longer as well. 

My belief is an organized boat is an efficient 
boat and Bass Mafia revolutionized tackle 
organization with their product line up. They 
have in that line-up, a Terminal Coffin, Jerkbait 
Coffin, Blade Coffin, Line Bag etc. The bass 
Mafia item that I use the most are their Money 
Bags. These are super heavy-duty zippered zip-
lock bags that are now available in 3 sizes. 

Especially as I use more Z-Man ElaZtech 
plastics than any other type and the best way to 
store them is in their original packaging. I sort 
my Z-Man plastics into different Money Bags 
based on technique, all my drop shot baits are 
in one bag etc.

We’ve even managed to convert my tournament 
partner, Doug Brownridge to the Money Bags 

(Continued on page 8.)

(Tools of the Trade continued from page 6.)

The Hook-All Tool is great for securely adding 
a trailer hook to a spinnerbait!

www.JBraid.com

J-BRAID  
GRAND x8 
Our most abrasion resistant 
braid yet smooth and strong. 
Made from a new state-of-
the-art material “IZANAS”.

J-BRAID x8 
8 inter-woven strands. 
Exceptional casting  
performance.

Smooth, soft and silent—
Ideal for all applications

J-BRAID x4 
4 inter-woven strands. 
Strong and tough abrasion- 
resistant technology. Ideal  
for structure fishing. Thin  
design for offshore  
applications.

NEW J-FLUORO LEADER
The perfect way to top off J-Braid line. 
100% Fluorocarbon leader material. 

Featuring Daiwa Parallel Line System 
spooling (DPLS). Available in 2 spool  
sizes —100 yard spools (2lb -20lb) and  
50 yard spools (25lb – 80lb)
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Editor’s Note: Jeff Gustafson grew up on the shores of Lake of the 
Woods in Kenora, Ontario.  He has made his living in the fishing 
community since he was a teenager as a tournament angler, guide, 
outdoor writer and fishing promotor.  In 2019 he is competing on the 
Bassmaster Elite Series in addition to competing in several events in 
Ontario. You can find him on social media at @gussyoutdoors and on 
his website at: www.gussyoutdoors.com. 

Frabill Pro-Thermal Tip-Up

When it comes to catching a trophy pike, ice 
season is the best time to catch one and using 
a tip-up with a quick-strike rig like a Northland 
Predator Rig tipped with a dead cisco or herring 
is the number one way to catch one. It’s proven, 
hands down, across the ice belt. Set your bait 

about a foot above the 
bottom and be patient. 

Throughout the 
winter, set these up 
on the same spots 
you fish for walleyes. 
In March, pike move 

towards shallow bays 
where they will spawn 

immediately following 
ice-out. Set up on the first drop to deep water 
coming out of these shallow bays and you’ll get 
your hands on a twenty plus pounder! 

(Ice Fishing 2020 continued from page 46.) are in that lake?” With this website you can 
simply click on an icon attached to each body 
of water in the province and get a listing of the 
fish species in that 
particular lake. 

You can also see 
which lakes are 
stocked with trout 
and the numbers 
that have been 
stocked in those 
lakes. You can look up lake or zone-specific 
fishing regulations, look at aerial maps of the 
province and even see depth maps of some 
waters on this website. If you like to do 
your homework before 
you go fishing, this site 
has an endless amount 
of data to explore. 
Check it out and thank 
me later!  
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(Tips & Tricks for Rigging Boat Electronics continued from page 42.)

Editor’s Note
Dr. Bruce Tufts is a Professor at Queen’s 
University where he teaches Fisheries 
Biology and supervises research in the Freshwater Fisheries 
Conservation Lab. He is also a multi-species angler and has fished 
bass tournaments for a number of years.
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(Bet On River Backwaters for Winter Walleye continued from page 16.)

Editor’s Note: Tim Allard of Ottawa, 
Ontario is a hard-water expert and author-
photographer of the multi-award winning 

book, ICE FISHING – The Ultimate Guide, 
available at fine book stores, select outdoor 

shops and internet retailers.

Gruenwald rigs a minnow on a stand-up 
style jig. The design keeps the bait off 
bottom and visible to fish.

Most days my dead-stick rod’s rigged with 
a minnow on a teardrop jig, like a Lindy 
Frostee or Custom Jigs and Spins Demon. 
These long, thin jigs flicker as the minnow 
swims. A split shot six to 10 inches above the 
hook pegs the minnow in the strike zone.

And Once Again, Be Safe!
While backwaters offer walleye fishing opportunities in winter, rivers as a whole 
are dangerous territory. At the risk of sounding like a broken record, folks, stay 
clear away from fast flow areas, such as the main channel, and exercise caution at 

all times even in backwaters. 

“Always remember, when in doubt, don’t go 
out,” Gruenwald said. After all, there’s probably 
a lake down the road where the walleye are 
biting.

In 2017, the Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program launched with the focus 

of educating 10 to 13 year old children 
from the community. We’re not only 
teaching them how to fish but how to 
explore, face new challenges, meet new 
people, make new friends and to strengthen 
their confidence which can be applied to every 
aspect of their lives.

The goal of this FREE program was to supply 
the knowledge and provide the tools required 
to fish. Each participant received a Shimano 
rod and reel, rod glove, tackle box, a variety of 
lures, teaching material, life jacket, and a UPF 
Torc, all made possible through sponsorship 
dollars and donations. In addition to this, each 
child received a personalized team jersey 
featuring all of the sponsors.

The model for the program was to combine 
local youth with local businesses and to offer 
an outlet with the opportunity to learn. Studies 
have shown that fishing and the outdoors have 
been recognized as a benefit when it comes to 

creating a positive, stress free 
environment for children.

The program was 
structured around 
6 weeks of in-class 
teaching, using a 
curriculum, which 
provided the hands 
on knowledge and 
tools for each child 
to practice the sport. After completing the  
in-class sessions, 10 volunteer anglers assisted 
with a live release bass fishing tournament. 

Teams of 2 were drawn from the participants, 
and then paired with one of the 10 anglers who 
were assigned the task of guide and mentor. 
They were responsible for each child’s safety 
and to assist them in implementing what they 
had been taught in class. These volunteers gave 
up a day out of their personal lives. Not only 

was it a gratifying moment for 
them but also for the program. 
For many of these kids this 
was their first time in a boat, 
for some, maybe the only time 
they will experience this.

Over the years and with 
the introduction of personal 

devices there seems to be a drop in 
the next generation getting involved 
in fishing or the outdoors in general. 

This program creates a unique 
opportunity for youth who may 
not have had the chance to learn 
about the world of fishing.

The Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program was developed to teach and 
encourage young people to get out 
and enjoy this favoured past time. 
Together we are guiding the youth 

of today, for the community of tomorrow!

For more information about this program, please 
visit: www.tncyouthfishingprogram.weebly.com.

Year 1 of the Next Cast 
Youth Fishing Program 

a Huge Success!

(In the News continued from page 35.)

“The fishing program not only opened him up 
to a new found hobby, it also opened him up to 
trying new things. This essentially has changed 
his entire outlook on how the world is. He’s not 

so fearful.”– Parent of participant, 2017

(Continued on page 38.)

(Photos: Bernard Clark)

We Carry:
Restricted and Non Restricted Fire Arms – New & Used

Crossbows & Compound Bows (we take trades)
• Live Bait: 

Suckers, Shiners,
 Dace, Herring

• Large Inventory 
of Ammunition

• Hunting Apparel: 
Under Armour, Browning,

Muck Boots

• Professional Staff 
for Bow and Gun Repair 

& Setup Onsite
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Ironically, the same invasive species that these fish are feeding on, round 
gobies, are quick to pounce on eggs and bottom fry if the guarding male 
smallmouth is angled. In my opinion, we might want to re-think this 
situation if we want to maintain the quality of these fisheries because it 
is clearly not consistent with our approach to managing bass in inland 
lakes in this region. 

In summary, I’m not trying to say that the sky is falling here. I am 
simply trying to provide a balanced scientific perspective about 
what we know and don’t know about these unique smallmouth bass 
populations. My information is primarily based on Lake Ontario and 
the St Lawrence River, but much of it probably also applies to other 
smallmouth fisheries where round gobies are now abundant such as 
Lake Erie, St Clair and Simcoe. If we want to enjoy these fisheries for 
as long as possible, it essential that we pay close attention to the things 
that science is telling us about them.

(Where Science & Fishing Meet continued from page 18.)
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Editor’s Note: Dr. Bruce Tufts is a Professor 
at Queen’s University where he teaches 

Fisheries Biology and supervises research in the 
Freshwater Fisheries Conservation Lab. He is 
also a multi-species angler and has fished bass 

tournaments for a number of years.
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Register @ paddletales.com to receive monthly specials.

510 St. Lawrence St. (at the REAR), Winchester ON
(613) 774-BASS (2277) TOLL FREE 1-888-886-8815

Come Out Thursday 
Evenings & Share 

Your Favourite Fish 
Stories. Check Out the 

New Tackle. Enjoy 
Refreshments 

& Snacks.

THURSDAY EVENINGS

2016 STOCK ARRIVING WEEKLY

your rod a jolt to rip the weeds that might 
have got caught on a blade. A bait casting 
reel with a high gear ratio will allow you to 
reel in quickly to trigger a bite but also to 
take up the slack when smallmouth decide 
that the battle is on!

Use stout line, 16 – 20-lb. fluorocarbon, as it 
has minimal stretch to ensuring that you can 
drive the hooks home every time. While many 
anglers fish braided line, this is not the place 
for it as you could easily tear the hooks out 
of their mouth unless you are using a softer 
rod. Monofilament is at the opposite end of the 
spectrum as it has far too much stretch and you 
won’t be able to hook fish at all – a struggle 
I’ve experienced first hand. With a properly 
tuned and set-up reel, you should be able to 
cast into the wind without backlashing. 

There is no shame in using your magnets to 
help control your spool over-runs, that’s why 
they’re so valuable to the reel! I also allow for 
a very small amount of slip in the drag, it’s 
a must if you have any hope of landing that 
fish as you need a little bit of give to pop that 
hook point into the mouth of that smallmouth. 
I sometimes like having my reels super-tuned 
by adding ceramic bearings as it adds to 
casting distance. Careful though, be sure you 
are not voiding the warranty on your reel.

Once a smallmouth strikes, you can usually 
tell when the blades stop turning. Always 
keep a firm grip on you rod, the strikes are 
vicious. Before setting the hook, I’ll take up 
the slack quickly allowing the rod to load up 
and then I’ll pull back on the fish. The days 
of slack-line setting are dead! Not only do 
you lose fish, but you run the risk of breaking 
your line from a powerful hook-set.

Do not ever horse the fish to the boat just 
because you are fishing with heavier gear, 
they’ll make you pay the price every time. 
If I know that fish is over 4-lbs., I’ll take 
my time getting it in and allow the rod to 
tire it out taking up line slowly and never 
allowing the fish to put slack in the line. 
As a smallmouth approaches the end of the 
fight, be careful as they are often good for 
one least surge with explosive quickness and 
power right at the boat. Patience is key and 
don’t swing them in the boat, it’s a great way 
to break your rod! 

As a student of the game, I spend a lot of 
time on Youtube.com, Bassmaster.com, 
and watching Major League Fishing. From 
each, I’ve learned a few tricks to improve 
my spinnerbait game. As a writer, I’ve had 
the privilege of interviewing some of the 
world’s best anglers and hearing them speak 

(Burn Baby Burn continued from page 10.)

(Continued on page 14.)
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Putting It All Together
Start trolling by first watching the spoon-
fly rig at boat side to check that it’s running 
properly. This also gives you clues on the set-
up’s speed limitations. After gathering this 
data and you’re confident the rig’s running 
right, slowly let out line. 

Let the rig sink slowly so that it doesn’t get 
tangled. One trick to help with this is feeding 
out one arm length of line at a time. This 
also gives you an idea of how much line’s 
out. When a fish hits, duplicate this amount 
and use the same trolling speed to get back 
in the strike zone. Investing in a line counter 
reel makes quick work of this exercise and 
is more accurate.

You can short and long line troll with this 
rig. Less line makes performing sharper turns 
easier, which is necessary when following 
a small lake’s shoreline. Less line’s also 
the ticket for shallow water trolling without 
getting snagged. More line is better when a 
lake has enough shoreline. Long-lining also 
helps troll deeper. 

What’s important to remember about this 
trolling set-up is it’s weighted. Stopping or 

(Continued on page 20.)

(Flash Spoon & Fly Trolling Tactics continued  from page 16.)

www.blackflylures.com

CUSTOMER APPRECIATION DAY WINTER HOURS 
Effective Oct. 1 – April 1: 

Sun & Mon – Closed 
Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat: 9:00 – 6:00 

Thurs: 9:00 – 8:00

12th Annual 
PILGRIM 
POULTRY 
PALOOZA

Saturday Nov. 14th
Deep Fried Turkey cooked on site, 

Pro Staff, Specials & more...

ORDER ONLINE AT:

www.blackflylures.com

For many years, I always 
incorporated maggots 
or minnows into my ice 
fishing strategy to increase 
my odds. It was the only 
time of year when I 
found that live bait really 
made a difference in my 
fishing. Then one day I 
experimented and realized 

that I could get a lot of 
extra strikes from those less 
aggressive fish if I simply 
tipped my hard baits with 

Gulp products developed in the labs at Berkley. 

Now I can’t remember the last time that I 
used live bait on the ice. I’m just telling my 
own story and have absolutely no connection 
to Berkley, although I will say again that I’m 
impressed by the way that they’ve invested in 
a scientific approach to develop their products. 

Hopefully, some of the information provided 
in this column will help with your own angling 
strategies. Good luck on the ice this winter!

Some references for those who might want to 
know more…

Namekawa et al (2018). Rapid olfactory 
discrimination learning in adult zebrafish. 
Experimental Brain Research 236: 2959–2969.

Jones KA. 2005. Knowing Bass: the scientific 
approach to catching more fish. First Lyons Press.

Ogawa K and J Caprio. 1999. Citrate ions enhance 
taste responses to amino acids in the largemouth 
bass. J. Neurophysiol. 81: 1603–1607.

(Where Science & Fishing Meet continued from page 24.)
Pull the nylon tape to retrieve the 
power cord from the sonar end. This 
process is easier with a friend pushing 
the power cable and feeding nylon tape 
from the battery’s end. Wrap knots with 
painter’s tape for security. 

4: Unwrap painter’s tape and untie 
the sonar cord, pulling enough for 
mounting and operation needs. 

5: Tie off the nylon fish tape at both ends, leaving in place for future 
rigging needs.

 USE A mOUnTing PlATE
Drilling holes in a boat makes most anglers a tad anxious. Installing a 

transducer mounting plates will reduce 
the number you bore through aluminium. 
They look like a mini version of a kitchen 
cutting board. Mine mounted with with two 
screws. Once installed you can then mount 
transducers and other accessories directly 
to the plastic board, and that means fewer 
holes in the boat’s hull. 

Tip: Fill holes in boat hull and coat back of 
board with marine grade silicone to seal. Let 
fully cure before mounting items to plate.

BATTERy TiPS
Disconnect batteries and shut off the boat’s master power when 
rigging. When done, connect wiring and power-up electronics and 

accessories to ensure all’s in working order before tidying up 
tools and supplies.

Don’t stop yet – Register products for warranty, software updates, 
and to be notified in the event of a recall.

Tip: DIY rigging saves money, but it also gives valuable intel. 
Troubleshooting an issue’s faster knowing how the boat’s rigged.

(Sidebar ) 

Rigging is fun, but if you’d 
rather catch fish instead or 

aren’t keen or electrical work, 
leave the task to the experts. 
Marinas and specialty tackle 

shops provide rigging services. 
Costs can range around 

Editor’s Note
Dr. Bruce Tufts is a Professor at Queen’s 
University where he teaches Fisheries 
Biology and supervises research in the Freshwater Fisheries 
Conservation Lab. He is also a multi-species angler and has fished 
bass tournaments for a number of years.
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(Bet On River Backwaters for Winter Walleye continued from page 16.)

Editor’s Note: Tim Allard of Ottawa, 
Ontario is a hard-water expert and author-
photographer of the multi-award winning 

book, ICE FISHING – The Ultimate Guide, 
available at fine book stores, select outdoor 

shops and internet retailers.

Gruenwald rigs a minnow on a stand-up 
style jig. The design keeps the bait off 
bottom and visible to fish.

Most days my dead-stick rod’s rigged with 
a minnow on a teardrop jig, like a Lindy 
Frostee or Custom Jigs and Spins Demon. 
These long, thin jigs flicker as the minnow 
swims. A split shot six to 10 inches above the 
hook pegs the minnow in the strike zone.

And Once Again, Be Safe!
While backwaters offer walleye fishing opportunities in winter, rivers as a whole 
are dangerous territory. At the risk of sounding like a broken record, folks, stay 
clear away from fast flow areas, such as the main channel, and exercise caution at 

all times even in backwaters. 

“Always remember, when in doubt, don’t go 
out,” Gruenwald said. After all, there’s probably 
a lake down the road where the walleye are 
biting.

In 2017, the Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program launched with the focus 

of educating 10 to 13 year old children 
from the community. We’re not only 
teaching them how to fish but how to 
explore, face new challenges, meet new 
people, make new friends and to strengthen 
their confidence which can be applied to every 
aspect of their lives.

The goal of this FREE program was to supply 
the knowledge and provide the tools required 
to fish. Each participant received a Shimano 
rod and reel, rod glove, tackle box, a variety of 
lures, teaching material, life jacket, and a UPF 
Torc, all made possible through sponsorship 
dollars and donations. In addition to this, each 
child received a personalized team jersey 
featuring all of the sponsors.

The model for the program was to combine 
local youth with local businesses and to offer 
an outlet with the opportunity to learn. Studies 
have shown that fishing and the outdoors have 
been recognized as a benefit when it comes to 

creating a positive, stress free 
environment for children.

The program was 
structured around 
6 weeks of in-class 
teaching, using a 
curriculum, which 
provided the hands 
on knowledge and 
tools for each child 
to practice the sport. After completing the  
in-class sessions, 10 volunteer anglers assisted 
with a live release bass fishing tournament. 

Teams of 2 were drawn from the participants, 
and then paired with one of the 10 anglers who 
were assigned the task of guide and mentor. 
They were responsible for each child’s safety 
and to assist them in implementing what they 
had been taught in class. These volunteers gave 
up a day out of their personal lives. Not only 

was it a gratifying moment for 
them but also for the program. 
For many of these kids this 
was their first time in a boat, 
for some, maybe the only time 
they will experience this.

Over the years and with 
the introduction of personal 

devices there seems to be a drop in 
the next generation getting involved 
in fishing or the outdoors in general. 

This program creates a unique 
opportunity for youth who may 
not have had the chance to learn 
about the world of fishing.

The Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program was developed to teach and 
encourage young people to get out 
and enjoy this favoured past time. 
Together we are guiding the youth 

of today, for the community of tomorrow!

For more information about this program, please 
visit: www.tncyouthfishingprogram.weebly.com.

Year 1 of the Next Cast 
Youth Fishing Program 

a Huge Success!

(In the News continued from page 35.)

“The fishing program not only opened him up 
to a new found hobby, it also opened him up to 
trying new things. This essentially has changed 
his entire outlook on how the world is. He’s not 

so fearful.”– Parent of participant, 2017

(Continued on page 38.)

(Photos: Bernard Clark)

We Carry:
Restricted and Non Restricted Fire Arms – New & Used

Crossbows & Compound Bows (we take trades)
• Live Bait: 

Suckers, Shiners,
 Dace, Herring

• Large Inventory 
of Ammunition

• Hunting Apparel: 
Under Armour, Browning,

Muck Boots

• Professional Staff 
for Bow and Gun Repair 

& Setup Onsite
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Ironically, the same invasive species that these fish are feeding on, round 
gobies, are quick to pounce on eggs and bottom fry if the guarding male 
smallmouth is angled. In my opinion, we might want to re-think this 
situation if we want to maintain the quality of these fisheries because it 
is clearly not consistent with our approach to managing bass in inland 
lakes in this region. 

In summary, I’m not trying to say that the sky is falling here. I am 
simply trying to provide a balanced scientific perspective about 
what we know and don’t know about these unique smallmouth bass 
populations. My information is primarily based on Lake Ontario and 
the St Lawrence River, but much of it probably also applies to other 
smallmouth fisheries where round gobies are now abundant such as 
Lake Erie, St Clair and Simcoe. If we want to enjoy these fisheries for 
as long as possible, it essential that we pay close attention to the things 
that science is telling us about them.

(Where Science & Fishing Meet continued from page 18.)

the hundreds per bait for some of the custom 
made hard bodied lures.  

The best baits have a natural appearance and a 
lifelike action, which local anglers are finding 
work really well for catching pike and musky 
in Canada. Many swimbaits are designed to 
mimic shad, a wide-bodied baitfish common 
in most southern waters but designs are 
available to imitate every baitfish and prey 
fish you can think of including small trout, 
perch, bass and suckers. 
 
Of course, these swimbaits will work in 
traditional pike and musky locations but an 
often-overlooked place to cast for these big 
predators during the spring and summer is to 
fish shallow cover like docks and trees hanging 
in the water, a top tactic amongst Lake of the 
Woods anglers. Muskies in particular will 
patrol a piece of cover like a dock and a lifelike 
minnow imitator swimming up along the side 
of it is an easy meal.  Cast parallel to the dock 
and retrieve your swimbait about a foot beneath 
the surface at a slow and steady rate.  

For larger soft plastic swimbaits, you want 
to make sure you use an adequate hook so 
find yourself some large 8/0 – 12/0 wide gap, 
screw-lock hooks. I like to use the screw-lock 
hooks with some weight attached to the shank 

of the hook to help act as a keel and keep the 
bait down in the water. Catching a trophy fish 
on a lifelike swimbait is a fun and effective 
way to do it.  

If you have fished in any Canadian bass 
tournaments you have likely heard of marabou 
jigs and their use by anglers. Over the past 
decade the secret has gotten out on these little 
jigs, whose origin in tournament fishing started 
around Lake of the Woods in the 90’s by guys 
like Norm and Dave Lindsay, Big Joe Pritchett 
and Hiram Archibald. These guys used to 
win everything and amazingly, a small 1/16th 
ounce jig with marabou feathers tied to it was 
the main weapon. 
 
Over the years, I have used marabou jigs, 
which I make myself, to win several local 
tournaments. They shine on those hot, flat 
summer days when big smallmouths move 
into shallow water and cruise, lazily looking 
for an easy meal. Think of these small jigs as 
an “after-dinner mint” as they float through 
the water column, imitating a leech or small 
invertebrate. I have tried every colour from 
olive to brown to orange, but black remains the 
most widely used and the colour I have had the 
most success with. 
 
Because of their light weight, marabou jigs 
must be fished slowly. I like to cast past 
a likely boulder, log or clump of weed that 

could be holding a smallmouth and swim it 
past, never letting the jig touch the bottom. 
A 7’ – 7’6” medium action G. Loomis rod, a 
Shimano Stradic CI4 reel spooled with eight-
pound Power Pro braid is the ticket for casting 
these small jigs. 
 
In addition to catching smallmouths, marabou 
jigs are phenomenal crappie jigs and usually 
out fish live bait in my boat. When crappies 
move shallow to spawn in the spring, marabou 

(Continued on page 33.)

(You NEED to Tie This On! continued from page 30.)

This provides them with an array of options 
to hunt prey and to rest. Change your focus 
from not only learning individual spots but 
to understanding the broader area in which a 
high percentage spot is contained.

You’re On My Spot!!
On popular musky waters close to major cities 
in the US, it’s commonplace to find four 
or five boats working a well-known spot 
while two or three more wait their turn. 
Luckily in Canada, we rarely encounter 
this level of competition but certain 
systems get pounded regularly. Having 
to share primo musky turf with other 
anglers is happening more frequently. 

If avoiding the “weekend warrior” brigade 
isn’t an option, all is not lost. Many 
musky anglers aren’t morning people. 
Being on your first spot at daybreak is a 
solid strategy. Even though muskies are 
more active as the day progresses peaking 
in the hour or so before and after sundown, 
quality fish can certainly be caught at dawn. 

Many apex predators in nature hunt in no or 
low light conditions. Power fishing productive 
areas before the sun tops the tree line can 

result in catching or seeing big fish, ones that 
warrant a return visit at dusk. 

 Fishing the graveyard shift from sundown 
to sunrise is popular on heavily pressured 
systems in the States. Chucking musky baits 
in the dark is a whole different game and 
safety is the operative word. Familiarity with 
the water, proper lighting, and a minimalist 

approach to gear are mandatory. It’s worth 
the extra attention to detail. Rarely will you 
encounter another boat of any kind.

Virtually every musky lake or river has 
obvious prime areas. Some have reputations as 

fish producers that span decades. These 
locations attract musky boats like honey 
attracts flies. Expand your options by 
finding secondary locations away from 
the crowd. If you choose to fish behind 

another boat, use different presentations than 
your competition. 

Switch to a glide bait or a Shadzilla if other 
anglers are throwing blades or top-waters. 

(Under Pressure continued from page 34.)

(Continued on page 37.)
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aluminum. Ergonomically efficient, they are 
a great overall tool to have with you at all 
times when you’re out fishing!

Rapid Fishing Solutions has released a great tool 
called a Hook-All to deal with this problem. You 
load up the Hook-All tool with clear, black or red 
nylon discs. Add one to your spinnerbait hook by 
piercing the disc while it is held in the tool. 

Put your trailer hook on and then add another 
disc afterward, sandwiching the trailer hook 
between the 2 discs. Now your trailer hook will 

never come off until you want it to and even 
then you have to cut the disc off in order to 
remove it. Now there is no chance you will lose 
a fish due to a trailer hook coming off.

These Hook-All tool and discs are available in 3 
sizes, a freshwater micro, regular freshwater & 
an Inshore Saltwater size. These discs can also 
be used to keep plastic baits from balling up or 
sliding down the shank of your hook! One disc 
will keep this from happening and keep your 
bait on the hook longer as well. 

My belief is an organized boat is an efficient 
boat and Bass Mafia revolutionized tackle 
organization with their product line up. They 
have in that line-up, a Terminal Coffin, Jerkbait 
Coffin, Blade Coffin, Line Bag etc. The bass 
Mafia item that I use the most are their Money 
Bags. These are super heavy-duty zippered zip-
lock bags that are now available in 3 sizes. 

Especially as I use more Z-Man ElaZtech 
plastics than any other type and the best way to 
store them is in their original packaging. I sort 
my Z-Man plastics into different Money Bags 
based on technique, all my drop shot baits are 
in one bag etc.

We’ve even managed to convert my tournament 
partner, Doug Brownridge to the Money Bags 

(Continued on page 8.)

(Tools of the Trade continued from page 6.)

The Hook-All Tool is great for securely adding 
a trailer hook to a spinnerbait!

www.JBraid.com

J-BRAID  
GRAND x8 
Our most abrasion resistant 
braid yet smooth and strong. 
Made from a new state-of-
the-art material “IZANAS”.

J-BRAID x8 
8 inter-woven strands. 
Exceptional casting  
performance.

Smooth, soft and silent—
Ideal for all applications

J-BRAID x4 
4 inter-woven strands. 
Strong and tough abrasion- 
resistant technology. Ideal  
for structure fishing. Thin  
design for offshore  
applications.

NEW J-FLUORO LEADER
The perfect way to top off J-Braid line. 
100% Fluorocarbon leader material. 

Featuring Daiwa Parallel Line System 
spooling (DPLS). Available in 2 spool  
sizes —100 yard spools (2lb -20lb) and  
50 yard spools (25lb – 80lb)
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Editor’s Note: Jeff Gustafson grew up on the shores of Lake of the 
Woods in Kenora, Ontario.  He has made his living in the fishing 
community since he was a teenager as a tournament angler, guide, 
outdoor writer and fishing promotor.  In 2019 he is competing on the 
Bassmaster Elite Series in addition to competing in several events in 
Ontario. You can find him on social media at @gussyoutdoors and on 
his website at: www.gussyoutdoors.com. 

Frabill Pro-Thermal Tip-Up

When it comes to catching a trophy pike, ice 
season is the best time to catch one and using 
a tip-up with a quick-strike rig like a Northland 
Predator Rig tipped with a dead cisco or herring 
is the number one way to catch one. It’s proven, 
hands down, across the ice belt. Set your bait 

about a foot above the 
bottom and be patient. 

Throughout the 
winter, set these up 
on the same spots 
you fish for walleyes. 
In March, pike move 

towards shallow bays 
where they will spawn 

immediately following 
ice-out. Set up on the first drop to deep water 
coming out of these shallow bays and you’ll get 
your hands on a twenty plus pounder! 

(Ice Fishing 2020 continued from page 46.) are in that lake?” With this website you can 
simply click on an icon attached to each body 
of water in the province and get a listing of the 
fish species in that 
particular lake. 

You can also see 
which lakes are 
stocked with trout 
and the numbers 
that have been 
stocked in those 
lakes. You can look up lake or zone-specific 
fishing regulations, look at aerial maps of the 
province and even see depth maps of some 
waters on this website. If you like to do 
your homework before 
you go fishing, this site 
has an endless amount 
of data to explore. 
Check it out and thank 
me later!  
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(Tips & Tricks for Rigging Boat Electronics continued from page 42.)

Editor’s Note
Dr. Bruce Tufts is a Professor at Queen’s 
University where he teaches Fisheries 
Biology and supervises research in the Freshwater Fisheries 
Conservation Lab. He is also a multi-species angler and has fished 
bass tournaments for a number of years.
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(Bet On River Backwaters for Winter Walleye continued from page 16.)

Editor’s Note: Tim Allard of Ottawa, 
Ontario is a hard-water expert and author-
photographer of the multi-award winning 

book, ICE FISHING – The Ultimate Guide, 
available at fine book stores, select outdoor 

shops and internet retailers.

Gruenwald rigs a minnow on a stand-up 
style jig. The design keeps the bait off 
bottom and visible to fish.

Most days my dead-stick rod’s rigged with 
a minnow on a teardrop jig, like a Lindy 
Frostee or Custom Jigs and Spins Demon. 
These long, thin jigs flicker as the minnow 
swims. A split shot six to 10 inches above the 
hook pegs the minnow in the strike zone.

And Once Again, Be Safe!
While backwaters offer walleye fishing opportunities in winter, rivers as a whole 
are dangerous territory. At the risk of sounding like a broken record, folks, stay 
clear away from fast flow areas, such as the main channel, and exercise caution at 

all times even in backwaters. 

“Always remember, when in doubt, don’t go 
out,” Gruenwald said. After all, there’s probably 
a lake down the road where the walleye are 
biting.

In 2017, the Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program launched with the focus 

of educating 10 to 13 year old children 
from the community. We’re not only 
teaching them how to fish but how to 
explore, face new challenges, meet new 
people, make new friends and to strengthen 
their confidence which can be applied to every 
aspect of their lives.

The goal of this FREE program was to supply 
the knowledge and provide the tools required 
to fish. Each participant received a Shimano 
rod and reel, rod glove, tackle box, a variety of 
lures, teaching material, life jacket, and a UPF 
Torc, all made possible through sponsorship 
dollars and donations. In addition to this, each 
child received a personalized team jersey 
featuring all of the sponsors.

The model for the program was to combine 
local youth with local businesses and to offer 
an outlet with the opportunity to learn. Studies 
have shown that fishing and the outdoors have 
been recognized as a benefit when it comes to 

creating a positive, stress free 
environment for children.

The program was 
structured around 
6 weeks of in-class 
teaching, using a 
curriculum, which 
provided the hands 
on knowledge and 
tools for each child 
to practice the sport. After completing the  
in-class sessions, 10 volunteer anglers assisted 
with a live release bass fishing tournament. 

Teams of 2 were drawn from the participants, 
and then paired with one of the 10 anglers who 
were assigned the task of guide and mentor. 
They were responsible for each child’s safety 
and to assist them in implementing what they 
had been taught in class. These volunteers gave 
up a day out of their personal lives. Not only 

was it a gratifying moment for 
them but also for the program. 
For many of these kids this 
was their first time in a boat, 
for some, maybe the only time 
they will experience this.

Over the years and with 
the introduction of personal 

devices there seems to be a drop in 
the next generation getting involved 
in fishing or the outdoors in general. 

This program creates a unique 
opportunity for youth who may 
not have had the chance to learn 
about the world of fishing.

The Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program was developed to teach and 
encourage young people to get out 
and enjoy this favoured past time. 
Together we are guiding the youth 

of today, for the community of tomorrow!

For more information about this program, please 
visit: www.tncyouthfishingprogram.weebly.com.

Year 1 of the Next Cast 
Youth Fishing Program 

a Huge Success!

(In the News continued from page 35.)

“The fishing program not only opened him up 
to a new found hobby, it also opened him up to 
trying new things. This essentially has changed 
his entire outlook on how the world is. He’s not 

so fearful.”– Parent of participant, 2017

(Continued on page 38.)

(Photos: Bernard Clark)

We Carry:
Restricted and Non Restricted Fire Arms – New & Used

Crossbows & Compound Bows (we take trades)
• Live Bait: 

Suckers, Shiners,
 Dace, Herring

• Large Inventory 
of Ammunition

• Hunting Apparel: 
Under Armour, Browning,

Muck Boots

• Professional Staff 
for Bow and Gun Repair 

& Setup Onsite
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Ironically, the same invasive species that these fish are feeding on, round 
gobies, are quick to pounce on eggs and bottom fry if the guarding male 
smallmouth is angled. In my opinion, we might want to re-think this 
situation if we want to maintain the quality of these fisheries because it 
is clearly not consistent with our approach to managing bass in inland 
lakes in this region. 

In summary, I’m not trying to say that the sky is falling here. I am 
simply trying to provide a balanced scientific perspective about 
what we know and don’t know about these unique smallmouth bass 
populations. My information is primarily based on Lake Ontario and 
the St Lawrence River, but much of it probably also applies to other 
smallmouth fisheries where round gobies are now abundant such as 
Lake Erie, St Clair and Simcoe. If we want to enjoy these fisheries for 
as long as possible, it essential that we pay close attention to the things 
that science is telling us about them.

(Where Science & Fishing Meet continued from page 18.)
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Editor’s Note: Dr. Bruce Tufts is a Professor 
at Queen’s University where he teaches 

Fisheries Biology and supervises research in the 
Freshwater Fisheries Conservation Lab. He is 
also a multi-species angler and has fished bass 

tournaments for a number of years.
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your rod a jolt to rip the weeds that might 
have got caught on a blade. A bait casting 
reel with a high gear ratio will allow you to 
reel in quickly to trigger a bite but also to 
take up the slack when smallmouth decide 
that the battle is on!

Use stout line, 16 – 20-lb. fluorocarbon, as it 
has minimal stretch to ensuring that you can 
drive the hooks home every time. While many 
anglers fish braided line, this is not the place 
for it as you could easily tear the hooks out 
of their mouth unless you are using a softer 
rod. Monofilament is at the opposite end of the 
spectrum as it has far too much stretch and you 
won’t be able to hook fish at all – a struggle 
I’ve experienced first hand. With a properly 
tuned and set-up reel, you should be able to 
cast into the wind without backlashing. 

There is no shame in using your magnets to 
help control your spool over-runs, that’s why 
they’re so valuable to the reel! I also allow for 
a very small amount of slip in the drag, it’s 
a must if you have any hope of landing that 
fish as you need a little bit of give to pop that 
hook point into the mouth of that smallmouth. 
I sometimes like having my reels super-tuned 
by adding ceramic bearings as it adds to 
casting distance. Careful though, be sure you 
are not voiding the warranty on your reel.

Once a smallmouth strikes, you can usually 
tell when the blades stop turning. Always 
keep a firm grip on you rod, the strikes are 
vicious. Before setting the hook, I’ll take up 
the slack quickly allowing the rod to load up 
and then I’ll pull back on the fish. The days 
of slack-line setting are dead! Not only do 
you lose fish, but you run the risk of breaking 
your line from a powerful hook-set.

Do not ever horse the fish to the boat just 
because you are fishing with heavier gear, 
they’ll make you pay the price every time. 
If I know that fish is over 4-lbs., I’ll take 
my time getting it in and allow the rod to 
tire it out taking up line slowly and never 
allowing the fish to put slack in the line. 
As a smallmouth approaches the end of the 
fight, be careful as they are often good for 
one least surge with explosive quickness and 
power right at the boat. Patience is key and 
don’t swing them in the boat, it’s a great way 
to break your rod! 

As a student of the game, I spend a lot of 
time on Youtube.com, Bassmaster.com, 
and watching Major League Fishing. From 
each, I’ve learned a few tricks to improve 
my spinnerbait game. As a writer, I’ve had 
the privilege of interviewing some of the 
world’s best anglers and hearing them speak 

(Burn Baby Burn continued from page 10.)

(Continued on page 14.)
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Putting It All Together
Start trolling by first watching the spoon-
fly rig at boat side to check that it’s running 
properly. This also gives you clues on the set-
up’s speed limitations. After gathering this 
data and you’re confident the rig’s running 
right, slowly let out line. 

Let the rig sink slowly so that it doesn’t get 
tangled. One trick to help with this is feeding 
out one arm length of line at a time. This 
also gives you an idea of how much line’s 
out. When a fish hits, duplicate this amount 
and use the same trolling speed to get back 
in the strike zone. Investing in a line counter 
reel makes quick work of this exercise and 
is more accurate.

You can short and long line troll with this 
rig. Less line makes performing sharper turns 
easier, which is necessary when following 
a small lake’s shoreline. Less line’s also 
the ticket for shallow water trolling without 
getting snagged. More line is better when a 
lake has enough shoreline. Long-lining also 
helps troll deeper. 

What’s important to remember about this 
trolling set-up is it’s weighted. Stopping or 

(Continued on page 20.)

(Flash Spoon & Fly Trolling Tactics continued  from page 16.)
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For many years, I always 
incorporated maggots 
or minnows into my ice 
fishing strategy to increase 
my odds. It was the only 
time of year when I 
found that live bait really 
made a difference in my 
fishing. Then one day I 
experimented and realized 

that I could get a lot of 
extra strikes from those less 
aggressive fish if I simply 
tipped my hard baits with 

Gulp products developed in the labs at Berkley. 

Now I can’t remember the last time that I 
used live bait on the ice. I’m just telling my 
own story and have absolutely no connection 
to Berkley, although I will say again that I’m 
impressed by the way that they’ve invested in 
a scientific approach to develop their products. 

Hopefully, some of the information provided 
in this column will help with your own angling 
strategies. Good luck on the ice this winter!

Some references for those who might want to 
know more…

Namekawa et al (2018). Rapid olfactory 
discrimination learning in adult zebrafish. 
Experimental Brain Research 236: 2959–2969.

Jones KA. 2005. Knowing Bass: the scientific 
approach to catching more fish. First Lyons Press.

Ogawa K and J Caprio. 1999. Citrate ions enhance 
taste responses to amino acids in the largemouth 
bass. J. Neurophysiol. 81: 1603–1607.

(Where Science & Fishing Meet continued from page 24.)
Pull the nylon tape to retrieve the 
power cord from the sonar end. This 
process is easier with a friend pushing 
the power cable and feeding nylon tape 
from the battery’s end. Wrap knots with 
painter’s tape for security. 

4: Unwrap painter’s tape and untie 
the sonar cord, pulling enough for 
mounting and operation needs. 

5: Tie off the nylon fish tape at both ends, leaving in place for future 
rigging needs.

 USE A mOUnTing PlATE
Drilling holes in a boat makes most anglers a tad anxious. Installing a 

transducer mounting plates will reduce 
the number you bore through aluminium. 
They look like a mini version of a kitchen 
cutting board. Mine mounted with with two 
screws. Once installed you can then mount 
transducers and other accessories directly 
to the plastic board, and that means fewer 
holes in the boat’s hull. 

Tip: Fill holes in boat hull and coat back of 
board with marine grade silicone to seal. Let 
fully cure before mounting items to plate.

BATTERy TiPS
Disconnect batteries and shut off the boat’s master power when 
rigging. When done, connect wiring and power-up electronics and 

accessories to ensure all’s in working order before tidying up 
tools and supplies.

Don’t stop yet – Register products for warranty, software updates, 
and to be notified in the event of a recall.

Tip: DIY rigging saves money, but it also gives valuable intel. 
Troubleshooting an issue’s faster knowing how the boat’s rigged.

(Sidebar ) 

Rigging is fun, but if you’d 
rather catch fish instead or 

aren’t keen or electrical work, 
leave the task to the experts. 
Marinas and specialty tackle 

shops provide rigging services. 
Costs can range around 

Editor’s Note
Dr. Bruce Tufts is a Professor at Queen’s 
University where he teaches Fisheries 
Biology and supervises research in the Freshwater Fisheries 
Conservation Lab. He is also a multi-species angler and has fished 
bass tournaments for a number of years.
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(Bet On River Backwaters for Winter Walleye continued from page 16.)

Editor’s Note: Tim Allard of Ottawa, 
Ontario is a hard-water expert and author-
photographer of the multi-award winning 

book, ICE FISHING – The Ultimate Guide, 
available at fine book stores, select outdoor 

shops and internet retailers.

Gruenwald rigs a minnow on a stand-up 
style jig. The design keeps the bait off 
bottom and visible to fish.

Most days my dead-stick rod’s rigged with 
a minnow on a teardrop jig, like a Lindy 
Frostee or Custom Jigs and Spins Demon. 
These long, thin jigs flicker as the minnow 
swims. A split shot six to 10 inches above the 
hook pegs the minnow in the strike zone.

And Once Again, Be Safe!
While backwaters offer walleye fishing opportunities in winter, rivers as a whole 
are dangerous territory. At the risk of sounding like a broken record, folks, stay 
clear away from fast flow areas, such as the main channel, and exercise caution at 

all times even in backwaters. 

“Always remember, when in doubt, don’t go 
out,” Gruenwald said. After all, there’s probably 
a lake down the road where the walleye are 
biting.

In 2017, the Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program launched with the focus 

of educating 10 to 13 year old children 
from the community. We’re not only 
teaching them how to fish but how to 
explore, face new challenges, meet new 
people, make new friends and to strengthen 
their confidence which can be applied to every 
aspect of their lives.

The goal of this FREE program was to supply 
the knowledge and provide the tools required 
to fish. Each participant received a Shimano 
rod and reel, rod glove, tackle box, a variety of 
lures, teaching material, life jacket, and a UPF 
Torc, all made possible through sponsorship 
dollars and donations. In addition to this, each 
child received a personalized team jersey 
featuring all of the sponsors.

The model for the program was to combine 
local youth with local businesses and to offer 
an outlet with the opportunity to learn. Studies 
have shown that fishing and the outdoors have 
been recognized as a benefit when it comes to 

creating a positive, stress free 
environment for children.

The program was 
structured around 
6 weeks of in-class 
teaching, using a 
curriculum, which 
provided the hands 
on knowledge and 
tools for each child 
to practice the sport. After completing the  
in-class sessions, 10 volunteer anglers assisted 
with a live release bass fishing tournament. 

Teams of 2 were drawn from the participants, 
and then paired with one of the 10 anglers who 
were assigned the task of guide and mentor. 
They were responsible for each child’s safety 
and to assist them in implementing what they 
had been taught in class. These volunteers gave 
up a day out of their personal lives. Not only 

was it a gratifying moment for 
them but also for the program. 
For many of these kids this 
was their first time in a boat, 
for some, maybe the only time 
they will experience this.

Over the years and with 
the introduction of personal 

devices there seems to be a drop in 
the next generation getting involved 
in fishing or the outdoors in general. 

This program creates a unique 
opportunity for youth who may 
not have had the chance to learn 
about the world of fishing.

The Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program was developed to teach and 
encourage young people to get out 
and enjoy this favoured past time. 
Together we are guiding the youth 

of today, for the community of tomorrow!

For more information about this program, please 
visit: www.tncyouthfishingprogram.weebly.com.

Year 1 of the Next Cast 
Youth Fishing Program 

a Huge Success!

(In the News continued from page 35.)

“The fishing program not only opened him up 
to a new found hobby, it also opened him up to 
trying new things. This essentially has changed 
his entire outlook on how the world is. He’s not 

so fearful.”– Parent of participant, 2017

(Continued on page 38.)

(Photos: Bernard Clark)

We Carry:
Restricted and Non Restricted Fire Arms – New & Used

Crossbows & Compound Bows (we take trades)
• Live Bait: 

Suckers, Shiners,
 Dace, Herring

• Large Inventory 
of Ammunition

• Hunting Apparel: 
Under Armour, Browning,

Muck Boots

• Professional Staff 
for Bow and Gun Repair 

& Setup Onsite
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Ironically, the same invasive species that these fish are feeding on, round 
gobies, are quick to pounce on eggs and bottom fry if the guarding male 
smallmouth is angled. In my opinion, we might want to re-think this 
situation if we want to maintain the quality of these fisheries because it 
is clearly not consistent with our approach to managing bass in inland 
lakes in this region. 

In summary, I’m not trying to say that the sky is falling here. I am 
simply trying to provide a balanced scientific perspective about 
what we know and don’t know about these unique smallmouth bass 
populations. My information is primarily based on Lake Ontario and 
the St Lawrence River, but much of it probably also applies to other 
smallmouth fisheries where round gobies are now abundant such as 
Lake Erie, St Clair and Simcoe. If we want to enjoy these fisheries for 
as long as possible, it essential that we pay close attention to the things 
that science is telling us about them.

(Where Science & Fishing Meet continued from page 18.)

the hundreds per bait for some of the custom 
made hard bodied lures.  

The best baits have a natural appearance and a 
lifelike action, which local anglers are finding 
work really well for catching pike and musky 
in Canada. Many swimbaits are designed to 
mimic shad, a wide-bodied baitfish common 
in most southern waters but designs are 
available to imitate every baitfish and prey 
fish you can think of including small trout, 
perch, bass and suckers. 
 
Of course, these swimbaits will work in 
traditional pike and musky locations but an 
often-overlooked place to cast for these big 
predators during the spring and summer is to 
fish shallow cover like docks and trees hanging 
in the water, a top tactic amongst Lake of the 
Woods anglers. Muskies in particular will 
patrol a piece of cover like a dock and a lifelike 
minnow imitator swimming up along the side 
of it is an easy meal.  Cast parallel to the dock 
and retrieve your swimbait about a foot beneath 
the surface at a slow and steady rate.  

For larger soft plastic swimbaits, you want 
to make sure you use an adequate hook so 
find yourself some large 8/0 – 12/0 wide gap, 
screw-lock hooks. I like to use the screw-lock 
hooks with some weight attached to the shank 

of the hook to help act as a keel and keep the 
bait down in the water. Catching a trophy fish 
on a lifelike swimbait is a fun and effective 
way to do it.  

If you have fished in any Canadian bass 
tournaments you have likely heard of marabou 
jigs and their use by anglers. Over the past 
decade the secret has gotten out on these little 
jigs, whose origin in tournament fishing started 
around Lake of the Woods in the 90’s by guys 
like Norm and Dave Lindsay, Big Joe Pritchett 
and Hiram Archibald. These guys used to 
win everything and amazingly, a small 1/16th 
ounce jig with marabou feathers tied to it was 
the main weapon. 
 
Over the years, I have used marabou jigs, 
which I make myself, to win several local 
tournaments. They shine on those hot, flat 
summer days when big smallmouths move 
into shallow water and cruise, lazily looking 
for an easy meal. Think of these small jigs as 
an “after-dinner mint” as they float through 
the water column, imitating a leech or small 
invertebrate. I have tried every colour from 
olive to brown to orange, but black remains the 
most widely used and the colour I have had the 
most success with. 
 
Because of their light weight, marabou jigs 
must be fished slowly. I like to cast past 
a likely boulder, log or clump of weed that 

could be holding a smallmouth and swim it 
past, never letting the jig touch the bottom. 
A 7’ – 7’6” medium action G. Loomis rod, a 
Shimano Stradic CI4 reel spooled with eight-
pound Power Pro braid is the ticket for casting 
these small jigs. 
 
In addition to catching smallmouths, marabou 
jigs are phenomenal crappie jigs and usually 
out fish live bait in my boat. When crappies 
move shallow to spawn in the spring, marabou 

(Continued on page 33.)

(You NEED to Tie This On! continued from page 30.)

This provides them with an array of options 
to hunt prey and to rest. Change your focus 
from not only learning individual spots but 
to understanding the broader area in which a 
high percentage spot is contained.

You’re On My Spot!!
On popular musky waters close to major cities 
in the US, it’s commonplace to find four 
or five boats working a well-known spot 
while two or three more wait their turn. 
Luckily in Canada, we rarely encounter 
this level of competition but certain 
systems get pounded regularly. Having 
to share primo musky turf with other 
anglers is happening more frequently. 

If avoiding the “weekend warrior” brigade 
isn’t an option, all is not lost. Many 
musky anglers aren’t morning people. 
Being on your first spot at daybreak is a 
solid strategy. Even though muskies are 
more active as the day progresses peaking 
in the hour or so before and after sundown, 
quality fish can certainly be caught at dawn. 

Many apex predators in nature hunt in no or 
low light conditions. Power fishing productive 
areas before the sun tops the tree line can 

result in catching or seeing big fish, ones that 
warrant a return visit at dusk. 

 Fishing the graveyard shift from sundown 
to sunrise is popular on heavily pressured 
systems in the States. Chucking musky baits 
in the dark is a whole different game and 
safety is the operative word. Familiarity with 
the water, proper lighting, and a minimalist 

approach to gear are mandatory. It’s worth 
the extra attention to detail. Rarely will you 
encounter another boat of any kind.

Virtually every musky lake or river has 
obvious prime areas. Some have reputations as 

fish producers that span decades. These 
locations attract musky boats like honey 
attracts flies. Expand your options by 
finding secondary locations away from 
the crowd. If you choose to fish behind 

another boat, use different presentations than 
your competition. 

Switch to a glide bait or a Shadzilla if other 
anglers are throwing blades or top-waters. 

(Under Pressure continued from page 34.)

(Continued on page 37.)
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aluminum. Ergonomically efficient, they are 
a great overall tool to have with you at all 
times when you’re out fishing!

Rapid Fishing Solutions has released a great tool 
called a Hook-All to deal with this problem. You 
load up the Hook-All tool with clear, black or red 
nylon discs. Add one to your spinnerbait hook by 
piercing the disc while it is held in the tool. 

Put your trailer hook on and then add another 
disc afterward, sandwiching the trailer hook 
between the 2 discs. Now your trailer hook will 

never come off until you want it to and even 
then you have to cut the disc off in order to 
remove it. Now there is no chance you will lose 
a fish due to a trailer hook coming off.

These Hook-All tool and discs are available in 3 
sizes, a freshwater micro, regular freshwater & 
an Inshore Saltwater size. These discs can also 
be used to keep plastic baits from balling up or 
sliding down the shank of your hook! One disc 
will keep this from happening and keep your 
bait on the hook longer as well. 

My belief is an organized boat is an efficient 
boat and Bass Mafia revolutionized tackle 
organization with their product line up. They 
have in that line-up, a Terminal Coffin, Jerkbait 
Coffin, Blade Coffin, Line Bag etc. The bass 
Mafia item that I use the most are their Money 
Bags. These are super heavy-duty zippered zip-
lock bags that are now available in 3 sizes. 

Especially as I use more Z-Man ElaZtech 
plastics than any other type and the best way to 
store them is in their original packaging. I sort 
my Z-Man plastics into different Money Bags 
based on technique, all my drop shot baits are 
in one bag etc.

We’ve even managed to convert my tournament 
partner, Doug Brownridge to the Money Bags 

(Continued on page 8.)

(Tools of the Trade continued from page 6.)

The Hook-All Tool is great for securely adding 
a trailer hook to a spinnerbait!

www.JBraid.com
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®

adjusting the knot on vertical rigs, so they stay vertical. This is even 
more important with hair, feather or plastic jigs and keeping the jig 
horizontal can make a bigger difference than most anglers realize.

Anglers using live minnows may want to try a coloured Gamakatsu live 
bait hook and a split shot on a bobber rig. It is very important to keep 
working a bobber rig instead of just letting it sit. You need to fan cast the 
area and deep working the bait. Once you catch a crappie or miss a bite, 
you need to get right back out to the fish in the same area. 

If you don’t get a bite, you need to reel in the bait and make the next cast 
a little distance away from the last cast. Imagine the face of a clock, cast 
to the next number on the clock. If your buddy is getting bites and you 
are not, make them show you the depth of their bobber. 

Crappies have soft mouths. You will want to keep a Frabill Conservation 
Series Net nearby or you will lose fish trying to lift them into the boat. 

Anglers need to size up what each lake has to offer to figure out what 
areas the crappies will prefer. Fish lakes with several strong age classes 
of crappies, look in the right areas, use the right presentations and there 
will be spring crappies in your future on 
many lakes on both sides of the border.

Good luck spring crappie fishing 
anglers... Fish On’ – Bro 

(Catching Up On Spring Crappies continued from page 31.)
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line when you’re setting hook. The larger spool 
diameter of the 3000 size reel also allows the 
line to come off smoothly and adds to your cast 
distance. I imagine that from what we had just 
discussed about the equipment used to throw 
this lure, you realize that I believe the further 
you can cast your lure away from your boat, 
the better chance you’ll have of catching fish. 
I also do find that probably 90% of the strikes 
from smallies come in the first 10-20 feet of 
your retrieve.

An in-line spinner is usually fished rapidly and 
designed to trigger a reaction strike with its 
pulsating vibrations and flash. Its presentation 
is very much a chuck & wind affair. You can 
occasionally pause quickly just to get the blade 
stop and start again. Being a sinking lure, an 
in-line spinner can be fished at different depths 
just by counting down to where you feel the 
fish are before starting your retrieve. It works 
great over weeds as well by starting your 
retrieve as soon as your lure hits the water. It 
is a great lure to pre-fish with because of the 
amount of water that you can cover with it.

As I mentioned this lure works well in all 
depths depending on the time of year. When it 
comes to smallmouth bass I think that it works 
best when you are able to locate schooling fish 

therefore adding in the competition factor. It 
works in all open water seasons but it seems 
to really excel in cold water periods which 
happens to correspond with heavy schooling 
activity. One of the other reasons that this lure 
can be so effective is that they don’t see it as 
often as other lures. So, when nothing else 
seems to be working, switching to an in-line 
spinner could make all the difference in the 
world. Even experienced pro anglers like Mike 
Iaconelli keeps a few in-line’s in his “Panic 
Box” for when the bite gets real tough.

Although fish do travel in schools, most of them 
aren’t aware of the hype of new lures and aren’t 
aware that some baits or techniques are old 
school or passé! As much as we all like trying 
new lures and presentations sometimes, it’s the 
old tried and true ones that still produce. Don’t 
overlook these supposedly out-dated lures and 
presentations when your fancy new lures are just 
not doing the trick. 

Until we see 
you on the 
water, stay safe 
and keep well 
but most of all, 
Fish Hard! & 
Dream Big!

Editor’s Note 
David Chong is widely recognized as one of Canada’s top 
competitive tournament anglers. He is also an avid multi species 
angler and is a strong advocate for affordable, accessible 
angling for all! David loves sharing his vast fishing knowledge 
and stories with anglers of all ages, beginners & pros alike!  
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(Under Utilized Old School Lures continued from page 11.)
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About   the Author:  Brian “Bro” Brosdahl, 
is a fishing guide and promoter. One of  the 
most recognized and  respected anglers in 
North America – Bro, as he’s known, is a  
multispecies angler best known for his  
influence on the sport of ice fishing. He can be 
booked for guided trips at: bbro@paulbunyan.net 
 or brosguideservice.com.

If I am using a jig, I will use a 6’ 3’ St. Croix 
medium light action Legend Elite with 10 
pound test Sunline SX1 braid with an 8 
pound test Sunline fluorocarbon leader. I use 

a Northland Stand-up Fireball long shank 
jig in 1/4 ounce with a larger minnow. 
I may also use a round head long shank 
Fireball or an RZ jig, depending on what 
conditions I am fishing. 

The weather late in the fall is very unpredictable, 
so anglers have to be on short notice and take 
advantage of the opportunities as they happen. 

Good Luck Fishing Anglers, Fish On ‘Bro 

(Walleyes... Fall Into A Pattern continued from page 46.)
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and bluegill always puts a smile on her face. 
Her favourite lakes are Balsam, Erie, 
Temagami and Mistinikon – each different 
and offering a variety of opportunities to fish 
with different baits. She mainly fishes with 
artificial lures but also enjoys dunking leeches 
for walleye while on vacation.

Sylvia met Yvonne at an Ontario Bass Nation 
event and became involved with OWA shortly 
afterwards. She likes to work the industry 
trade shows and new angler events where 
she can share some of the knowledge she 
has gathered over her years of fishing. Sylvia 
likes to encourage women to come out and try 
fishing as the environment provided by OWA 
is a safe and supportive one to ask questions 
and get help from peers.

A resident of Barrie, Tammy was introduced 
to fishing at a very young age by her dad 
on Eagle Lake in Haliburton and remembers 
catching a lake trout on a Pocket Fisherman 
rod. About seven years ago, she was 
reintroduced to the sport and spent most of 
her time fishing from shore until she bought a 
kayak in 2017, which allowed her to venture 
the backcountry on at least 15 solo fishing 
trips. Tammy always fished by herself as 
she did not know anyone that liked fishing.  

She is self-taught and enjoys fishing for 
pike, crappie, bowfin, bass, channel catfish 
and perch.  

In 2019, Tammy found OWA online while 
searching for women’s fishing groups and 
seeking out people with the same passion. She 
has met so many supportive and empowering 
women, some of whom she now considers 
good friends, and feels that OWA has changed 
her life. Tammy is new to the volunteer group 
and will be working the OWA booth at the 
Peterborough Tackle Swap and Fishing Show 
and at the Toronto Sportsman Show.

Tanya is from Barrie, on the western 
side of Lake Simcoe, and enjoys all 

kinds of angling opportunities – whitefish 
and lake trout in the winter, spring brook 
trout, summer topwater bass action and 
fall steelheading, just to name a few. Her 
favourite bodies of water are Lake Simcoe, 
the Nottawasaga River and anything in the 
backcountry of Algonquin Park. 

Her partner introduced her to OWA after seeing 
a group of women, all in OWA clothing, at 

(Meet the OWA Team continued from page 36.)

(Continued on page 39.)
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About   the Author:  Brian “Bro” Brosdahl, 
is a fishing guide and promoter. One 
of  the most recognized and  respected 
anglers in North America – Bro, 
as he’s known, is a multispecies 
angler best known for his influence 
on the sport of ice fishing. He can be booked for guided trips at:  
bbro@paulbunyan.net or brosguideservice.com.
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Editor’s Note: Jeff Gustafson grew up on the shores of Lake of the 
Woods in Kenora, Ontario.  He has made his living in the fishing 
community since he was a teenager as a tournament angler, guide, 
outdoor writer and fishing promotor.  In 2019 he is competing on the 
Bassmaster Elite Series in addition to competing in several events in 
Ontario. You can find him on social media at @gussyoutdoors and on 
his website at: www.gussyoutdoors.com. 

Frabill Pro-Thermal Tip-Up

When it comes to catching a trophy pike, ice 
season is the best time to catch one and using 
a tip-up with a quick-strike rig like a Northland 
Predator Rig tipped with a dead cisco or herring 
is the number one way to catch one. It’s proven, 
hands down, across the ice belt. Set your bait 

about a foot above the 
bottom and be patient. 

Throughout the 
winter, set these up 
on the same spots 
you fish for walleyes. 
In March, pike move 

towards shallow bays 
where they will spawn 

immediately following 
ice-out. Set up on the first drop to deep water 
coming out of these shallow bays and you’ll get 
your hands on a twenty plus pounder! 

(Ice Fishing 2020 continued from page 46.) are in that lake?” With this website you can 
simply click on an icon attached to each body 
of water in the province and get a listing of the 
fish species in that 
particular lake. 

You can also see 
which lakes are 
stocked with trout 
and the numbers 
that have been 
stocked in those 
lakes. You can look up lake or zone-specific 
fishing regulations, look at aerial maps of the 
province and even see depth maps of some 
waters on this website. If you like to do 
your homework before 
you go fishing, this site 
has an endless amount 
of data to explore. 
Check it out and thank 
me later!  
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(Tips & Tricks for Rigging Boat Electronics continued from page 42.)

Editor’s Note
Dr. Bruce Tufts is a Professor at Queen’s 
University where he teaches Fisheries 
Biology and supervises research in the Freshwater Fisheries 
Conservation Lab. He is also a multi-species angler and has fished 
bass tournaments for a number of years.
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(Bet On River Backwaters for Winter Walleye continued from page 16.)

Editor’s Note: Tim Allard of Ottawa, 
Ontario is a hard-water expert and author-
photographer of the multi-award winning 

book, ICE FISHING – The Ultimate Guide, 
available at fine book stores, select outdoor 

shops and internet retailers.

Gruenwald rigs a minnow on a stand-up 
style jig. The design keeps the bait off 
bottom and visible to fish.

Most days my dead-stick rod’s rigged with 
a minnow on a teardrop jig, like a Lindy 
Frostee or Custom Jigs and Spins Demon. 
These long, thin jigs flicker as the minnow 
swims. A split shot six to 10 inches above the 
hook pegs the minnow in the strike zone.

And Once Again, Be Safe!
While backwaters offer walleye fishing opportunities in winter, rivers as a whole 
are dangerous territory. At the risk of sounding like a broken record, folks, stay 
clear away from fast flow areas, such as the main channel, and exercise caution at 

all times even in backwaters. 

“Always remember, when in doubt, don’t go 
out,” Gruenwald said. After all, there’s probably 
a lake down the road where the walleye are 
biting.

In 2017, the Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program launched with the focus 

of educating 10 to 13 year old children 
from the community. We’re not only 
teaching them how to fish but how to 
explore, face new challenges, meet new 
people, make new friends and to strengthen 
their confidence which can be applied to every 
aspect of their lives.

The goal of this FREE program was to supply 
the knowledge and provide the tools required 
to fish. Each participant received a Shimano 
rod and reel, rod glove, tackle box, a variety of 
lures, teaching material, life jacket, and a UPF 
Torc, all made possible through sponsorship 
dollars and donations. In addition to this, each 
child received a personalized team jersey 
featuring all of the sponsors.

The model for the program was to combine 
local youth with local businesses and to offer 
an outlet with the opportunity to learn. Studies 
have shown that fishing and the outdoors have 
been recognized as a benefit when it comes to 

creating a positive, stress free 
environment for children.

The program was 
structured around 
6 weeks of in-class 
teaching, using a 
curriculum, which 
provided the hands 
on knowledge and 
tools for each child 
to practice the sport. After completing the  
in-class sessions, 10 volunteer anglers assisted 
with a live release bass fishing tournament. 

Teams of 2 were drawn from the participants, 
and then paired with one of the 10 anglers who 
were assigned the task of guide and mentor. 
They were responsible for each child’s safety 
and to assist them in implementing what they 
had been taught in class. These volunteers gave 
up a day out of their personal lives. Not only 

was it a gratifying moment for 
them but also for the program. 
For many of these kids this 
was their first time in a boat, 
for some, maybe the only time 
they will experience this.

Over the years and with 
the introduction of personal 

devices there seems to be a drop in 
the next generation getting involved 
in fishing or the outdoors in general. 

This program creates a unique 
opportunity for youth who may 
not have had the chance to learn 
about the world of fishing.

The Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program was developed to teach and 
encourage young people to get out 
and enjoy this favoured past time. 
Together we are guiding the youth 

of today, for the community of tomorrow!

For more information about this program, please 
visit: www.tncyouthfishingprogram.weebly.com.

Year 1 of the Next Cast 
Youth Fishing Program 

a Huge Success!

(In the News continued from page 35.)

“The fishing program not only opened him up 
to a new found hobby, it also opened him up to 
trying new things. This essentially has changed 
his entire outlook on how the world is. He’s not 

so fearful.”– Parent of participant, 2017

(Continued on page 38.)

(Photos: Bernard Clark)

We Carry:
Restricted and Non Restricted Fire Arms – New & Used

Crossbows & Compound Bows (we take trades)
• Live Bait: 

Suckers, Shiners,
 Dace, Herring

• Large Inventory 
of Ammunition

• Hunting Apparel: 
Under Armour, Browning,

Muck Boots

• Professional Staff 
for Bow and Gun Repair 

& Setup Onsite
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Ironically, the same invasive species that these fish are feeding on, round 
gobies, are quick to pounce on eggs and bottom fry if the guarding male 
smallmouth is angled. In my opinion, we might want to re-think this 
situation if we want to maintain the quality of these fisheries because it 
is clearly not consistent with our approach to managing bass in inland 
lakes in this region. 

In summary, I’m not trying to say that the sky is falling here. I am 
simply trying to provide a balanced scientific perspective about 
what we know and don’t know about these unique smallmouth bass 
populations. My information is primarily based on Lake Ontario and 
the St Lawrence River, but much of it probably also applies to other 
smallmouth fisheries where round gobies are now abundant such as 
Lake Erie, St Clair and Simcoe. If we want to enjoy these fisheries for 
as long as possible, it essential that we pay close attention to the things 
that science is telling us about them.

(Where Science & Fishing Meet continued from page 18.)
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Editor’s Note: Dr. Bruce Tufts is a Professor 
at Queen’s University where he teaches 

Fisheries Biology and supervises research in the 
Freshwater Fisheries Conservation Lab. He is 
also a multi-species angler and has fished bass 

tournaments for a number of years.
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PADDLETALES Bass Fishing 
Spoken Here!

Website: www.paddletales.com  Email: ed@paddletales.com
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(613) 774-BASS (2277) TOLL FREE 1-888-886-8815

Come Out Thursday 
Evenings & Share 
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Stories. Check Out the 

New Tackle. Enjoy 
Refreshments 

& Snacks.

THURSDAY EVENINGS

2016 STOCK ARRIVING WEEKLY

your rod a jolt to rip the weeds that might 
have got caught on a blade. A bait casting 
reel with a high gear ratio will allow you to 
reel in quickly to trigger a bite but also to 
take up the slack when smallmouth decide 
that the battle is on!

Use stout line, 16 – 20-lb. fluorocarbon, as it 
has minimal stretch to ensuring that you can 
drive the hooks home every time. While many 
anglers fish braided line, this is not the place 
for it as you could easily tear the hooks out 
of their mouth unless you are using a softer 
rod. Monofilament is at the opposite end of the 
spectrum as it has far too much stretch and you 
won’t be able to hook fish at all – a struggle 
I’ve experienced first hand. With a properly 
tuned and set-up reel, you should be able to 
cast into the wind without backlashing. 

There is no shame in using your magnets to 
help control your spool over-runs, that’s why 
they’re so valuable to the reel! I also allow for 
a very small amount of slip in the drag, it’s 
a must if you have any hope of landing that 
fish as you need a little bit of give to pop that 
hook point into the mouth of that smallmouth. 
I sometimes like having my reels super-tuned 
by adding ceramic bearings as it adds to 
casting distance. Careful though, be sure you 
are not voiding the warranty on your reel.

Once a smallmouth strikes, you can usually 
tell when the blades stop turning. Always 
keep a firm grip on you rod, the strikes are 
vicious. Before setting the hook, I’ll take up 
the slack quickly allowing the rod to load up 
and then I’ll pull back on the fish. The days 
of slack-line setting are dead! Not only do 
you lose fish, but you run the risk of breaking 
your line from a powerful hook-set.

Do not ever horse the fish to the boat just 
because you are fishing with heavier gear, 
they’ll make you pay the price every time. 
If I know that fish is over 4-lbs., I’ll take 
my time getting it in and allow the rod to 
tire it out taking up line slowly and never 
allowing the fish to put slack in the line. 
As a smallmouth approaches the end of the 
fight, be careful as they are often good for 
one least surge with explosive quickness and 
power right at the boat. Patience is key and 
don’t swing them in the boat, it’s a great way 
to break your rod! 

As a student of the game, I spend a lot of 
time on Youtube.com, Bassmaster.com, 
and watching Major League Fishing. From 
each, I’ve learned a few tricks to improve 
my spinnerbait game. As a writer, I’ve had 
the privilege of interviewing some of the 
world’s best anglers and hearing them speak 

(Burn Baby Burn continued from page 10.)

(Continued on page 14.)
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Putting It All Together
Start trolling by first watching the spoon-
fly rig at boat side to check that it’s running 
properly. This also gives you clues on the set-
up’s speed limitations. After gathering this 
data and you’re confident the rig’s running 
right, slowly let out line. 

Let the rig sink slowly so that it doesn’t get 
tangled. One trick to help with this is feeding 
out one arm length of line at a time. This 
also gives you an idea of how much line’s 
out. When a fish hits, duplicate this amount 
and use the same trolling speed to get back 
in the strike zone. Investing in a line counter 
reel makes quick work of this exercise and 
is more accurate.

You can short and long line troll with this 
rig. Less line makes performing sharper turns 
easier, which is necessary when following 
a small lake’s shoreline. Less line’s also 
the ticket for shallow water trolling without 
getting snagged. More line is better when a 
lake has enough shoreline. Long-lining also 
helps troll deeper. 

What’s important to remember about this 
trolling set-up is it’s weighted. Stopping or 

(Continued on page 20.)

(Flash Spoon & Fly Trolling Tactics continued  from page 16.)

www.blackflylures.com

CUSTOMER APPRECIATION DAY WINTER HOURS 
Effective Oct. 1 – April 1: 

Sun & Mon – Closed 
Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat: 9:00 – 6:00 

Thurs: 9:00 – 8:00

12th Annual 
PILGRIM 
POULTRY 
PALOOZA

Saturday Nov. 14th
Deep Fried Turkey cooked on site, 

Pro Staff, Specials & more...

ORDER ONLINE AT:

www.blackflylures.com

For many years, I always 
incorporated maggots 
or minnows into my ice 
fishing strategy to increase 
my odds. It was the only 
time of year when I 
found that live bait really 
made a difference in my 
fishing. Then one day I 
experimented and realized 

that I could get a lot of 
extra strikes from those less 
aggressive fish if I simply 
tipped my hard baits with 

Gulp products developed in the labs at Berkley. 

Now I can’t remember the last time that I 
used live bait on the ice. I’m just telling my 
own story and have absolutely no connection 
to Berkley, although I will say again that I’m 
impressed by the way that they’ve invested in 
a scientific approach to develop their products. 

Hopefully, some of the information provided 
in this column will help with your own angling 
strategies. Good luck on the ice this winter!

Some references for those who might want to 
know more…

Namekawa et al (2018). Rapid olfactory 
discrimination learning in adult zebrafish. 
Experimental Brain Research 236: 2959–2969.

Jones KA. 2005. Knowing Bass: the scientific 
approach to catching more fish. First Lyons Press.

Ogawa K and J Caprio. 1999. Citrate ions enhance 
taste responses to amino acids in the largemouth 
bass. J. Neurophysiol. 81: 1603–1607.

(Where Science & Fishing Meet continued from page 24.)
Pull the nylon tape to retrieve the 
power cord from the sonar end. This 
process is easier with a friend pushing 
the power cable and feeding nylon tape 
from the battery’s end. Wrap knots with 
painter’s tape for security. 

4: Unwrap painter’s tape and untie 
the sonar cord, pulling enough for 
mounting and operation needs. 

5: Tie off the nylon fish tape at both ends, leaving in place for future 
rigging needs.

 USE A mOUnTing PlATE
Drilling holes in a boat makes most anglers a tad anxious. Installing a 

transducer mounting plates will reduce 
the number you bore through aluminium. 
They look like a mini version of a kitchen 
cutting board. Mine mounted with with two 
screws. Once installed you can then mount 
transducers and other accessories directly 
to the plastic board, and that means fewer 
holes in the boat’s hull. 

Tip: Fill holes in boat hull and coat back of 
board with marine grade silicone to seal. Let 
fully cure before mounting items to plate.

BATTERy TiPS
Disconnect batteries and shut off the boat’s master power when 
rigging. When done, connect wiring and power-up electronics and 

accessories to ensure all’s in working order before tidying up 
tools and supplies.

Don’t stop yet – Register products for warranty, software updates, 
and to be notified in the event of a recall.

Tip: DIY rigging saves money, but it also gives valuable intel. 
Troubleshooting an issue’s faster knowing how the boat’s rigged.

(Sidebar ) 

Rigging is fun, but if you’d 
rather catch fish instead or 

aren’t keen or electrical work, 
leave the task to the experts. 
Marinas and specialty tackle 

shops provide rigging services. 
Costs can range around 

Editor’s Note
Dr. Bruce Tufts is a Professor at Queen’s 
University where he teaches Fisheries 
Biology and supervises research in the Freshwater Fisheries 
Conservation Lab. He is also a multi-species angler and has fished 
bass tournaments for a number of years.
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(Bet On River Backwaters for Winter Walleye continued from page 16.)

Editor’s Note: Tim Allard of Ottawa, 
Ontario is a hard-water expert and author-
photographer of the multi-award winning 

book, ICE FISHING – The Ultimate Guide, 
available at fine book stores, select outdoor 

shops and internet retailers.

Gruenwald rigs a minnow on a stand-up 
style jig. The design keeps the bait off 
bottom and visible to fish.

Most days my dead-stick rod’s rigged with 
a minnow on a teardrop jig, like a Lindy 
Frostee or Custom Jigs and Spins Demon. 
These long, thin jigs flicker as the minnow 
swims. A split shot six to 10 inches above the 
hook pegs the minnow in the strike zone.

And Once Again, Be Safe!
While backwaters offer walleye fishing opportunities in winter, rivers as a whole 
are dangerous territory. At the risk of sounding like a broken record, folks, stay 
clear away from fast flow areas, such as the main channel, and exercise caution at 

all times even in backwaters. 

“Always remember, when in doubt, don’t go 
out,” Gruenwald said. After all, there’s probably 
a lake down the road where the walleye are 
biting.

In 2017, the Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program launched with the focus 

of educating 10 to 13 year old children 
from the community. We’re not only 
teaching them how to fish but how to 
explore, face new challenges, meet new 
people, make new friends and to strengthen 
their confidence which can be applied to every 
aspect of their lives.

The goal of this FREE program was to supply 
the knowledge and provide the tools required 
to fish. Each participant received a Shimano 
rod and reel, rod glove, tackle box, a variety of 
lures, teaching material, life jacket, and a UPF 
Torc, all made possible through sponsorship 
dollars and donations. In addition to this, each 
child received a personalized team jersey 
featuring all of the sponsors.

The model for the program was to combine 
local youth with local businesses and to offer 
an outlet with the opportunity to learn. Studies 
have shown that fishing and the outdoors have 
been recognized as a benefit when it comes to 

creating a positive, stress free 
environment for children.

The program was 
structured around 
6 weeks of in-class 
teaching, using a 
curriculum, which 
provided the hands 
on knowledge and 
tools for each child 
to practice the sport. After completing the  
in-class sessions, 10 volunteer anglers assisted 
with a live release bass fishing tournament. 

Teams of 2 were drawn from the participants, 
and then paired with one of the 10 anglers who 
were assigned the task of guide and mentor. 
They were responsible for each child’s safety 
and to assist them in implementing what they 
had been taught in class. These volunteers gave 
up a day out of their personal lives. Not only 

was it a gratifying moment for 
them but also for the program. 
For many of these kids this 
was their first time in a boat, 
for some, maybe the only time 
they will experience this.

Over the years and with 
the introduction of personal 

devices there seems to be a drop in 
the next generation getting involved 
in fishing or the outdoors in general. 

This program creates a unique 
opportunity for youth who may 
not have had the chance to learn 
about the world of fishing.

The Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program was developed to teach and 
encourage young people to get out 
and enjoy this favoured past time. 
Together we are guiding the youth 

of today, for the community of tomorrow!

For more information about this program, please 
visit: www.tncyouthfishingprogram.weebly.com.

Year 1 of the Next Cast 
Youth Fishing Program 

a Huge Success!

(In the News continued from page 35.)

“The fishing program not only opened him up 
to a new found hobby, it also opened him up to 
trying new things. This essentially has changed 
his entire outlook on how the world is. He’s not 

so fearful.”– Parent of participant, 2017

(Continued on page 38.)

(Photos: Bernard Clark)

We Carry:
Restricted and Non Restricted Fire Arms – New & Used

Crossbows & Compound Bows (we take trades)
• Live Bait: 

Suckers, Shiners,
 Dace, Herring

• Large Inventory 
of Ammunition

• Hunting Apparel: 
Under Armour, Browning,

Muck Boots

• Professional Staff 
for Bow and Gun Repair 

& Setup Onsite
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Ironically, the same invasive species that these fish are feeding on, round 
gobies, are quick to pounce on eggs and bottom fry if the guarding male 
smallmouth is angled. In my opinion, we might want to re-think this 
situation if we want to maintain the quality of these fisheries because it 
is clearly not consistent with our approach to managing bass in inland 
lakes in this region. 

In summary, I’m not trying to say that the sky is falling here. I am 
simply trying to provide a balanced scientific perspective about 
what we know and don’t know about these unique smallmouth bass 
populations. My information is primarily based on Lake Ontario and 
the St Lawrence River, but much of it probably also applies to other 
smallmouth fisheries where round gobies are now abundant such as 
Lake Erie, St Clair and Simcoe. If we want to enjoy these fisheries for 
as long as possible, it essential that we pay close attention to the things 
that science is telling us about them.

(Where Science & Fishing Meet continued from page 18.)

the hundreds per bait for some of the custom 
made hard bodied lures.  

The best baits have a natural appearance and a 
lifelike action, which local anglers are finding 
work really well for catching pike and musky 
in Canada. Many swimbaits are designed to 
mimic shad, a wide-bodied baitfish common 
in most southern waters but designs are 
available to imitate every baitfish and prey 
fish you can think of including small trout, 
perch, bass and suckers. 
 
Of course, these swimbaits will work in 
traditional pike and musky locations but an 
often-overlooked place to cast for these big 
predators during the spring and summer is to 
fish shallow cover like docks and trees hanging 
in the water, a top tactic amongst Lake of the 
Woods anglers. Muskies in particular will 
patrol a piece of cover like a dock and a lifelike 
minnow imitator swimming up along the side 
of it is an easy meal.  Cast parallel to the dock 
and retrieve your swimbait about a foot beneath 
the surface at a slow and steady rate.  

For larger soft plastic swimbaits, you want 
to make sure you use an adequate hook so 
find yourself some large 8/0 – 12/0 wide gap, 
screw-lock hooks. I like to use the screw-lock 
hooks with some weight attached to the shank 

of the hook to help act as a keel and keep the 
bait down in the water. Catching a trophy fish 
on a lifelike swimbait is a fun and effective 
way to do it.  

If you have fished in any Canadian bass 
tournaments you have likely heard of marabou 
jigs and their use by anglers. Over the past 
decade the secret has gotten out on these little 
jigs, whose origin in tournament fishing started 
around Lake of the Woods in the 90’s by guys 
like Norm and Dave Lindsay, Big Joe Pritchett 
and Hiram Archibald. These guys used to 
win everything and amazingly, a small 1/16th 
ounce jig with marabou feathers tied to it was 
the main weapon. 
 
Over the years, I have used marabou jigs, 
which I make myself, to win several local 
tournaments. They shine on those hot, flat 
summer days when big smallmouths move 
into shallow water and cruise, lazily looking 
for an easy meal. Think of these small jigs as 
an “after-dinner mint” as they float through 
the water column, imitating a leech or small 
invertebrate. I have tried every colour from 
olive to brown to orange, but black remains the 
most widely used and the colour I have had the 
most success with. 
 
Because of their light weight, marabou jigs 
must be fished slowly. I like to cast past 
a likely boulder, log or clump of weed that 

could be holding a smallmouth and swim it 
past, never letting the jig touch the bottom. 
A 7’ – 7’6” medium action G. Loomis rod, a 
Shimano Stradic CI4 reel spooled with eight-
pound Power Pro braid is the ticket for casting 
these small jigs. 
 
In addition to catching smallmouths, marabou 
jigs are phenomenal crappie jigs and usually 
out fish live bait in my boat. When crappies 
move shallow to spawn in the spring, marabou 

(Continued on page 33.)

(You NEED to Tie This On! continued from page 30.)

This provides them with an array of options 
to hunt prey and to rest. Change your focus 
from not only learning individual spots but 
to understanding the broader area in which a 
high percentage spot is contained.

You’re On My Spot!!
On popular musky waters close to major cities 
in the US, it’s commonplace to find four 
or five boats working a well-known spot 
while two or three more wait their turn. 
Luckily in Canada, we rarely encounter 
this level of competition but certain 
systems get pounded regularly. Having 
to share primo musky turf with other 
anglers is happening more frequently. 

If avoiding the “weekend warrior” brigade 
isn’t an option, all is not lost. Many 
musky anglers aren’t morning people. 
Being on your first spot at daybreak is a 
solid strategy. Even though muskies are 
more active as the day progresses peaking 
in the hour or so before and after sundown, 
quality fish can certainly be caught at dawn. 

Many apex predators in nature hunt in no or 
low light conditions. Power fishing productive 
areas before the sun tops the tree line can 

result in catching or seeing big fish, ones that 
warrant a return visit at dusk. 

 Fishing the graveyard shift from sundown 
to sunrise is popular on heavily pressured 
systems in the States. Chucking musky baits 
in the dark is a whole different game and 
safety is the operative word. Familiarity with 
the water, proper lighting, and a minimalist 

approach to gear are mandatory. It’s worth 
the extra attention to detail. Rarely will you 
encounter another boat of any kind.

Virtually every musky lake or river has 
obvious prime areas. Some have reputations as 

fish producers that span decades. These 
locations attract musky boats like honey 
attracts flies. Expand your options by 
finding secondary locations away from 
the crowd. If you choose to fish behind 

another boat, use different presentations than 
your competition. 

Switch to a glide bait or a Shadzilla if other 
anglers are throwing blades or top-waters. 

(Under Pressure continued from page 34.)

(Continued on page 37.)
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aluminum. Ergonomically efficient, they are 
a great overall tool to have with you at all 
times when you’re out fishing!

Rapid Fishing Solutions has released a great tool 
called a Hook-All to deal with this problem. You 
load up the Hook-All tool with clear, black or red 
nylon discs. Add one to your spinnerbait hook by 
piercing the disc while it is held in the tool. 

Put your trailer hook on and then add another 
disc afterward, sandwiching the trailer hook 
between the 2 discs. Now your trailer hook will 

never come off until you want it to and even 
then you have to cut the disc off in order to 
remove it. Now there is no chance you will lose 
a fish due to a trailer hook coming off.

These Hook-All tool and discs are available in 3 
sizes, a freshwater micro, regular freshwater & 
an Inshore Saltwater size. These discs can also 
be used to keep plastic baits from balling up or 
sliding down the shank of your hook! One disc 
will keep this from happening and keep your 
bait on the hook longer as well. 

My belief is an organized boat is an efficient 
boat and Bass Mafia revolutionized tackle 
organization with their product line up. They 
have in that line-up, a Terminal Coffin, Jerkbait 
Coffin, Blade Coffin, Line Bag etc. The bass 
Mafia item that I use the most are their Money 
Bags. These are super heavy-duty zippered zip-
lock bags that are now available in 3 sizes. 

Especially as I use more Z-Man ElaZtech 
plastics than any other type and the best way to 
store them is in their original packaging. I sort 
my Z-Man plastics into different Money Bags 
based on technique, all my drop shot baits are 
in one bag etc.

We’ve even managed to convert my tournament 
partner, Doug Brownridge to the Money Bags 

(Continued on page 8.)

(Tools of the Trade continued from page 6.)

The Hook-All Tool is great for securely adding 
a trailer hook to a spinnerbait!

www.JBraid.com

J-BRAID  
GRAND x8 
Our most abrasion resistant 
braid yet smooth and strong. 
Made from a new state-of-
the-art material “IZANAS”.

J-BRAID x8 
8 inter-woven strands. 
Exceptional casting  
performance.

Smooth, soft and silent—
Ideal for all applications

J-BRAID x4 
4 inter-woven strands. 
Strong and tough abrasion- 
resistant technology. Ideal  
for structure fishing. Thin  
design for offshore  
applications.

NEW J-FLUORO LEADER
The perfect way to top off J-Braid line. 
100% Fluorocarbon leader material. 

Featuring Daiwa Parallel Line System 
spooling (DPLS). Available in 2 spool  
sizes —100 yard spools (2lb -20lb) and  
50 yard spools (25lb – 80lb)
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Editor’s Note: Jeff Gustafson grew up on the shores of Lake of the 
Woods in Kenora, Ontario.  He has made his living in the fishing 
community since he was a teenager as a tournament angler, guide, 
outdoor writer and fishing promotor.  In 2019 he is competing on the 
Bassmaster Elite Series in addition to competing in several events in 
Ontario. You can find him on social media at @gussyoutdoors and on 
his website at: www.gussyoutdoors.com. 

Frabill Pro-Thermal Tip-Up

When it comes to catching a trophy pike, ice 
season is the best time to catch one and using 
a tip-up with a quick-strike rig like a Northland 
Predator Rig tipped with a dead cisco or herring 
is the number one way to catch one. It’s proven, 
hands down, across the ice belt. Set your bait 

about a foot above the 
bottom and be patient. 

Throughout the 
winter, set these up 
on the same spots 
you fish for walleyes. 
In March, pike move 

towards shallow bays 
where they will spawn 

immediately following 
ice-out. Set up on the first drop to deep water 
coming out of these shallow bays and you’ll get 
your hands on a twenty plus pounder! 

(Ice Fishing 2020 continued from page 46.) are in that lake?” With this website you can 
simply click on an icon attached to each body 
of water in the province and get a listing of the 
fish species in that 
particular lake. 

You can also see 
which lakes are 
stocked with trout 
and the numbers 
that have been 
stocked in those 
lakes. You can look up lake or zone-specific 
fishing regulations, look at aerial maps of the 
province and even see depth maps of some 
waters on this website. If you like to do 
your homework before 
you go fishing, this site 
has an endless amount 
of data to explore. 
Check it out and thank 
me later!  
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(Tips & Tricks for Rigging Boat Electronics continued from page 42.)

Editor’s Note
Dr. Bruce Tufts is a Professor at Queen’s 
University where he teaches Fisheries 
Biology and supervises research in the Freshwater Fisheries 
Conservation Lab. He is also a multi-species angler and has fished 
bass tournaments for a number of years.
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(Bet On River Backwaters for Winter Walleye continued from page 16.)

Editor’s Note: Tim Allard of Ottawa, 
Ontario is a hard-water expert and author-
photographer of the multi-award winning 

book, ICE FISHING – The Ultimate Guide, 
available at fine book stores, select outdoor 

shops and internet retailers.

Gruenwald rigs a minnow on a stand-up 
style jig. The design keeps the bait off 
bottom and visible to fish.

Most days my dead-stick rod’s rigged with 
a minnow on a teardrop jig, like a Lindy 
Frostee or Custom Jigs and Spins Demon. 
These long, thin jigs flicker as the minnow 
swims. A split shot six to 10 inches above the 
hook pegs the minnow in the strike zone.

And Once Again, Be Safe!
While backwaters offer walleye fishing opportunities in winter, rivers as a whole 
are dangerous territory. At the risk of sounding like a broken record, folks, stay 
clear away from fast flow areas, such as the main channel, and exercise caution at 

all times even in backwaters. 

“Always remember, when in doubt, don’t go 
out,” Gruenwald said. After all, there’s probably 
a lake down the road where the walleye are 
biting.

In 2017, the Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program launched with the focus 

of educating 10 to 13 year old children 
from the community. We’re not only 
teaching them how to fish but how to 
explore, face new challenges, meet new 
people, make new friends and to strengthen 
their confidence which can be applied to every 
aspect of their lives.

The goal of this FREE program was to supply 
the knowledge and provide the tools required 
to fish. Each participant received a Shimano 
rod and reel, rod glove, tackle box, a variety of 
lures, teaching material, life jacket, and a UPF 
Torc, all made possible through sponsorship 
dollars and donations. In addition to this, each 
child received a personalized team jersey 
featuring all of the sponsors.

The model for the program was to combine 
local youth with local businesses and to offer 
an outlet with the opportunity to learn. Studies 
have shown that fishing and the outdoors have 
been recognized as a benefit when it comes to 

creating a positive, stress free 
environment for children.

The program was 
structured around 
6 weeks of in-class 
teaching, using a 
curriculum, which 
provided the hands 
on knowledge and 
tools for each child 
to practice the sport. After completing the  
in-class sessions, 10 volunteer anglers assisted 
with a live release bass fishing tournament. 

Teams of 2 were drawn from the participants, 
and then paired with one of the 10 anglers who 
were assigned the task of guide and mentor. 
They were responsible for each child’s safety 
and to assist them in implementing what they 
had been taught in class. These volunteers gave 
up a day out of their personal lives. Not only 

was it a gratifying moment for 
them but also for the program. 
For many of these kids this 
was their first time in a boat, 
for some, maybe the only time 
they will experience this.

Over the years and with 
the introduction of personal 

devices there seems to be a drop in 
the next generation getting involved 
in fishing or the outdoors in general. 

This program creates a unique 
opportunity for youth who may 
not have had the chance to learn 
about the world of fishing.

The Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program was developed to teach and 
encourage young people to get out 
and enjoy this favoured past time. 
Together we are guiding the youth 

of today, for the community of tomorrow!

For more information about this program, please 
visit: www.tncyouthfishingprogram.weebly.com.

Year 1 of the Next Cast 
Youth Fishing Program 

a Huge Success!

(In the News continued from page 35.)

“The fishing program not only opened him up 
to a new found hobby, it also opened him up to 
trying new things. This essentially has changed 
his entire outlook on how the world is. He’s not 

so fearful.”– Parent of participant, 2017

(Continued on page 38.)

(Photos: Bernard Clark)

We Carry:
Restricted and Non Restricted Fire Arms – New & Used

Crossbows & Compound Bows (we take trades)
• Live Bait: 

Suckers, Shiners,
 Dace, Herring

• Large Inventory 
of Ammunition

• Hunting Apparel: 
Under Armour, Browning,

Muck Boots

• Professional Staff 
for Bow and Gun Repair 

& Setup Onsite
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Ironically, the same invasive species that these fish are feeding on, round 
gobies, are quick to pounce on eggs and bottom fry if the guarding male 
smallmouth is angled. In my opinion, we might want to re-think this 
situation if we want to maintain the quality of these fisheries because it 
is clearly not consistent with our approach to managing bass in inland 
lakes in this region. 

In summary, I’m not trying to say that the sky is falling here. I am 
simply trying to provide a balanced scientific perspective about 
what we know and don’t know about these unique smallmouth bass 
populations. My information is primarily based on Lake Ontario and 
the St Lawrence River, but much of it probably also applies to other 
smallmouth fisheries where round gobies are now abundant such as 
Lake Erie, St Clair and Simcoe. If we want to enjoy these fisheries for 
as long as possible, it essential that we pay close attention to the things 
that science is telling us about them.

(Where Science & Fishing Meet continued from page 18.)
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Editor’s Note: Dr. Bruce Tufts is a Professor 
at Queen’s University where he teaches 

Fisheries Biology and supervises research in the 
Freshwater Fisheries Conservation Lab. He is 
also a multi-species angler and has fished bass 

tournaments for a number of years.
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PADDLETALES Bass Fishing 
Spoken Here!
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& Snacks.
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your rod a jolt to rip the weeds that might 
have got caught on a blade. A bait casting 
reel with a high gear ratio will allow you to 
reel in quickly to trigger a bite but also to 
take up the slack when smallmouth decide 
that the battle is on!

Use stout line, 16 – 20-lb. fluorocarbon, as it 
has minimal stretch to ensuring that you can 
drive the hooks home every time. While many 
anglers fish braided line, this is not the place 
for it as you could easily tear the hooks out 
of their mouth unless you are using a softer 
rod. Monofilament is at the opposite end of the 
spectrum as it has far too much stretch and you 
won’t be able to hook fish at all – a struggle 
I’ve experienced first hand. With a properly 
tuned and set-up reel, you should be able to 
cast into the wind without backlashing. 

There is no shame in using your magnets to 
help control your spool over-runs, that’s why 
they’re so valuable to the reel! I also allow for 
a very small amount of slip in the drag, it’s 
a must if you have any hope of landing that 
fish as you need a little bit of give to pop that 
hook point into the mouth of that smallmouth. 
I sometimes like having my reels super-tuned 
by adding ceramic bearings as it adds to 
casting distance. Careful though, be sure you 
are not voiding the warranty on your reel.

Once a smallmouth strikes, you can usually 
tell when the blades stop turning. Always 
keep a firm grip on you rod, the strikes are 
vicious. Before setting the hook, I’ll take up 
the slack quickly allowing the rod to load up 
and then I’ll pull back on the fish. The days 
of slack-line setting are dead! Not only do 
you lose fish, but you run the risk of breaking 
your line from a powerful hook-set.

Do not ever horse the fish to the boat just 
because you are fishing with heavier gear, 
they’ll make you pay the price every time. 
If I know that fish is over 4-lbs., I’ll take 
my time getting it in and allow the rod to 
tire it out taking up line slowly and never 
allowing the fish to put slack in the line. 
As a smallmouth approaches the end of the 
fight, be careful as they are often good for 
one least surge with explosive quickness and 
power right at the boat. Patience is key and 
don’t swing them in the boat, it’s a great way 
to break your rod! 

As a student of the game, I spend a lot of 
time on Youtube.com, Bassmaster.com, 
and watching Major League Fishing. From 
each, I’ve learned a few tricks to improve 
my spinnerbait game. As a writer, I’ve had 
the privilege of interviewing some of the 
world’s best anglers and hearing them speak 

(Burn Baby Burn continued from page 10.)

(Continued on page 14.)
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Putting It All Together
Start trolling by first watching the spoon-
fly rig at boat side to check that it’s running 
properly. This also gives you clues on the set-
up’s speed limitations. After gathering this 
data and you’re confident the rig’s running 
right, slowly let out line. 

Let the rig sink slowly so that it doesn’t get 
tangled. One trick to help with this is feeding 
out one arm length of line at a time. This 
also gives you an idea of how much line’s 
out. When a fish hits, duplicate this amount 
and use the same trolling speed to get back 
in the strike zone. Investing in a line counter 
reel makes quick work of this exercise and 
is more accurate.

You can short and long line troll with this 
rig. Less line makes performing sharper turns 
easier, which is necessary when following 
a small lake’s shoreline. Less line’s also 
the ticket for shallow water trolling without 
getting snagged. More line is better when a 
lake has enough shoreline. Long-lining also 
helps troll deeper. 

What’s important to remember about this 
trolling set-up is it’s weighted. Stopping or 

(Continued on page 20.)

(Flash Spoon & Fly Trolling Tactics continued  from page 16.)

www.blackflylures.com

CUSTOMER APPRECIATION DAY WINTER HOURS 
Effective Oct. 1 – April 1: 

Sun & Mon – Closed 
Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat: 9:00 – 6:00 

Thurs: 9:00 – 8:00

12th Annual 
PILGRIM 
POULTRY 
PALOOZA

Saturday Nov. 14th
Deep Fried Turkey cooked on site, 

Pro Staff, Specials & more...

ORDER ONLINE AT:

www.blackflylures.com

For many years, I always 
incorporated maggots 
or minnows into my ice 
fishing strategy to increase 
my odds. It was the only 
time of year when I 
found that live bait really 
made a difference in my 
fishing. Then one day I 
experimented and realized 

that I could get a lot of 
extra strikes from those less 
aggressive fish if I simply 
tipped my hard baits with 

Gulp products developed in the labs at Berkley. 

Now I can’t remember the last time that I 
used live bait on the ice. I’m just telling my 
own story and have absolutely no connection 
to Berkley, although I will say again that I’m 
impressed by the way that they’ve invested in 
a scientific approach to develop their products. 

Hopefully, some of the information provided 
in this column will help with your own angling 
strategies. Good luck on the ice this winter!

Some references for those who might want to 
know more…

Namekawa et al (2018). Rapid olfactory 
discrimination learning in adult zebrafish. 
Experimental Brain Research 236: 2959–2969.

Jones KA. 2005. Knowing Bass: the scientific 
approach to catching more fish. First Lyons Press.

Ogawa K and J Caprio. 1999. Citrate ions enhance 
taste responses to amino acids in the largemouth 
bass. J. Neurophysiol. 81: 1603–1607.

(Where Science & Fishing Meet continued from page 24.)
Pull the nylon tape to retrieve the 
power cord from the sonar end. This 
process is easier with a friend pushing 
the power cable and feeding nylon tape 
from the battery’s end. Wrap knots with 
painter’s tape for security. 

4: Unwrap painter’s tape and untie 
the sonar cord, pulling enough for 
mounting and operation needs. 

5: Tie off the nylon fish tape at both ends, leaving in place for future 
rigging needs.

 USE A mOUnTing PlATE
Drilling holes in a boat makes most anglers a tad anxious. Installing a 

transducer mounting plates will reduce 
the number you bore through aluminium. 
They look like a mini version of a kitchen 
cutting board. Mine mounted with with two 
screws. Once installed you can then mount 
transducers and other accessories directly 
to the plastic board, and that means fewer 
holes in the boat’s hull. 

Tip: Fill holes in boat hull and coat back of 
board with marine grade silicone to seal. Let 
fully cure before mounting items to plate.

BATTERy TiPS
Disconnect batteries and shut off the boat’s master power when 
rigging. When done, connect wiring and power-up electronics and 

accessories to ensure all’s in working order before tidying up 
tools and supplies.

Don’t stop yet – Register products for warranty, software updates, 
and to be notified in the event of a recall.

Tip: DIY rigging saves money, but it also gives valuable intel. 
Troubleshooting an issue’s faster knowing how the boat’s rigged.

(Sidebar ) 

Rigging is fun, but if you’d 
rather catch fish instead or 

aren’t keen or electrical work, 
leave the task to the experts. 
Marinas and specialty tackle 

shops provide rigging services. 
Costs can range around 

Editor’s Note
Dr. Bruce Tufts is a Professor at Queen’s 
University where he teaches Fisheries 
Biology and supervises research in the Freshwater Fisheries 
Conservation Lab. He is also a multi-species angler and has fished 
bass tournaments for a number of years.
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(Bet On River Backwaters for Winter Walleye continued from page 16.)

Editor’s Note: Tim Allard of Ottawa, 
Ontario is a hard-water expert and author-
photographer of the multi-award winning 

book, ICE FISHING – The Ultimate Guide, 
available at fine book stores, select outdoor 

shops and internet retailers.

Gruenwald rigs a minnow on a stand-up 
style jig. The design keeps the bait off 
bottom and visible to fish.

Most days my dead-stick rod’s rigged with 
a minnow on a teardrop jig, like a Lindy 
Frostee or Custom Jigs and Spins Demon. 
These long, thin jigs flicker as the minnow 
swims. A split shot six to 10 inches above the 
hook pegs the minnow in the strike zone.

And Once Again, Be Safe!
While backwaters offer walleye fishing opportunities in winter, rivers as a whole 
are dangerous territory. At the risk of sounding like a broken record, folks, stay 
clear away from fast flow areas, such as the main channel, and exercise caution at 

all times even in backwaters. 

“Always remember, when in doubt, don’t go 
out,” Gruenwald said. After all, there’s probably 
a lake down the road where the walleye are 
biting.

In 2017, the Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program launched with the focus 

of educating 10 to 13 year old children 
from the community. We’re not only 
teaching them how to fish but how to 
explore, face new challenges, meet new 
people, make new friends and to strengthen 
their confidence which can be applied to every 
aspect of their lives.

The goal of this FREE program was to supply 
the knowledge and provide the tools required 
to fish. Each participant received a Shimano 
rod and reel, rod glove, tackle box, a variety of 
lures, teaching material, life jacket, and a UPF 
Torc, all made possible through sponsorship 
dollars and donations. In addition to this, each 
child received a personalized team jersey 
featuring all of the sponsors.

The model for the program was to combine 
local youth with local businesses and to offer 
an outlet with the opportunity to learn. Studies 
have shown that fishing and the outdoors have 
been recognized as a benefit when it comes to 

creating a positive, stress free 
environment for children.

The program was 
structured around 
6 weeks of in-class 
teaching, using a 
curriculum, which 
provided the hands 
on knowledge and 
tools for each child 
to practice the sport. After completing the  
in-class sessions, 10 volunteer anglers assisted 
with a live release bass fishing tournament. 

Teams of 2 were drawn from the participants, 
and then paired with one of the 10 anglers who 
were assigned the task of guide and mentor. 
They were responsible for each child’s safety 
and to assist them in implementing what they 
had been taught in class. These volunteers gave 
up a day out of their personal lives. Not only 

was it a gratifying moment for 
them but also for the program. 
For many of these kids this 
was their first time in a boat, 
for some, maybe the only time 
they will experience this.

Over the years and with 
the introduction of personal 

devices there seems to be a drop in 
the next generation getting involved 
in fishing or the outdoors in general. 

This program creates a unique 
opportunity for youth who may 
not have had the chance to learn 
about the world of fishing.

The Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program was developed to teach and 
encourage young people to get out 
and enjoy this favoured past time. 
Together we are guiding the youth 

of today, for the community of tomorrow!

For more information about this program, please 
visit: www.tncyouthfishingprogram.weebly.com.

Year 1 of the Next Cast 
Youth Fishing Program 

a Huge Success!

(In the News continued from page 35.)

“The fishing program not only opened him up 
to a new found hobby, it also opened him up to 
trying new things. This essentially has changed 
his entire outlook on how the world is. He’s not 

so fearful.”– Parent of participant, 2017

(Continued on page 38.)

(Photos: Bernard Clark)

We Carry:
Restricted and Non Restricted Fire Arms – New & Used

Crossbows & Compound Bows (we take trades)
• Live Bait: 

Suckers, Shiners,
 Dace, Herring

• Large Inventory 
of Ammunition

• Hunting Apparel: 
Under Armour, Browning,

Muck Boots

• Professional Staff 
for Bow and Gun Repair 

& Setup Onsite
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Ironically, the same invasive species that these fish are feeding on, round 
gobies, are quick to pounce on eggs and bottom fry if the guarding male 
smallmouth is angled. In my opinion, we might want to re-think this 
situation if we want to maintain the quality of these fisheries because it 
is clearly not consistent with our approach to managing bass in inland 
lakes in this region. 

In summary, I’m not trying to say that the sky is falling here. I am 
simply trying to provide a balanced scientific perspective about 
what we know and don’t know about these unique smallmouth bass 
populations. My information is primarily based on Lake Ontario and 
the St Lawrence River, but much of it probably also applies to other 
smallmouth fisheries where round gobies are now abundant such as 
Lake Erie, St Clair and Simcoe. If we want to enjoy these fisheries for 
as long as possible, it essential that we pay close attention to the things 
that science is telling us about them.

(Where Science & Fishing Meet continued from page 18.)

the hundreds per bait for some of the custom 
made hard bodied lures.  

The best baits have a natural appearance and a 
lifelike action, which local anglers are finding 
work really well for catching pike and musky 
in Canada. Many swimbaits are designed to 
mimic shad, a wide-bodied baitfish common 
in most southern waters but designs are 
available to imitate every baitfish and prey 
fish you can think of including small trout, 
perch, bass and suckers. 
 
Of course, these swimbaits will work in 
traditional pike and musky locations but an 
often-overlooked place to cast for these big 
predators during the spring and summer is to 
fish shallow cover like docks and trees hanging 
in the water, a top tactic amongst Lake of the 
Woods anglers. Muskies in particular will 
patrol a piece of cover like a dock and a lifelike 
minnow imitator swimming up along the side 
of it is an easy meal.  Cast parallel to the dock 
and retrieve your swimbait about a foot beneath 
the surface at a slow and steady rate.  

For larger soft plastic swimbaits, you want 
to make sure you use an adequate hook so 
find yourself some large 8/0 – 12/0 wide gap, 
screw-lock hooks. I like to use the screw-lock 
hooks with some weight attached to the shank 

of the hook to help act as a keel and keep the 
bait down in the water. Catching a trophy fish 
on a lifelike swimbait is a fun and effective 
way to do it.  

If you have fished in any Canadian bass 
tournaments you have likely heard of marabou 
jigs and their use by anglers. Over the past 
decade the secret has gotten out on these little 
jigs, whose origin in tournament fishing started 
around Lake of the Woods in the 90’s by guys 
like Norm and Dave Lindsay, Big Joe Pritchett 
and Hiram Archibald. These guys used to 
win everything and amazingly, a small 1/16th 
ounce jig with marabou feathers tied to it was 
the main weapon. 
 
Over the years, I have used marabou jigs, 
which I make myself, to win several local 
tournaments. They shine on those hot, flat 
summer days when big smallmouths move 
into shallow water and cruise, lazily looking 
for an easy meal. Think of these small jigs as 
an “after-dinner mint” as they float through 
the water column, imitating a leech or small 
invertebrate. I have tried every colour from 
olive to brown to orange, but black remains the 
most widely used and the colour I have had the 
most success with. 
 
Because of their light weight, marabou jigs 
must be fished slowly. I like to cast past 
a likely boulder, log or clump of weed that 

could be holding a smallmouth and swim it 
past, never letting the jig touch the bottom. 
A 7’ – 7’6” medium action G. Loomis rod, a 
Shimano Stradic CI4 reel spooled with eight-
pound Power Pro braid is the ticket for casting 
these small jigs. 
 
In addition to catching smallmouths, marabou 
jigs are phenomenal crappie jigs and usually 
out fish live bait in my boat. When crappies 
move shallow to spawn in the spring, marabou 

(Continued on page 33.)

(You NEED to Tie This On! continued from page 30.)

This provides them with an array of options 
to hunt prey and to rest. Change your focus 
from not only learning individual spots but 
to understanding the broader area in which a 
high percentage spot is contained.

You’re On My Spot!!
On popular musky waters close to major cities 
in the US, it’s commonplace to find four 
or five boats working a well-known spot 
while two or three more wait their turn. 
Luckily in Canada, we rarely encounter 
this level of competition but certain 
systems get pounded regularly. Having 
to share primo musky turf with other 
anglers is happening more frequently. 

If avoiding the “weekend warrior” brigade 
isn’t an option, all is not lost. Many 
musky anglers aren’t morning people. 
Being on your first spot at daybreak is a 
solid strategy. Even though muskies are 
more active as the day progresses peaking 
in the hour or so before and after sundown, 
quality fish can certainly be caught at dawn. 

Many apex predators in nature hunt in no or 
low light conditions. Power fishing productive 
areas before the sun tops the tree line can 

result in catching or seeing big fish, ones that 
warrant a return visit at dusk. 

 Fishing the graveyard shift from sundown 
to sunrise is popular on heavily pressured 
systems in the States. Chucking musky baits 
in the dark is a whole different game and 
safety is the operative word. Familiarity with 
the water, proper lighting, and a minimalist 

approach to gear are mandatory. It’s worth 
the extra attention to detail. Rarely will you 
encounter another boat of any kind.

Virtually every musky lake or river has 
obvious prime areas. Some have reputations as 

fish producers that span decades. These 
locations attract musky boats like honey 
attracts flies. Expand your options by 
finding secondary locations away from 
the crowd. If you choose to fish behind 

another boat, use different presentations than 
your competition. 

Switch to a glide bait or a Shadzilla if other 
anglers are throwing blades or top-waters. 

(Under Pressure continued from page 34.)

(Continued on page 37.)
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aluminum. Ergonomically efficient, they are 
a great overall tool to have with you at all 
times when you’re out fishing!

Rapid Fishing Solutions has released a great tool 
called a Hook-All to deal with this problem. You 
load up the Hook-All tool with clear, black or red 
nylon discs. Add one to your spinnerbait hook by 
piercing the disc while it is held in the tool. 

Put your trailer hook on and then add another 
disc afterward, sandwiching the trailer hook 
between the 2 discs. Now your trailer hook will 

never come off until you want it to and even 
then you have to cut the disc off in order to 
remove it. Now there is no chance you will lose 
a fish due to a trailer hook coming off.

These Hook-All tool and discs are available in 3 
sizes, a freshwater micro, regular freshwater & 
an Inshore Saltwater size. These discs can also 
be used to keep plastic baits from balling up or 
sliding down the shank of your hook! One disc 
will keep this from happening and keep your 
bait on the hook longer as well. 

My belief is an organized boat is an efficient 
boat and Bass Mafia revolutionized tackle 
organization with their product line up. They 
have in that line-up, a Terminal Coffin, Jerkbait 
Coffin, Blade Coffin, Line Bag etc. The bass 
Mafia item that I use the most are their Money 
Bags. These are super heavy-duty zippered zip-
lock bags that are now available in 3 sizes. 

Especially as I use more Z-Man ElaZtech 
plastics than any other type and the best way to 
store them is in their original packaging. I sort 
my Z-Man plastics into different Money Bags 
based on technique, all my drop shot baits are 
in one bag etc.

We’ve even managed to convert my tournament 
partner, Doug Brownridge to the Money Bags 

(Continued on page 8.)

(Tools of the Trade continued from page 6.)

The Hook-All Tool is great for securely adding 
a trailer hook to a spinnerbait!

www.JBraid.com

J-BRAID  
GRAND x8 
Our most abrasion resistant 
braid yet smooth and strong. 
Made from a new state-of-
the-art material “IZANAS”.

J-BRAID x8 
8 inter-woven strands. 
Exceptional casting  
performance.

Smooth, soft and silent—
Ideal for all applications

J-BRAID x4 
4 inter-woven strands. 
Strong and tough abrasion- 
resistant technology. Ideal  
for structure fishing. Thin  
design for offshore  
applications.

NEW J-FLUORO LEADER
The perfect way to top off J-Braid line. 
100% Fluorocarbon leader material. 

Featuring Daiwa Parallel Line System 
spooling (DPLS). Available in 2 spool  
sizes —100 yard spools (2lb -20lb) and  
50 yard spools (25lb – 80lb)
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Editor’s Note: Jeff Gustafson grew up on the shores of Lake of the 
Woods in Kenora, Ontario.  He has made his living in the fishing 
community since he was a teenager as a tournament angler, guide, 
outdoor writer and fishing promotor.  In 2019 he is competing on the 
Bassmaster Elite Series in addition to competing in several events in 
Ontario. You can find him on social media at @gussyoutdoors and on 
his website at: www.gussyoutdoors.com. 

Frabill Pro-Thermal Tip-Up

When it comes to catching a trophy pike, ice 
season is the best time to catch one and using 
a tip-up with a quick-strike rig like a Northland 
Predator Rig tipped with a dead cisco or herring 
is the number one way to catch one. It’s proven, 
hands down, across the ice belt. Set your bait 

about a foot above the 
bottom and be patient. 

Throughout the 
winter, set these up 
on the same spots 
you fish for walleyes. 
In March, pike move 

towards shallow bays 
where they will spawn 

immediately following 
ice-out. Set up on the first drop to deep water 
coming out of these shallow bays and you’ll get 
your hands on a twenty plus pounder! 

(Ice Fishing 2020 continued from page 46.) are in that lake?” With this website you can 
simply click on an icon attached to each body 
of water in the province and get a listing of the 
fish species in that 
particular lake. 

You can also see 
which lakes are 
stocked with trout 
and the numbers 
that have been 
stocked in those 
lakes. You can look up lake or zone-specific 
fishing regulations, look at aerial maps of the 
province and even see depth maps of some 
waters on this website. If you like to do 
your homework before 
you go fishing, this site 
has an endless amount 
of data to explore. 
Check it out and thank 
me later!  
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(Tips & Tricks for Rigging Boat Electronics continued from page 42.)

Editor’s Note
Dr. Bruce Tufts is a Professor at Queen’s 
University where he teaches Fisheries 
Biology and supervises research in the Freshwater Fisheries 
Conservation Lab. He is also a multi-species angler and has fished 
bass tournaments for a number of years.
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(Bet On River Backwaters for Winter Walleye continued from page 16.)

Editor’s Note: Tim Allard of Ottawa, 
Ontario is a hard-water expert and author-
photographer of the multi-award winning 

book, ICE FISHING – The Ultimate Guide, 
available at fine book stores, select outdoor 

shops and internet retailers.

Gruenwald rigs a minnow on a stand-up 
style jig. The design keeps the bait off 
bottom and visible to fish.

Most days my dead-stick rod’s rigged with 
a minnow on a teardrop jig, like a Lindy 
Frostee or Custom Jigs and Spins Demon. 
These long, thin jigs flicker as the minnow 
swims. A split shot six to 10 inches above the 
hook pegs the minnow in the strike zone.

And Once Again, Be Safe!
While backwaters offer walleye fishing opportunities in winter, rivers as a whole 
are dangerous territory. At the risk of sounding like a broken record, folks, stay 
clear away from fast flow areas, such as the main channel, and exercise caution at 

all times even in backwaters. 

“Always remember, when in doubt, don’t go 
out,” Gruenwald said. After all, there’s probably 
a lake down the road where the walleye are 
biting.

In 2017, the Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program launched with the focus 

of educating 10 to 13 year old children 
from the community. We’re not only 
teaching them how to fish but how to 
explore, face new challenges, meet new 
people, make new friends and to strengthen 
their confidence which can be applied to every 
aspect of their lives.

The goal of this FREE program was to supply 
the knowledge and provide the tools required 
to fish. Each participant received a Shimano 
rod and reel, rod glove, tackle box, a variety of 
lures, teaching material, life jacket, and a UPF 
Torc, all made possible through sponsorship 
dollars and donations. In addition to this, each 
child received a personalized team jersey 
featuring all of the sponsors.

The model for the program was to combine 
local youth with local businesses and to offer 
an outlet with the opportunity to learn. Studies 
have shown that fishing and the outdoors have 
been recognized as a benefit when it comes to 

creating a positive, stress free 
environment for children.

The program was 
structured around 
6 weeks of in-class 
teaching, using a 
curriculum, which 
provided the hands 
on knowledge and 
tools for each child 
to practice the sport. After completing the  
in-class sessions, 10 volunteer anglers assisted 
with a live release bass fishing tournament. 

Teams of 2 were drawn from the participants, 
and then paired with one of the 10 anglers who 
were assigned the task of guide and mentor. 
They were responsible for each child’s safety 
and to assist them in implementing what they 
had been taught in class. These volunteers gave 
up a day out of their personal lives. Not only 

was it a gratifying moment for 
them but also for the program. 
For many of these kids this 
was their first time in a boat, 
for some, maybe the only time 
they will experience this.

Over the years and with 
the introduction of personal 

devices there seems to be a drop in 
the next generation getting involved 
in fishing or the outdoors in general. 

This program creates a unique 
opportunity for youth who may 
not have had the chance to learn 
about the world of fishing.

The Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program was developed to teach and 
encourage young people to get out 
and enjoy this favoured past time. 
Together we are guiding the youth 

of today, for the community of tomorrow!

For more information about this program, please 
visit: www.tncyouthfishingprogram.weebly.com.

Year 1 of the Next Cast 
Youth Fishing Program 

a Huge Success!

(In the News continued from page 35.)

“The fishing program not only opened him up 
to a new found hobby, it also opened him up to 
trying new things. This essentially has changed 
his entire outlook on how the world is. He’s not 

so fearful.”– Parent of participant, 2017

(Continued on page 38.)

(Photos: Bernard Clark)

We Carry:
Restricted and Non Restricted Fire Arms – New & Used

Crossbows & Compound Bows (we take trades)
• Live Bait: 

Suckers, Shiners,
 Dace, Herring

• Large Inventory 
of Ammunition

• Hunting Apparel: 
Under Armour, Browning,

Muck Boots

• Professional Staff 
for Bow and Gun Repair 

& Setup Onsite
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Ironically, the same invasive species that these fish are feeding on, round 
gobies, are quick to pounce on eggs and bottom fry if the guarding male 
smallmouth is angled. In my opinion, we might want to re-think this 
situation if we want to maintain the quality of these fisheries because it 
is clearly not consistent with our approach to managing bass in inland 
lakes in this region. 

In summary, I’m not trying to say that the sky is falling here. I am 
simply trying to provide a balanced scientific perspective about 
what we know and don’t know about these unique smallmouth bass 
populations. My information is primarily based on Lake Ontario and 
the St Lawrence River, but much of it probably also applies to other 
smallmouth fisheries where round gobies are now abundant such as 
Lake Erie, St Clair and Simcoe. If we want to enjoy these fisheries for 
as long as possible, it essential that we pay close attention to the things 
that science is telling us about them.

(Where Science & Fishing Meet continued from page 18.)
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Editor’s Note: Dr. Bruce Tufts is a Professor 
at Queen’s University where he teaches 

Fisheries Biology and supervises research in the 
Freshwater Fisheries Conservation Lab. He is 
also a multi-species angler and has fished bass 

tournaments for a number of years.
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PADDLETALES Bass Fishing 
Spoken Here!
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your rod a jolt to rip the weeds that might 
have got caught on a blade. A bait casting 
reel with a high gear ratio will allow you to 
reel in quickly to trigger a bite but also to 
take up the slack when smallmouth decide 
that the battle is on!

Use stout line, 16 – 20-lb. fluorocarbon, as it 
has minimal stretch to ensuring that you can 
drive the hooks home every time. While many 
anglers fish braided line, this is not the place 
for it as you could easily tear the hooks out 
of their mouth unless you are using a softer 
rod. Monofilament is at the opposite end of the 
spectrum as it has far too much stretch and you 
won’t be able to hook fish at all – a struggle 
I’ve experienced first hand. With a properly 
tuned and set-up reel, you should be able to 
cast into the wind without backlashing. 

There is no shame in using your magnets to 
help control your spool over-runs, that’s why 
they’re so valuable to the reel! I also allow for 
a very small amount of slip in the drag, it’s 
a must if you have any hope of landing that 
fish as you need a little bit of give to pop that 
hook point into the mouth of that smallmouth. 
I sometimes like having my reels super-tuned 
by adding ceramic bearings as it adds to 
casting distance. Careful though, be sure you 
are not voiding the warranty on your reel.

Once a smallmouth strikes, you can usually 
tell when the blades stop turning. Always 
keep a firm grip on you rod, the strikes are 
vicious. Before setting the hook, I’ll take up 
the slack quickly allowing the rod to load up 
and then I’ll pull back on the fish. The days 
of slack-line setting are dead! Not only do 
you lose fish, but you run the risk of breaking 
your line from a powerful hook-set.

Do not ever horse the fish to the boat just 
because you are fishing with heavier gear, 
they’ll make you pay the price every time. 
If I know that fish is over 4-lbs., I’ll take 
my time getting it in and allow the rod to 
tire it out taking up line slowly and never 
allowing the fish to put slack in the line. 
As a smallmouth approaches the end of the 
fight, be careful as they are often good for 
one least surge with explosive quickness and 
power right at the boat. Patience is key and 
don’t swing them in the boat, it’s a great way 
to break your rod! 

As a student of the game, I spend a lot of 
time on Youtube.com, Bassmaster.com, 
and watching Major League Fishing. From 
each, I’ve learned a few tricks to improve 
my spinnerbait game. As a writer, I’ve had 
the privilege of interviewing some of the 
world’s best anglers and hearing them speak 

(Burn Baby Burn continued from page 10.)

(Continued on page 14.)
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Putting It All Together
Start trolling by first watching the spoon-
fly rig at boat side to check that it’s running 
properly. This also gives you clues on the set-
up’s speed limitations. After gathering this 
data and you’re confident the rig’s running 
right, slowly let out line. 

Let the rig sink slowly so that it doesn’t get 
tangled. One trick to help with this is feeding 
out one arm length of line at a time. This 
also gives you an idea of how much line’s 
out. When a fish hits, duplicate this amount 
and use the same trolling speed to get back 
in the strike zone. Investing in a line counter 
reel makes quick work of this exercise and 
is more accurate.

You can short and long line troll with this 
rig. Less line makes performing sharper turns 
easier, which is necessary when following 
a small lake’s shoreline. Less line’s also 
the ticket for shallow water trolling without 
getting snagged. More line is better when a 
lake has enough shoreline. Long-lining also 
helps troll deeper. 

What’s important to remember about this 
trolling set-up is it’s weighted. Stopping or 

(Continued on page 20.)

(Flash Spoon & Fly Trolling Tactics continued  from page 16.)

www.blackflylures.com

CUSTOMER APPRECIATION DAY WINTER HOURS 
Effective Oct. 1 – April 1: 

Sun & Mon – Closed 
Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat: 9:00 – 6:00 

Thurs: 9:00 – 8:00

12th Annual 
PILGRIM 
POULTRY 
PALOOZA

Saturday Nov. 14th
Deep Fried Turkey cooked on site, 

Pro Staff, Specials & more...

ORDER ONLINE AT:

www.blackflylures.com

For many years, I always 
incorporated maggots 
or minnows into my ice 
fishing strategy to increase 
my odds. It was the only 
time of year when I 
found that live bait really 
made a difference in my 
fishing. Then one day I 
experimented and realized 

that I could get a lot of 
extra strikes from those less 
aggressive fish if I simply 
tipped my hard baits with 

Gulp products developed in the labs at Berkley. 

Now I can’t remember the last time that I 
used live bait on the ice. I’m just telling my 
own story and have absolutely no connection 
to Berkley, although I will say again that I’m 
impressed by the way that they’ve invested in 
a scientific approach to develop their products. 

Hopefully, some of the information provided 
in this column will help with your own angling 
strategies. Good luck on the ice this winter!

Some references for those who might want to 
know more…

Namekawa et al (2018). Rapid olfactory 
discrimination learning in adult zebrafish. 
Experimental Brain Research 236: 2959–2969.

Jones KA. 2005. Knowing Bass: the scientific 
approach to catching more fish. First Lyons Press.

Ogawa K and J Caprio. 1999. Citrate ions enhance 
taste responses to amino acids in the largemouth 
bass. J. Neurophysiol. 81: 1603–1607.

(Where Science & Fishing Meet continued from page 24.)
Pull the nylon tape to retrieve the 
power cord from the sonar end. This 
process is easier with a friend pushing 
the power cable and feeding nylon tape 
from the battery’s end. Wrap knots with 
painter’s tape for security. 

4: Unwrap painter’s tape and untie 
the sonar cord, pulling enough for 
mounting and operation needs. 

5: Tie off the nylon fish tape at both ends, leaving in place for future 
rigging needs.

 USE A mOUnTing PlATE
Drilling holes in a boat makes most anglers a tad anxious. Installing a 

transducer mounting plates will reduce 
the number you bore through aluminium. 
They look like a mini version of a kitchen 
cutting board. Mine mounted with with two 
screws. Once installed you can then mount 
transducers and other accessories directly 
to the plastic board, and that means fewer 
holes in the boat’s hull. 

Tip: Fill holes in boat hull and coat back of 
board with marine grade silicone to seal. Let 
fully cure before mounting items to plate.

BATTERy TiPS
Disconnect batteries and shut off the boat’s master power when 
rigging. When done, connect wiring and power-up electronics and 

accessories to ensure all’s in working order before tidying up 
tools and supplies.

Don’t stop yet – Register products for warranty, software updates, 
and to be notified in the event of a recall.

Tip: DIY rigging saves money, but it also gives valuable intel. 
Troubleshooting an issue’s faster knowing how the boat’s rigged.

(Sidebar ) 

Rigging is fun, but if you’d 
rather catch fish instead or 

aren’t keen or electrical work, 
leave the task to the experts. 
Marinas and specialty tackle 

shops provide rigging services. 
Costs can range around 

Editor’s Note
Dr. Bruce Tufts is a Professor at Queen’s 
University where he teaches Fisheries 
Biology and supervises research in the Freshwater Fisheries 
Conservation Lab. He is also a multi-species angler and has fished 
bass tournaments for a number of years.
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(Bet On River Backwaters for Winter Walleye continued from page 16.)

Editor’s Note: Tim Allard of Ottawa, 
Ontario is a hard-water expert and author-
photographer of the multi-award winning 

book, ICE FISHING – The Ultimate Guide, 
available at fine book stores, select outdoor 

shops and internet retailers.

Gruenwald rigs a minnow on a stand-up 
style jig. The design keeps the bait off 
bottom and visible to fish.

Most days my dead-stick rod’s rigged with 
a minnow on a teardrop jig, like a Lindy 
Frostee or Custom Jigs and Spins Demon. 
These long, thin jigs flicker as the minnow 
swims. A split shot six to 10 inches above the 
hook pegs the minnow in the strike zone.

And Once Again, Be Safe!
While backwaters offer walleye fishing opportunities in winter, rivers as a whole 
are dangerous territory. At the risk of sounding like a broken record, folks, stay 
clear away from fast flow areas, such as the main channel, and exercise caution at 

all times even in backwaters. 

“Always remember, when in doubt, don’t go 
out,” Gruenwald said. After all, there’s probably 
a lake down the road where the walleye are 
biting.

In 2017, the Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program launched with the focus 

of educating 10 to 13 year old children 
from the community. We’re not only 
teaching them how to fish but how to 
explore, face new challenges, meet new 
people, make new friends and to strengthen 
their confidence which can be applied to every 
aspect of their lives.

The goal of this FREE program was to supply 
the knowledge and provide the tools required 
to fish. Each participant received a Shimano 
rod and reel, rod glove, tackle box, a variety of 
lures, teaching material, life jacket, and a UPF 
Torc, all made possible through sponsorship 
dollars and donations. In addition to this, each 
child received a personalized team jersey 
featuring all of the sponsors.

The model for the program was to combine 
local youth with local businesses and to offer 
an outlet with the opportunity to learn. Studies 
have shown that fishing and the outdoors have 
been recognized as a benefit when it comes to 

creating a positive, stress free 
environment for children.

The program was 
structured around 
6 weeks of in-class 
teaching, using a 
curriculum, which 
provided the hands 
on knowledge and 
tools for each child 
to practice the sport. After completing the  
in-class sessions, 10 volunteer anglers assisted 
with a live release bass fishing tournament. 

Teams of 2 were drawn from the participants, 
and then paired with one of the 10 anglers who 
were assigned the task of guide and mentor. 
They were responsible for each child’s safety 
and to assist them in implementing what they 
had been taught in class. These volunteers gave 
up a day out of their personal lives. Not only 

was it a gratifying moment for 
them but also for the program. 
For many of these kids this 
was their first time in a boat, 
for some, maybe the only time 
they will experience this.

Over the years and with 
the introduction of personal 

devices there seems to be a drop in 
the next generation getting involved 
in fishing or the outdoors in general. 

This program creates a unique 
opportunity for youth who may 
not have had the chance to learn 
about the world of fishing.

The Next Cast Youth Fishing 
Program was developed to teach and 
encourage young people to get out 
and enjoy this favoured past time. 
Together we are guiding the youth 

of today, for the community of tomorrow!

For more information about this program, please 
visit: www.tncyouthfishingprogram.weebly.com.

Year 1 of the Next Cast 
Youth Fishing Program 

a Huge Success!

(In the News continued from page 35.)

“The fishing program not only opened him up 
to a new found hobby, it also opened him up to 
trying new things. This essentially has changed 
his entire outlook on how the world is. He’s not 

so fearful.”– Parent of participant, 2017

(Continued on page 38.)

(Photos: Bernard Clark)

We Carry:
Restricted and Non Restricted Fire Arms – New & Used

Crossbows & Compound Bows (we take trades)
• Live Bait: 

Suckers, Shiners,
 Dace, Herring

• Large Inventory 
of Ammunition

• Hunting Apparel: 
Under Armour, Browning,

Muck Boots

• Professional Staff 
for Bow and Gun Repair 

& Setup Onsite
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Ironically, the same invasive species that these fish are feeding on, round 
gobies, are quick to pounce on eggs and bottom fry if the guarding male 
smallmouth is angled. In my opinion, we might want to re-think this 
situation if we want to maintain the quality of these fisheries because it 
is clearly not consistent with our approach to managing bass in inland 
lakes in this region. 

In summary, I’m not trying to say that the sky is falling here. I am 
simply trying to provide a balanced scientific perspective about 
what we know and don’t know about these unique smallmouth bass 
populations. My information is primarily based on Lake Ontario and 
the St Lawrence River, but much of it probably also applies to other 
smallmouth fisheries where round gobies are now abundant such as 
Lake Erie, St Clair and Simcoe. If we want to enjoy these fisheries for 
as long as possible, it essential that we pay close attention to the things 
that science is telling us about them.

(Where Science & Fishing Meet continued from page 18.)

the hundreds per bait for some of the custom 
made hard bodied lures.  

The best baits have a natural appearance and a 
lifelike action, which local anglers are finding 
work really well for catching pike and musky 
in Canada. Many swimbaits are designed to 
mimic shad, a wide-bodied baitfish common 
in most southern waters but designs are 
available to imitate every baitfish and prey 
fish you can think of including small trout, 
perch, bass and suckers. 
 
Of course, these swimbaits will work in 
traditional pike and musky locations but an 
often-overlooked place to cast for these big 
predators during the spring and summer is to 
fish shallow cover like docks and trees hanging 
in the water, a top tactic amongst Lake of the 
Woods anglers. Muskies in particular will 
patrol a piece of cover like a dock and a lifelike 
minnow imitator swimming up along the side 
of it is an easy meal.  Cast parallel to the dock 
and retrieve your swimbait about a foot beneath 
the surface at a slow and steady rate.  

For larger soft plastic swimbaits, you want 
to make sure you use an adequate hook so 
find yourself some large 8/0 – 12/0 wide gap, 
screw-lock hooks. I like to use the screw-lock 
hooks with some weight attached to the shank 

of the hook to help act as a keel and keep the 
bait down in the water. Catching a trophy fish 
on a lifelike swimbait is a fun and effective 
way to do it.  

If you have fished in any Canadian bass 
tournaments you have likely heard of marabou 
jigs and their use by anglers. Over the past 
decade the secret has gotten out on these little 
jigs, whose origin in tournament fishing started 
around Lake of the Woods in the 90’s by guys 
like Norm and Dave Lindsay, Big Joe Pritchett 
and Hiram Archibald. These guys used to 
win everything and amazingly, a small 1/16th 
ounce jig with marabou feathers tied to it was 
the main weapon. 
 
Over the years, I have used marabou jigs, 
which I make myself, to win several local 
tournaments. They shine on those hot, flat 
summer days when big smallmouths move 
into shallow water and cruise, lazily looking 
for an easy meal. Think of these small jigs as 
an “after-dinner mint” as they float through 
the water column, imitating a leech or small 
invertebrate. I have tried every colour from 
olive to brown to orange, but black remains the 
most widely used and the colour I have had the 
most success with. 
 
Because of their light weight, marabou jigs 
must be fished slowly. I like to cast past 
a likely boulder, log or clump of weed that 

could be holding a smallmouth and swim it 
past, never letting the jig touch the bottom. 
A 7’ – 7’6” medium action G. Loomis rod, a 
Shimano Stradic CI4 reel spooled with eight-
pound Power Pro braid is the ticket for casting 
these small jigs. 
 
In addition to catching smallmouths, marabou 
jigs are phenomenal crappie jigs and usually 
out fish live bait in my boat. When crappies 
move shallow to spawn in the spring, marabou 

(Continued on page 33.)

(You NEED to Tie This On! continued from page 30.)

This provides them with an array of options 
to hunt prey and to rest. Change your focus 
from not only learning individual spots but 
to understanding the broader area in which a 
high percentage spot is contained.

You’re On My Spot!!
On popular musky waters close to major cities 
in the US, it’s commonplace to find four 
or five boats working a well-known spot 
while two or three more wait their turn. 
Luckily in Canada, we rarely encounter 
this level of competition but certain 
systems get pounded regularly. Having 
to share primo musky turf with other 
anglers is happening more frequently. 

If avoiding the “weekend warrior” brigade 
isn’t an option, all is not lost. Many 
musky anglers aren’t morning people. 
Being on your first spot at daybreak is a 
solid strategy. Even though muskies are 
more active as the day progresses peaking 
in the hour or so before and after sundown, 
quality fish can certainly be caught at dawn. 

Many apex predators in nature hunt in no or 
low light conditions. Power fishing productive 
areas before the sun tops the tree line can 

result in catching or seeing big fish, ones that 
warrant a return visit at dusk. 

 Fishing the graveyard shift from sundown 
to sunrise is popular on heavily pressured 
systems in the States. Chucking musky baits 
in the dark is a whole different game and 
safety is the operative word. Familiarity with 
the water, proper lighting, and a minimalist 

approach to gear are mandatory. It’s worth 
the extra attention to detail. Rarely will you 
encounter another boat of any kind.

Virtually every musky lake or river has 
obvious prime areas. Some have reputations as 

fish producers that span decades. These 
locations attract musky boats like honey 
attracts flies. Expand your options by 
finding secondary locations away from 
the crowd. If you choose to fish behind 

another boat, use different presentations than 
your competition. 

Switch to a glide bait or a Shadzilla if other 
anglers are throwing blades or top-waters. 

(Under Pressure continued from page 34.)

(Continued on page 37.)
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aluminum. Ergonomically efficient, they are 
a great overall tool to have with you at all 
times when you’re out fishing!

Rapid Fishing Solutions has released a great tool 
called a Hook-All to deal with this problem. You 
load up the Hook-All tool with clear, black or red 
nylon discs. Add one to your spinnerbait hook by 
piercing the disc while it is held in the tool. 

Put your trailer hook on and then add another 
disc afterward, sandwiching the trailer hook 
between the 2 discs. Now your trailer hook will 

never come off until you want it to and even 
then you have to cut the disc off in order to 
remove it. Now there is no chance you will lose 
a fish due to a trailer hook coming off.

These Hook-All tool and discs are available in 3 
sizes, a freshwater micro, regular freshwater & 
an Inshore Saltwater size. These discs can also 
be used to keep plastic baits from balling up or 
sliding down the shank of your hook! One disc 
will keep this from happening and keep your 
bait on the hook longer as well. 

My belief is an organized boat is an efficient 
boat and Bass Mafia revolutionized tackle 
organization with their product line up. They 
have in that line-up, a Terminal Coffin, Jerkbait 
Coffin, Blade Coffin, Line Bag etc. The bass 
Mafia item that I use the most are their Money 
Bags. These are super heavy-duty zippered zip-
lock bags that are now available in 3 sizes. 

Especially as I use more Z-Man ElaZtech 
plastics than any other type and the best way to 
store them is in their original packaging. I sort 
my Z-Man plastics into different Money Bags 
based on technique, all my drop shot baits are 
in one bag etc.

We’ve even managed to convert my tournament 
partner, Doug Brownridge to the Money Bags 

(Continued on page 8.)

(Tools of the Trade continued from page 6.)

The Hook-All Tool is great for securely adding 
a trailer hook to a spinnerbait!

www.JBraid.com

J-BRAID  
GRAND x8 
Our most abrasion resistant 
braid yet smooth and strong. 
Made from a new state-of-
the-art material “IZANAS”.

J-BRAID x8 
8 inter-woven strands. 
Exceptional casting  
performance.

Smooth, soft and silent—
Ideal for all applications

J-BRAID x4 
4 inter-woven strands. 
Strong and tough abrasion- 
resistant technology. Ideal  
for structure fishing. Thin  
design for offshore  
applications.

NEW J-FLUORO LEADER
The perfect way to top off J-Braid line. 
100% Fluorocarbon leader material. 

Featuring Daiwa Parallel Line System 
spooling (DPLS). Available in 2 spool  
sizes —100 yard spools (2lb -20lb) and  
50 yard spools (25lb – 80lb)

®

adjusting the knot on vertical rigs, so they stay vertical. This is even 
more important with hair, feather or plastic jigs and keeping the jig 
horizontal can make a bigger difference than most anglers realize.

Anglers using live minnows may want to try a coloured Gamakatsu live 
bait hook and a split shot on a bobber rig. It is very important to keep 
working a bobber rig instead of just letting it sit. You need to fan cast the 
area and deep working the bait. Once you catch a crappie or miss a bite, 
you need to get right back out to the fish in the same area. 

If you don’t get a bite, you need to reel in the bait and make the next cast 
a little distance away from the last cast. Imagine the face of a clock, cast 
to the next number on the clock. If your buddy is getting bites and you 
are not, make them show you the depth of their bobber. 

Crappies have soft mouths. You will want to keep a Frabill Conservation 
Series Net nearby or you will lose fish trying to lift them into the boat. 

Anglers need to size up what each lake has to offer to figure out what 
areas the crappies will prefer. Fish lakes with several strong age classes 
of crappies, look in the right areas, use the right presentations and there 
will be spring crappies in your future on 
many lakes on both sides of the border.

Good luck spring crappie fishing 
anglers... Fish On’ – Bro 

(Catching Up On Spring Crappies continued from page 31.)
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(Ice Fishing During A Pandemic continued from page 48.)

I’m a firm believer that the angling community... regardless of our multiple  
differences, have enough ‘others’ out there who want to slam us or take away  
our rights to access and fish public waters... so we don’t have to give them any 
ammunition.  Remember – We are All In This Together!

Final Thoughts:
By this time next year and God-willing, most Canadians will be vaccinated 
against Covid... and we can look back on the winter of 2021 as a challenging 
one because of Covid... but one we lived through, made the best of, and when 
we caught some amazing fish that will provide us with fond memories to last a 
lifetime. Stay safe friends! 

Update as of December 26, 2020: Today the entire province of Ontario went 
into official lockdown. Timelines for northern Ontario are shorter than for those 
living in Southern Ontario. More specific measures than discussed in this article 
are  in place. For complete details please visit: https://www.ontario.ca/page/
covid-19-response-framework-keeping-ontario-safe-and-open

Covid-19 affects different people in different ways. Most infected people will  
develop mild to moderate illness and recover without hospitalization. All those going 
ice fishing this winter should ask themselves if they have any of the following 
symptoms and if yes, to stay at home and take appropriate action: 
Most common symptoms: Fever, Dry cough, Tiredness

Less common symptoms: Aches & pains, Sore throat, Diarrhoea, Conjunctivitis, 
Headache, Loss of taste or smell, A rash on skin, or discolouration of fingers or toes.

Serious symptoms: Difficulty breathing or shortness of breath, Chest pain or 
pressure, Loss of speech or movement

Seek immediate medical attention if you have serious symptoms. Always call 
before visiting your doctor or health facility. People with mild symptoms who are 
otherwise healthy should manage their  symptoms at home. On average it takes 
5–6 days from when someone is infected with the virus for symptoms to show, 
however it can take up to 14 days.

https://projfishing.com
https://www.anglerschoice.ca
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BLACK 
By: Yvonne Brown

IIce fishing is around the corner and a favourite 
species for anglers to target (and eat) is black 

crappie. Often elusive, success in locating 
and catching them is as rewarding as the 
meal you make of them that evening.

How & Where to 
Find Them

Black crappie can be found in lakes, ponds and 
south-facing bays and coves. They 
prefer areas with little or no current, 
clear water and abundant cover such 
as submerged trees and brush, weed 
lines and thick weed beds. 

Early and late ice, crappie can 
be found in and around aquatic 
vegetation in depths of 5 – 15 feet 
of water where weeds produce more 
oxygen and attract bait. They move 
to basins and deeper areas mid-
winter which is why it’s important 
to use your electronics in locating 
schools. Fishing in deeper water 
without one is still possible. 

Drop your bait to 2 – 3 feet 
off bottom, jig it for a couple 
of minutes, reel up a few more 
feet, jig again and continue until 
your bait is all the way up to the 
ice. This will help you figure 
out a pattern of where in the 
water column the fish are biting. 
Crappie are typically most active 
during low light conditions (dawn & dusk) and 
during the day when it is overcast.

Crappie move a lot through the winter so 
staying mobile and using a flasher are key to 
finding them. They will suspend anywhere 
from 5 to 20 feet off bottom, depending on the 
depth of the water body, oxygen levels and the 
availability of food. Electronics are one of the 
best ways to increase your chances of finding 
pods and understanding their feeding habits. 

Whether you use an ice flasher, 
like the Humminbird ICE 55, 
or an LCD display sonar, such 
as the Humminbird Ice Helix, 
trusting and learning your unit 
will help to avoid wasting time 

and fishing in areas where the fish may not 
be. Having an underwater camera is also 

helpful so you can see what fish are 
showing up on your sonar.

Diet & Eating Patterns
Black crappie feed on planktonic 
crustaceans and larvae as well as insects, 
minnows and the juveniles of other 
species such as perch, walleye and bass. 
Their eyes are on the top of their head 
and their mouths are positioned so that 
they suck it in their prey from below. 

Typically, they feed 
upward so you need 
to keep your bait right 
above their heads. 
Because of the way they 
eat, you really need to 
pay attention to your rod 
tip. They have a very 
subtle bite, which may 

cause your 
rod to bend slightly or you may 
see your line go slack as they 
push your bait upwards. 

Equipment, Baits 
& Lures

A light or ultra-light rod is 
best for catching crappie 
coupled with a small reel 
like the Shimano Sienna 500. 
No-stretch 5-lb. test braided 
ice line with a 4 – 6-lb. 
fluorocarbon leader will help 
in detecting the most sensitive 
bites. Because crappie have 
really fragile mouths, hence 

the name “papermouth”, a softer rod will 
also help in cushioning your hook set and 
reduce the chances of tearing the skin.

(Continued on page 51.)

Shimano 
Sienna

https://www.humminbird.com/learn/fish-finder-series/ICE
https://www.ontariowomenanglers.ca
https://fish.shimano.com/content/fish/northamerica/us/en/homepage/FISHING_COMBOS/ICE_COMBOS.html


(Black Gold continued from page 50.)
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Many anglers use small tungsten or 
lead jig heads as light as 1/32 or 1/64 
oz. Tungsten is denser and heavier 
than lead, which allows your bait to 
sink faster while still maintaining a 
small profile. Some people tip their 
jigs with minnows, waxworms or 

maggots while others prefer soft plastics like the Trigger X Nymph, 
the Mizmo micro-tube or other creature-type baits all of which come 
in a vast variety of colours. The scent provided by fresh live bait or 
scent-loaded soft plastics will help in provoking strikes.

Whether it’s on your own or with a group 
of friends, fishing for black crappie is a 
lot of fun and can provide you and your 
family with a delicious meal at the end 
of the day. Ice fishing, in general, is a 
great social activity. Keep ice safety your 
priority and be sure of ice conditions 
before heading out. Enjoy!

About the Author: Yvonne Brown 
Best known for Ontario Women Anglers 
and the Fishing 101 for Women 

program, Yvonne is a strong advocate for getting women and 
children outdoors and on the water. She is the first female to receive 
the Rick Amsbury Award of Excellence.
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About the Author: Jeff Matitdy
A Fishing Industry Professional 
for nearly 30 years as a Fishing 
Guide & Promotional Staffer, with 
Bachelor’s Degrees in both Science 
& Education, Jeff uses this training 
in his job as a Fisheries Professional & Outdoor 
Educator (specializing in fishing via family business, GetFishing.
ca) to reach out to anyone interested in learning about fish.YOUTUBE.COM/MATITYSGETFISHING

“IF IT SWIMS... WE FISH FOR IT... AND WILL HELP YOU CATCH IT! 
GetFishing ‘Cuz Fishing’s Magic!”

 Jeff & Jason Matity
Visit our YouTube Channel 
& SUBSCRIBE for FREE!!

THE BEST KEPT SECRET ON 
THE INTERNET

FREE SUBSCRIPTION at:
YouTube.com/matitysgetfishing
ALL Species...ALL Seasons...
GET FISHING.CA has GOT IT!

YOU are invited to come along for the ride…

(Golfers Get It... Why Don’t Fishermen continued from page 20.)
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GT360 swimbaits for record-class 
walleye, pike, bass or trout (don’t 
forget to add PRO-CURE SuperGel 
scents to ALL soft plastics)!

8) Larger spinners such as #5 Blue Fox Vibrax spinners for 
spring-time pike and walleye.

9) Heavier casting / trolling spoons such as the venerable Len 
Thompson. 

10) Jigging spoons, such as ReelBait 
Tackle’s Plane Jane or Fergie, in 3/4 oz. 
to 4 oz. sizes are marvels for pike, 
walleye, bass, lake trout and salmon.

11) Light trolling duties such as light bottom bouncers / spinner rigs 
or Rapala crankbaits for all predators.

12) DeadBait / Set-Bait fishing applications such as deadbait rigs 
for pike and pickerel-rig-type sets baited with wads of worms for 
carp and catfish, for example.

Add to this, top techniques of your own. See these tactics in 
action on my YouTube channel: youtube.com/matitysgetfishing! 
Believe me, your success and fun will quadruple by adding a 
second fishing outfit to your arsenal. Get “The Duet” first. Then, 
add an Ultra-Light combo for real panfish fun. After that consider 
a Heavier baitcast outfit for more precision trolling and heavy 
casting applications for really big fish. 

Of course, don’t forget fly fishing either (a topic for another day).

Seriously, just do it... The next time 
I see you on the water, you’ll thank 
me and possibly shout out, “Hey 
Jeff... If it’s nice enough to golf, it’s 
nice enough to go fishing!” 
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Hall-of-Fame 
Angler Gord Pyzer 

with a LOTW Musky

Storm 
GT360 Swimbait

ReelBait

Fergie

Plain Jane

Your Hosts: 
Sandra and Chris Vanattan & Family

Phone: (613) 472-2832  

WWW.CHRISLIVEBAIT.COM 

STORE HOURS: 
Monday – Thursday 9am – 6pm, Friday: 8am – 7pm, 

Saturday: 8am – 5pm, Sunday: 8am – 4pm

Hwy #7 & 
Marmora Mine Rd.

 Marmora, ON

NEW
AUTHORIZED
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(Double Trouble continued from page 8.)

www.goldwingautocare.com

www.goldwingautocare.com

SINCE 1994 - 26 YEARS AND COUNTING
ANGLERS SUPPORTING ANGLERS

photo by 
@jpderoseoutdoors

thanks to our Amazing 
fishing team sponsors

(613) 727-7000 | 48 Colonnade Road
ottawa’s One-stop truck shop

WHEELS | TIRES | WINDOW TINTING | PAINT PROTECTION
TONNEAU COVERS | STEP BARS | LIGHT BARS

413 Lyndhurst Road, Lyndhurst
www.wingslivebaitandtackle.ca

siderisjp@sympatico.ca

WING’S
LIVE BAIT & TACKLE

(613) 928-2382 OPEN ALL YEAR ROUND
Live Bait • Licences • Fishing Tackle 

Firearms & Ammo • Moccasins
Hunting & Camping Gear • Firewood 
 Canoe & Kayak Rentals • Ice Fishing 

 Propane Exchange 
Gift Certificates • Seasonal Clothing

 & More!
        Open 7 Days a Week

2009 Inductee, Canadian, Angler Hall of 
Fame, Fishing Editor, Outdoor Canada 
Magazine, Field Editor,  In-Fisherman  

Magazine & Television, Co-Host,  
In-Fisherman Ice Fishing Guide, Television, Co-Host, The Real Fishing 
Radio Show, Host, Fish Talk With “The Doc”, Outdoor Journal Radio 

& President, Canadian Angling Adventures Ltd.

About the Author –  Gord Pyzer:

line tie positioned where the dorsal fin 
would be. When you lower it to the 
bottom and gently lift it up and down, 
you can make it peck into the sand, 
mud and detritus looking exactly like 
a feeding shiner, goby or sculpin. 

But here is the turn-on-trick: bait your 
drop shot hook above the Meegs jig 
with a soft plastic insect replica – like 
a GULP! Hellgrammite –  and every 
few minutes, lift up the Meegs at least 
two or three feet and let it crash into 
the bottom. Then lift it up only inches 
and hold it as still as possible. When 
you drop it into the bottom, it creates 
a mini-volcanic eruption, spewing up 
a cloud of silt, announcing to every 
bass, walleye, perch or whitefish in 
the neighbourhood that the gravy train 
has arrived. They see both the Meegs minnow and the floating soft plastic 
above it and come charging in when the dinner bell rings.

And what is so interesting is that you typically will find the fish zeroing in 
on one offering or the other. It is rarely random and the preference often 
switches suddenly and noticeably, as 
weather conditions, light levels and fish 
preferences change. But you never have 
to worry about it when you’re fishing a 
modern-day tandem rig. 

(Sidebar)

Check the Regs
In most provinces, anglers 
are allowed up to four hooks 
on their line, with a treble 
normally counting as one 
hook. It is the reason why 
most jerkbaits, crankbaits 
and musky bucktails are 
adorned with three or four 
trebles and the venerable 
four hook “pickerel rig” has 
remained in vogue. But, 
certain areas and lakes are 
managed on a single-hook-
only basis. So, always check 
the rules and if in doubt, 
consult the local Natural 
Resource office.

DEALER

Trigger X Nymph

https://cpmarine.com
https://www.youtube.com/user/matitysgetfishing
https://matitysgetfishing.com


https://www.lundboats.com
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